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The objectives of this work were to investigate, design and implement beam steering antenna arrays for
mobile and wireless applications using the genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimisation (PSO)
techniques as optimisation design tools. Several antenna designs were implemented and tested: initially, a
printed dipole antenna integrated with a duplex RF switch used for mobile base station antenna beam
steering was investigated. A coplanar waveguide (CPW) to coplanar strip (CPS) transition was adopted to
feed the printed dipole. A novel RF switch circuit, used to control the RF signal fed to the dipole antenna
and placed directly before it, was proposed. The measured performance of the RF switch was tested and
the results confirmed its viability. Then two hybrid coupled PIN diode phase shifters, using Branchline
and Rat-Race ring coupler structures, were designed and tested. The generation of four distinct phase
shifts was implemented and studied. The variations of the scattering parameters were found to be realistic,
with an acceptable ±2 phase shift tolerance.
Next, antenna beam steering was achieved by implementing RF switches with ON or OFF mode
functions to excite the radiating elements of the antenna array. The switching control process was
implemented using a genetic algorithm (GA) method, subject to scalar and binary genes. Anti-phase
feeding of radiating elements was also investigated. A ring antenna array with reflectors was modelled
and analysed. An antenna of this type for mobile base stations was designed and simulation results are
presented.
Following this, a novel concept for simple beam steering using a uniform antenna array operated at 2.4
GHz was designed using GA. The antenna is fed by a single RF input source and the steering elements
are reactively tuned by varactor diodes in series with small inductors. The beam-control procedure was
derived through the use of a genetic algorithm based on adjusting the required reactance values to obtain
the optimum solution as indicated by the cost function. The GA was also initially used as an optimisation
tool to derive the antenna design from its specification.
Finally, reactive loading and time modulated switching techniques are applied to steer the beam of a
circular uniformly spaced antenna array having a source element at its centre. Genetic algorithm (GA)
and particle swarm optimisation (PSO) processes calculate the optimal values of reactances loading the
parasitic elements, for which the gain can be optimised in a desired direction. For time modulated
switching, GA and PSO also determine the optimal on and off times of the parasitic elements for which
the difference in currents induced optimises the gain and steering of the beam in a desired direction.
These methods were demonstrated by investigating a vertically polarised antenna configuration. A
prototype antenna was constructed and experimental results compared with the simulations. Results
showed that near optimal solutions for gain optimisation, sidelobe level reduction and beam steering are
achievable by utilising these methods. In addition, a simple switching process is employed to steer the
beam of a horizontally polarised circular antenna array. A time modulated switching process is applied
through Genetic Algorithm optimisation. Several model examples illustrate the radiation beams and the
switching time process of each element in the array.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Antennas being the most profound components of a wireless communication link have
needed to have their designs altered to manage with this. There has been extensive
research and development into optimising the design of antenna to meet set targets with
regards to operational frequencies, target transmission rates, improved spectral
utilization and directivity. The directivity of antennas corresponds with the radiation
pattern of the antenna. One element antenna is likely to have is a wide (and in most
cases uniform) radiation pattern; an example is the dipole antenna which has an omnidirectional radiation pattern with the shape of a bagel [1-3].

To achieve the directivity target, the idea of bringing together two or more element
antennas to form an array is employed. The combination of these elements brings forth
new parameters that can be optimised to achieve a desired directivity. This is achieved
by optimisation of several parameters contained in an array of antennas or the nature
and schedule of the excitation of each member of the array. A process known as beam
steering is responsible for focussing the main lobe of the radiation pattern of an array to
a specific direction [4].
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Base station antennas used for cellular mobile systems are designed to generate shaped
beams; such antennas are used in Japan’s high-capacity land mobile communication
system. The 800MHz to quasi-microwave band is now being considered around the
world to increase system capacity, in the planned system, dual frequency band antennas
will be useful because the number of antennas can be reduced and the platform capacity
used more efficiently. This will lead to degraded shaped beam patterns because
excitation coefficients and element spacing of the antenna change with frequency [5, 6].

Due to adaptive beam forming techniques and antenna diversity in combination with
enhanced digital signal processing in the baseband, signal quality and channel capacity
can be increased significantly, compared to base stations with standard antenna
configurations. Investigations have shown that the application of intelligent antennas at
base stations seems to be the most attractive solution to overcome capacity limits due to
the current rapidly increasing number of mobile users [7, 8]. Unfortunately, due to the
high technical effort which is still required for the realisation of smart antennas, i.e.
huge array antennas, multiple RF-front ends and very powerful signal processors etc.,
the study of smart antennas has been restricted so far, to base stations only.

Many wireless communication systems face challenges that have cost-effective
solutions using antennas with controllable radiation patterns. Our research in this area is
motivated by the information and communication technology (ICT) activities in
developing regions of the world [9-16]. Although the problems that arise in this
application domain have straightforward technical requirements, their solutions have
very significant economic constraints imposed on them. Often they prohibit using
traditional solutions and require finding creative and most cost-effective alternatives.
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Electronically scanned arrays are now attracting more and more attention for
commercial wireless communication systems. It mainly attempts to electrically steer
its main-lobe without mechanically rotating the entire array to transmit and receive
signals efficiently. A conventional phased antenna array uses a power distribution
network, phase shifters and control circuits to provide the desired aperture
distribution [17]. The RF insertion loss, size, weight of the distribution network and
phase shifters however, may increase the design difficulty. These can give large
increments in capacity, and the possibility of tracking mobile phones or vehicles.
Moreover, a set of simple design procedures for beam steering single circular and
concentric circular ring antenna arrays was proposed and analysed theoretically [1820].

1.2 OBJECTIVES

AND

GOALS

OF

THE

PROPOSED

RESEARCH
The principle goal is to design and implement the switching circuit process for the
antenna element to be used for mobile base station and wireless access points.
Basically, the present work is devoted to the model and design of beam steering
antenna arrays, to be embedded within the mobile base station or wireless access
points.

The proposed configuration of the beam steering antenna design is illustrated in
Figure 1.1. The RF buffer is used for isolating the RF signal from the feed network.
This also provides the required RF feed to a number of radiating elements that are
also controlled by the switch interfaces.
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram of proposed switchable beam steering antenna.

The first part of the research work is carried out in two main phases; the first is to
prepare the design models of balanced or unbalanced antenna model that suits the
compact small size antenna array; the second phase is to provide the RF switch
design and how to communicate with the wireless sensors. Both phases will be
carried out using well known power optimisation tools such Genetic Algorithms. In
the second phase, the RF design switch will also be investigated in terms of the
maximum possible performance that can be provided on the switching concept, such
as, the nonlinearity effects of the active devices used, and the power consumption
required to change the switch status.

The second part of the work was devoted to designing two Hybrid coupled PIN diode
phase shifters using Branchline and Rat-Race ring couplers, centred at 910 MHz for
beam steering in an RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) base station. The design
specification is based on the very good input return loss performance and phase shift
design tolerance of ± 2 degrees. This requirement, along with the generation of four
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distinct phase shifts was generated to suit any UHF (Ultra High Frequency) band
applications.

Within the second part, a brief overview of the types of phase shifters is given, followed
by the PIN diode description and its detailed analysis. The theoretical design
calculations for the coupler are also examined. The designs were found practically for
which a phase shift accuracy of ± 2 degree was achieved with a maximum of VSWR of
1.4 over a wide frequency band. Finally the design improvements of both phase shifters
are presented for size reduction and improved performance.

The third part was devoted to the design concept of beam steering antenna array in
the form of circular ring geometry; for this application the signal radiation covering
360 degree area in azimuth direction was used, which makes this type of antenna
more interested. The symmetrical operation of switchable dipole antenna employed in
this work enables to steer the beam with circular transfer in all azimuth. A set of
simple design procedures for beam steering of single circular and concentric circular
ring antenna arrays are proposed and analysed theoretically [21]; including the
concept of applying binary switching technique and reactive loadings to the array
elements using GA methods.

The final part was concentrated on applying the Time-Modulated switching process of
ring antenna array for possible beam steering methods instead of a reactive loading
technique [22-28]. Similar concepts can also be found in other array geometries such as,
when all elements have direct contact with RF feeding networks. The GA and PSO
methods were implemented and tested to achieve the appropriate time-averaged pattern
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at the fundamental operating frequency for each element on the array. It should be noted
that the array elements were not in any direct RF contact with the input signal to reduce
the complicity of the RF feeding networks. A new method was developed for switching
purposes and validated by several examples. The overlap and non-overlap switching
techniques between the elements were also discussed and investigated.

1.3 OVERVIEW OF PRESENT THESIS
The present thesis has addressed the design and modelling concept of beam steering
antenna arrays for mobile and wireless communications applications. The research goal
is to achieve a simple switching process that can be applied to steer the beam of a
vertically and horizontality polarised circular antenna array, using optimisation
techniques such as, GA and PSO to direct the radiation pattern to the desired direction.

Chapter 2 presents the relevant history and background of beam steering techniques for
mobile wireless applications. Different beam forming schemes are discussed in this
chapter, and it also addresses the basic concept of the beam steering techniques and
antenna arrays.

Chapter 3 begins with the basic concept of the beam steering controlled techniques and
includes novel techniques for measuring the antenna resonance frequency and accepted
power by the CPW input. The theory of the RF switching circuit is also demonstrated.
The practical testing and evaluation measurement of overall circuit performance of the
switching circuit in full duplex operation was introduced.
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Chapter 4 focuses on the design of two Hybrid coupled PIN diode phase shifters using
Branchline and Rat-Race ring coupler, centred at 910 MHz for beam steering in the
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) base station. The generation of four distinct
phase shifters were implemented and studied; the variations of the scattering parameters
were found to be realistic, with an acceptable ±2 degrees phase shift tolerance. A brief
overview of the types of phase shifters is given, followed by PIN diode description and
its detailed analysis. The theoretical design calculations for the coupler were also
examined. Both Branchline and Rat-race coupler PIN diode phase shifters were
analyzed and simulated using Advanced Design System ADS 2006A (ADS 2006A).

The designs were realised practically and shown to meet the required specification with
Input and Output return losses <-10dB, phase shift accuracy of ±2 degree is also
achieved with a VSWR of 1.4 Maximum for a wide band along with minimum
transmission loss. Finally, the design improvements for both the phase shifters are
presented for size reduction and enhanced operating performance.

Chapter 5 overviews the Genetic Algorithms and also states the importance and use of
GA in order to compute the mutated results. Several examples are demonstrated to
calculate the antenna geometries and define the necessary parameters to drive the beam
direction using antenna array for mobile base station applications.

Chapter 6 describes the design process of a simple beam steering, uniform antenna
array, working around 2.4 GHz. The antenna is fed by a single RF input source and the
steering elements are reactively tuned through the use of varactor diodes in a series with
small inductors. The beam-control procedure is derived through the use of a genetic
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algorithm based on adjusting the required reactance values to obtain the optimum
solution as indicated by the cost function.

The GA was also initially used as an

optimisation tool to derive the antenna design from the antenna specification.

In Chapter 7, a simple switching process is employed to steer the beam of a vertically
polarised circular antenna array. This is a simple method, in which the difference results
from the induced currents when the radiating/loaded element is connected/disconnected
from the ground plane. A time modulated switching process is applied through particle
swarm optimisation. The designing and implementing of a prototype uniform circular
array antenna whose main beam can be optimally steered electronically to achieve
capacity improvement, interference mitigation and object tracking amongst others. The
objectives are to control the far-field radiation pattern main beam in desired direction,
utilising reactive loading and time modulated switching methods. Utilisation of GA and
PSO techniques in determination of optimal time duration of each element were
implemented and verified. Maximise gain in desired direction and at defined sidelobe
level were also studied.

An Alford slot cylindrical antenna at an operating frequency of 2.4GHz was simulated,
fabricated and tested and its field data was exported as input to a genetic algorithm
(GA) which was presented in Chapter 8. Six elements of circular array were proposed
to justify the principle operation of beam steering concept. The model theory of the
radiation pattern was demonstrated for several examples, using time modulated
switching process.
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A summarised conclusion and suggestions for future work on related topics were
presented in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 2
BEAM STEERING ANTENNA ARRAY
TECHNIQUES
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Since antennas play a fundamentally critical role in wireless communications and as
there can be no wireless communication without antennas, there has been much research
into efficient methods of designing antennas to meet these needs. Antennas having basic
characteristics of high directivity and beam steering in real time, are known to be
capable of meeting these needs as they increase spectral efficiency and gain, as well as
mitigate multipath propagation [1-6].

Single element antennas are known to have wide radiation patterns and low directivity,
making its use in the achievement of these goals impractical. High directivity with
single element antennas can only be achieved by increasing its electrical size, by means
of enlarging the physical dimension of the single element or bringing together more
than one single element, whose physical dimensions have not been altered. The
combination of more than one single element to form a new antenna is termed an array.
The type and number of elements in the array, their geometry and the manner, in which
the elements are excited, include several parameters which determine how directive
array antennas can be made. However, there have been proposals of techniques in which
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these parameters can be optimised to achieve highly directional antennas, with real time
beam steering capabilities [6].

Beam steering is a technique used in changing the direction of the main lobe of the
radiation pattern of an antenna, in order to achieve spectrum efficiency enhancement
and mitigation of multipath propagation [6]. The geometry of elements in an array plays
a pivotal role in beam formation or radiation pattern synthesis, as well as beam steering
amongst other factors. Beams formed by antenna arrays are categorised as either
switched array beams or adaptive array beams. While switched array beams are fixed,
finite and predetermined, adaptive array beams possess an infinite number of patterns
and can adapt in real time to RF signal environments, hence adaptive beam forming
arrays are always preferred for fine steering, tuning angles. Adaptive arrays have the
capability of directing or steering, in real time, the main beam in a desired direction or
towards a signal of interest (SOI) and suppressing interference or multipath signals [79].

Linear, circular and planar arrays are array geometries which have been implemented to
achieve adaptive beam forming. Although linear arrays are the simplest array geometry
for which array processing can be easily applied, it is unable to perform scan in three
dimensions (3-D) due to the presence of edge elements in its geometry. Also, as linear
arrays are steered away from bore sight, the beams formed are known to become
significantly wide [10, 11]. An interim solution to achieving 3-D steering is to have
several linear arrays arranged in a triangular or rectangular shape, forming a planar
array, but this increases processing intensity and cost, hence the use of linear arrays in
adaptive beam forming is not attractive. Uniform rectangular arrays, having non-
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omnidirectional elements are also unable to achieve full 3-D steering and this makes
circular arrays an array of choice for optimum adaptive beam forming. The beam of
uniform circular arrays can be steered azimuthally since they have no edge elements
and, depending on the element's radiation pattern, they can provide a certain level of
source-elevation information. Another advantage of circular array is its ability to
overcome the effect of mutual coupling and prevent the occurrence of directional beams
that have constant shape over broad bandwidths [12].

Phase shifting, reactive loading and time modulated switching are techniques that can
be utilised to implement optimum adaptive beam forming using different antenna
geometries [13-15]. With phase shifting, the feed to each element is varied, such that the
transmitted or received signals from all elements are in phase for a particular direction.

One application is understood through using ferrite phase shifters at RF or digital signal
processing at baseband. Time harmonic switching arrays utilise binary switches at the
feed to each element in order to control the 'on' and 'off' period of the array elements to
achieve time-averaged radiation pattern at the fundamental frequency of the array. A
major drawback of this technique is it produces unwanted signals at multiples of the
fundamental frequency resulting in energy losses and interference [16]. However,
simultaneous scan operations can be achieved using this technique with the unwanted
sideband beams; these are used to point at other directions [17]. With reactive loading
arrays a variable resistance circuit is attached to elements used. The reactances of the
elements are varied to achieve beam steering; the advantage of this technique is its’
small size and low cost of fabrication compared with phase shifting and time harmonic
switching array techniques [18,19].
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Optimisation is a process of obtaining the best solution amidst several results to the
problem that requires optimising: classical optimisation and Heuristic optimisation are
conventional techniques used for implementing this. As the classical optimisation
techniques require objective functions that must be differentiable and have the
likelihood of being limited to local minima, for which, they find limited application in
practical implementations hence the heuristic optimisation technique is preferred in
optimising antenna related problems. There are several heuristic optimisation
algorithms in use today; they include differential evolution, simulated annealing,
genetic algorithm, ant colony optimisation, and particle swarm optimisation.

While genetic algorithm is a population based random search algorithm, simulated
annealing is a neighbourhood search algorithm and particle swarm optimisation
includes both a population based and neighbourhood search algorithm. These
optimisation techniques utilise random transition rules rather than deterministic ones,
they are not limited to local minima and are efficient in large scale optimisation
problems [20].

Genetic algorithm, ant colony optimisation and particle swarm optimisation are
prominent optimisation algorithms that have been applied on antenna related
applications. Genetic algorithm is an evolutionary process that imitates sexual
reproduction in biological organisms with new potential solutions generated by
combination and mutation as part of previous potential solutions. The potential
solutions are selected to undergo reproduction, if they satisfy the fitness function to be
optimised [21, 22]. PSO on the other hand is an iterative algorithm based on a swarm of
particles passing through a multidimensional search space with each particle of the
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swarm being a potential solution to the fitness function to be optimised. All particles
have fitness values which are evaluated by the fitness function, each particle studies its’
previous best solution and its group’s previous best solution and based on these
solutions, updates its velocity and position.

2.2 PHASE SHIFTER TECHNIQUES
The development in recent years of main beam scanning phased array antenna systems
has been extensive. A great deal of this development has been directed towards large
aperture linear or planar arrays in which elemental thinning is applicable and/or where
the hardware implementation (particularly the phase shifters) is exceedingly
cumbersome. In other cases, where a small linear array (less than 20 elements) is being
considered, the required phase accuracies are such that the hardware implementation
often reaches the limits of component performance.

The fundamental concept of steering the main beam in a linear array relies on a
progressive uniform change in the phase of a wavefront across the aperture of an array.
The characteristics (beamwidth, gain, sidelobe levels, etc.) of the main beam are
determined primarily from the number of radiating elements in the simple array, the
phase distribution, and the power distribution [23].

Conventional (open control loop) linear arrays must provide a means to vary the phase
distribution on the radiating elements to correspond to a particular scan angle. This is
typically done with a “bit” phase shifter module for each element in a small array. The
“bit” phase module allows 360° of phase in steps which correspond to the least
significant part. For instance, in a 5-bit phase shifter module, 360° of phase shift is
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achieved in 11.25° steps. The “bit” phase shifter approach for controlling the phase
distribution in small arrays, results in unacceptable radiation patterns if low sidelobe
levels or scan angle accuracy are required, because the accuracy of setting the phase
shifters is limited to the least significant step.

Another approach for controlling the phase distribution is to vary the phase shift
continuously from 0° to 360°. In a varactor diode phase shifter, for instance, a voltage
on the reverse biased diode is set to correspond to a particular phase shift. Since setting
and holding a specific phase distribution or voltage settings are critical (sensitive) in a
small array, degradation in the radiation pattern is usually experienced due to variations
in the voltage setting or varactor characteristics.

A beam steering antenna control technique has been introduced which shows promise in
reducing the requirement for producing high accuracy phase shifters used in controlling
small linear array antennas. The performance of the key microwave component; a low
power consuming phase detector, shows very good results; thus, the successful
implementation of this approach is very likely.

The key hardware components are the phase detectors, which monitor the phase
difference between adjacent radiating elements and a microcomputer to read the phase
differences and adjust phase shifters to obtain the desired antenna performance. This
closed loop technique will also provide a means for future investigations to verify
theoretical versus experimental phase distributions and other element effects in small
antenna arrays [24].
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2.3 ANTENNA ARRAY
2.3.1 Fundamentals of Antenna Arrays
An antenna array is a set of antenna elements arranged in space whose outputs are
combined to give an overall antenna pattern that can differ from the pattern of the
individual elements. An array can achieve the same directional performance of a larger
antenna by trading the electrical problems of combining several antenna outputs for the
mechanical problems of supporting and turning a large antenna. By varying the phase
and amplitude of the individual element outputs before combining, the overall array
pattern can be steered in the desired user's direction without physically moving any of
the individual elements.

Multi antenna array systems come in four main array geometric types; linear, circular,
planar and conformal arrays.
•

Linear array: The elements are arranged along a straight line [25].

•

Circular array: The elements are arranged around a circular ring [26, 27].

•

Planar array: The elements are arranged on one plane e.g. rectangular arrays.

•

Conformal arrays: As the name suggests these arrays are designed to conform to
curve around/fit in with/conform to the design of a body it is going to be
attached to. As an example; they are applied in the outer body of aircrafts and
have to conform to the aerodynamic design of the plane [27].

All these types of arrays have different beam steering capabilities which will be
manipulated by several parameters. Key characteristics of these parameters are; the
general shape of the array, the spacing of the elements, the individual radiation patterns
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of each element of the array, the phase at which each element is excited and the
amplitude of excitation applied to each element.

Beam steering usually results in two main types of steered beams; these are the
switched array beams and the adapted array beams [28].
•

Switched array beams: These beams are dependent on a collection of fixed beam
antennas from which a desired beam(s) is chosen.

•

Adapted array beams: They use an array of antennas which has a collective array
gain pattern that will be dynamically adjustable to the location and environment
(with regards to noise multipath propagation) [28] which are considered in the
coming chapters.

Linear arrays, though simple in design, have the trade-off of being limited to a two
dimensional beam scanning with significantly wide beams, yet our objective is to
achieve narrow beam steering. A possible resolution to this 2D constraint of linear
arrays which has been effected (but still not ideal for this present work) would be to
make a polygon whose sides comprise of line arrays. Common candidates for this kind
of exploit are the rectangular and triangular shaped arrays. Even with that adaption,
circular arrays will have a more profound three dimensional beam steering capability
due to the absence of edges, as compared to those of a polygon array. The beam steering
process in multi antenna array systems can be conducted in three possible ways; these
are time-modulated switching, reactive loading and phase shifting.

By taking an example where one element in the array has a relative amplitude = Gi, then
in the time modulated array this ith element would be switched on for a time period that
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corresponds to Gi To where To is the overall switching period. As a result of this relation,
time-switching can be used on any conventional array weighting function. The
electronically controlled nature of these switches can be exploited further by
reprogramming the modulation sequence, thereby presenting arbitrary weighting
functions in real time. In so doing making them very suitable in providing an adaptive
array steered beam. The main trade-off with this time modulation implementation is the
generation of harmonics resulting in energy loss and possible interference [29-32].

With the reactive loading implementation, which is a low cost technique, each element
of the array is linked to a circuit with a variable resistance. By strategically altering the
reactance of each element through the circuits linked to them, beam steering is
achieved.

The phase shifting technique makes use of the fact, that the phase component controls
the angles of the main beam and nulls. This main lobe of the radiation pattern can be
steered by applying a phase taper across the elements of the array. For example, the
application of 0o and 60o to each element of a two element array, with the spacing of
half a wavelength (i.e. λ/2) between the elements, the main beam of the radiation pattern
will be steered to a 30o angle.

For this to be implemented, the signal that is fed into every single element of the array
will be altered, in such a way that the transmitted signal and received signals from all
the elements of the array will be expected to be in phase for the beam to be steered to a
desired direction. Phase shifting can be conducted in two frequency bands. In baseband
signals it is implemented by applying digital signal processing on the signal. In the radio
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frequency spectrum this is achieved by the use of devices known as phase shifters.
There are three types of phase shifters which are used in the phased array technique,
these are: ferrite phase shifters, analogue phase shifters and digital phase shifters.
•

Ferrite phase shifters: The basis of the operation is that a ferrite material has a
permeability that varies with the change of intensity of a DC magnetic field bias.
As a result of this, the phase shift of an RF signal through the ferrite material
will change with bias field intensity [33].

•

Analogue Phase shifter: Their basis of operation makes use of the variable
capacitor diode; this diode has its capacitance varying with the bias voltage
thereby altering the phase.

•

Digital Phase filters: Their operation is based on two RF switch states (on and
off). The turning ‘on’ and ‘off’ of the switches is achieved using a DC bias
voltage across the filter which in turn alters the insertion phase [33].

The above named procedures and techniques of beam steering to certain angles, can
only be implemented by applying the best solutions of the parameters of the arrays;
which is achieved through a process called optimisation. There are several optimization
techniques divided under two classes; the classical optimization techniques and the
heuristic optimization techniques which are going to be described in this thesis.

The overall radiation pattern of an array is determined by the radiation pattern of the
individual elements, their positions and orientations in space, the relative phase and
amplitudes of the feeding currents to the elements. By the principle of pattern
multiplication, the overall radiation pattern F(ω;θ; φ ) is found as the product of the
individual element radiation patterns g(w; θ; φ ) with the array factor f(ω; θ; φ )
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F(ω; θ; φ )= g(ω; θ; φ )f(ω; θ; φ )

(2.1)

The array factor is in turn determined by the relative positions of the elements in space
along with the relative phase and amplitude levels of the feeding currents to the
elements. The array factor and overall pattern of the array can be continuously scanned
or adapted by adjusting the relative phase and amplitude levels between the currents at
the elements [34].

Figure 2.1: Phase relationship of currents for a plane wave incident on a uniform
linear array
Linear array has simple geometry in which the centres of the antenna elements are
aligned along a straight line. If all of the centres of the elements lie on a plane, the array
is a planar array. Examples include the linear array, a circular array and arbitrarily
shaped planar arrays. For the uniformly spaced linear array, the diagram below shows
the phase relationship between the currents generated at the elements for the given angle
of arrival (θ), measured from the principal axis of the array. Since the signal present at
element two has travelled a distance d.cos(θ) farther than the signal present at element
one, its phase will lag behind that of element one by βd.cos(θ), where β = 2π/λ is the
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phase propagation factor. This relation holds for a narrowband signal, in this case a
signal whose modulated bandwidth is much less than the carrier frequency. The
narrowband assumption allows us to assume that the only difference between the signal
present at element two and element one is the phase shift induced by the extra distance
travelled and is not significantly affected by the modulation during this time.

Consider a transmitted narrowband signal in complex envelope representation,

s(t) = u(t)e[−j v(t)]

(2.2)

Where u(t) is the signal amplitude and v(t) is the signal phase considered at centre
frequency ω0. For an array of isotropic elements, g(ω0) = 1 and taking the received
signal at element one as the reference, the received signals xi(t) for a uniform linear
array with element spacing d can be represented in matrix form as

1
exp
exp

exp

2
.
.
.

(2.3)
1

Where N is the number of elements, θ is the angle of arrival and a(θ) is the steering
vector. For simplicity, the frequency dependence of a(ωo; θ; φ ) has been dropped for
the narrowband case and the elevation angle φ is assumed to be zero relative to the
element's bore sight . The collection of the steering vectors for all angles (θ; φ ) for a
given ωo is known as the array manifold. The array manifold must be carefully
measured to calibrate the array for direction finding experiments.
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For narrowband adaptive beam forming, each element output xi is multiplied by a
complex weight wi*, modifying the phase and amplitude relation between the branches
and summed to give y(t)

1
exp
exp
w1

2
.
.
.

2 3 …..

X t

(2.4)

1

exp

Since the array factor for the overall antenna pattern is dependent on the phase, an
amplitude relationship between the branches and weight vector modifies the phase and
amplitude relationship, so the overall array pattern can be continually modified by
adjusting the weight vector. The overall pattern for the array is given by

F(w; θ; Ø) = |wHa w; θ; Ø |

(2.5)

For narrowband uniform linear array of isotropic elements, the pattern becomes

1
exp
exp
θ

w1

2 3 …..

2
.
.
.

θ

(2.6)

1

exp

Note that since the element pattern is isotropic, g(ωo) = 1 for all θ and Ø, the overall
pattern becomes the pattern created by the array factor. Including the element
configuration for the array and using the pattern multiplication principle mentioned
above leads to;
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F (θ; φ ) = g( θ; φ ) f(θ)

(2.7)

Note that since the element pattern has a φ dependence, this parameter is included in
the overall pattern. The array factor in this case has no φ dependence due to the linear
geometry chosen. More complicated array geometries can be used for variation of the
pattern along φ as well.

2.3.2 Basic Antenna Array Theory
Smart arrays are necessary for system integration and miniaturisation. An array with all
elements equally spaced and excited is called a uniform array. One major property of a
uniform array is that it has the narrowest beam width [35] and a consequence of this is
that the array antenna has the highest directivity for a given number of elements. This
implies that the beam width decreases with the number of elements in the array
however; the actual beam width depends on the element spacing. The high beam width
though has the highest side lobe level which can increase interference or cause spurious
signal level. There is one main beam and N-2 sidelobes; the peak side lobe level
decreases with increasing array size reaching a certain limiting value. The side lobe
level can never be reduced by introducing a tapper in the amplitudes of the elements.
When tapering the amplitude distribution, the excitation is highest at the centre of the
array and then decreases as one move towards the edge.
The beam width of a linear array with uniform excitation is given by the relation

θ 3dB = cos-1[sin(θ0) - 0.443λo/L] – cos-1[sin(θ0) + 0.443λo/L]
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(2.8)

Where

θ0 = the main beam pointing
L = total array length

(N-1) d = number of elements
d = element spacing
λo= wave length

2.3.3 Circular Antenna Array
Circular arrays are applied mainly in radio direction finding, air and space navigation,
underground propagation, radar, sonar and many other related and similar systems. In a
circular array, elements are placed in a circular ring. The array consists of a single feed
active element surrounded by a ring of reactively loaded (parasitic) elements; the
elements are all electrically coupled with one another.

Now, consider a circular array of N antenna elements that are evenly spaced on a circle
of radius a in the x-y plane, and d is the inter-element spacing. If the array is made of
omnidirectional antenna elements, then the received signal at the nth element can be
expressed as;

Xn t

Sk t

+ ηn (t)

(2.9)

Where
β = is the wave number = 2 π /λ
λ= wavelength of the carrier frequency
φ = 2λ (n-1)/N

for n=1, 2, 3...N is the angular position of the nth element on

the x-y plane
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= Sk(t) =signal transmitted by the kth source as received by the reference antenna.
θk = angle of arrival of the kth source.
ηn (t) = additive white Gaussian noise at the antenna elements with zero mean and
variance σ2a.

As the radius of the array becomes very large, the directivity of a uniform circular array
approaches the value of N; where N is the number of elements. In principle, in arrays,
the far field analysis calculates the pattern of array by summing the electric fields
radiated by the elements after adjusting their relative phases due to the position and
radiation direction.

2.4 MUTUAL COUPLING
Consideration of mutual coupling between elements of an array antenna is fundamental
factor in designing antenna arrays. Mutual coupling refers to interactions between
individual elements of an array antenna and it is caused by electromagnetic coupling
between antenna elements. Mutual coupling alters the radiation from the array. It
modifies the beam width and directivity of an array and somewhat degrades the
performance of adaptive arrays when two patch elements are electromagnetically close
to each other, the current in each of the patches changes in both amplitude and phase.
This change in current brings about a change in far field .To determine the resultant far
field radiation pattern of the array antenna, it is desirable to calculate the variations in
the phase and amplitude of the currents in the elements.

Impedance expressions are used to find the effective current distributions on the
individual patch elements. The distributions of current are used to calculate the required
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field radiation and this is the required radiation field in the presence of mutual coupling.
Note that self and mutual impedances can be derived from the near field calculations.

The geometry of each element and the frequency determine the dominant mode in
current distribution. Mutual coupling can be expressed as the impedance (or admittance)
matrix multiplied by the current (voltage) vector to give a driving voltage (or current)
excitation of the array. The effective radiation of each element includes the current
induced on its neighbours which adds to the elements pattern. Reactances are
electronically controlled, thus, loading changes their electrical size, consequently
changing also directional beams forming and steering throughout the azimuth. As the
radius of the array becomes very large, the directivity of a uniform circular array
approaches the value of N, where N is the number of elements in the array. Elements
should be as close to each other as is possible. The gain and radiation pattern of an
isolated antenna element may be significantly different when used with the antenna
array. The driving point impedance of elements in an array depends upon the self
impedance, the mutual impedance and the input current relations [36].

The extent of mutual coupling acting upon an antenna element is also dependent upon
the element’s location within the array and the distance between each element. Uniform
circular array (UCA) has benefits over Uniform Linear arrays, in respect of mutual
coupling. Due to symmetry of UCA, the effect of mutual coupling becomes periodic
and symmetric around the array, at the ends of (ULA) the elements will have different
mutual coupling characteristics from the centre elements.
For a plane wave incident upon the antenna array, the effect of mutual coupling on the
radiation pattern of the antenna within the array is derived from the direct re-radiation
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from each element itself and additional re-radiation from antenna elements illuminated
by incident signal. This then affects the ability of the beam former to distinguish
between DoA of signals and the ability of the antenna to adapt the beams for best signal
to noise interference plus noise ratio (SINR).

2.5 BEAM FORMING
In an antenna array, each element is a parasitic radiator loaded with a variable reactor;
the varactor. The elements are arranged around an active radiator, beam forming is a
result of the electromagnetic coupling among radiators. Variable beam forming is
carried out by controlling the reactances of the varactors. This reactance is a function of
the load or applied voltage.

Beam steering can be achieved mechanically or electronically and the whole antenna
can be moved by mechanical means which requires significant hardware power. The
mechanically steerable antennas are difficult to adjust either quickly or precisely. Beam
steering electronically is achieved through changing the impedance state of the varactor
in each element circuitry. Electronic beam steering is used to enhance spectrum
efficiency by suppressing co-channel interference as well as through generating shaped
beams. It is therefore desired that the antenna radiation pattern has low side lobes.
Switched parasitic antenna arrays have the ability to adjust their radiation pattern in a
way that their main beam always points in the direction of the mobile receiver or
transmitter. In simpler terms they cause the beam to tilt.

In a circularly antenna array, a single RF receiver path is applied for the centre element
only. Beam steering results from electrically controlling the reactances that load the
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equally spaced parasitic radiators (generally referred to as elements) surrounding the
active antenna element. The loads of the parasitic elements influence the radiation
pattern of array through mutual coupling; this therefore creates a problem of more
complex steering algorithm, as finding the correct reactances to achieve a desirable
radiation pattern is a highly nonlinear problem. Varactor diodes used in the parasitic
element micro strip circuitry design play a significant role in beam steering. Voltage on
the reverse biased varactor diode is set to correspond to a particular phase shift; their
degradation in the radiation pattern is usually experienced because of variations in the
voltage setting or varactor characteristics. The effect of the varactor is dependent on its
type and on the frequency of operation. The resonance frequency is determined by the
capacitance that represents the junction capacitance of the varactor under specified
reverse voltage.

2.6 DIRECTIVITY
An antenna array is primarily designed with the intention to shape a response or beam
pattern, such that radiation in a certain direction is enhanced and the response in other
directions is suppressed. Array directivity is a measure of array sharpness; for which the
array sharpness is related to array gain. Directivity of an antenna can therefore be
viewed as the ability of the antenna to radiate power in a particular direction. It is
desired for the antenna to find the optimum set of reactance values that maximise the
output signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR), when not only the desired but also
interference arrives. The primary objective is to extract the desired signal from the
mixed received signal.
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Directivity is an antenna phenomenon that is closely associated with and is a
consequence of beam forming and beam steering. The far field directivity of an array
antenna is dominated by the array factor. In a circular layout of the parasitic elements,
the steering vector a (θ, φ ) has a symmetric and cyclic form which is given by
a(θ, φ ) =[{ejbdcosθ cos φ },{e jbdcosθcos( φ -π/3)},.....{ejbdcosθcos φ - 5π/3}T

(2.10)

Where θ = is arrival elevation

φ = the azimuth angle
b = is the propagation phase constant in free space
d = distance between the elements.
Directivity is however a non-linear function of the reactances.

2.7 CONSTRUCTION OF CIRCULAR ARRAY SWITCHED BEAM
ANTENNA
A number of beam sectors are considered in the design process in which each supply
port will be formed by the transfer matrix of each element. The on/off switched function
is essential to the input of each port; this means the switch function allows forming the
signal for beam shaping at an input port.

The basic configuration of the circular antenna array is shown in Figure 2.2. Circular
array antenna is interesting since it requires the arrangement of each element to a
suitable stage and shapes the beam. Linking with this the control of side lobe is needed
for fully functional operation of the circular array antenna. Simulation of the magnitude
of each element affects the accuracy of beam shape as well; usually the circular array of
a simple dipole antenna is built in a shape of ring.
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Figure 2.2: Circular array antennas; (left) single circular ring arrays, (right) and
concentric circular ring arrays.
Circular array antenna is capable of enlarging the volume of wireless communication;
be aware that this could be completed without an increase of the area. The multiple
beams are radiated in the angle of the horizon and it is able to obtain through the
circular array, feed network. Bandwidth is described clearly as about 25% of the excited
elements [37].

The switched beam antenna is always better than phase-shift array antenna because
phase array antennas produce constant beam shaping with an uninterrupted motion of
beam peak. Although circular switched beam antennas are unable to move the peak of a
beam, it uses the excitation of arbitrary elements as a replacement to form the beam
shaping. The radiation pattern of beam shaping covered in all directions [37].
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Figure 2.3: Adaptive array antennas.

The optimisation of the wireless communication is executed by DSP (digital signal
processing); radiation pattern of antenna is able to change by DSP as well. Desired
signals, multi path and interference can be differentiated by using DSP. Link budget is
able to maximise constantly through DSP and overpower the changing of environment.
So, the matching of beam to wave fronts could be done from each mobile base station.
Half-wavelength dipole wire is the most important element of circular array and the
substantial resonant length of dipole wire is approximately 0.48λ. An approach of
Quadratic Form is used to specify the “Directivity Maximisation of circular array.” It is
used for the calculation of amplitude and phase; the basic formula of calculation of
“Directivity Maximisation” is listed below [37]:

D=

4π E (θ 0 , φ 0 )max
π 2π

2

(2.11)

∫ ∫ E (θ , φ ) (sin θ )d θ d φ
2

0 0
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Before formulas for certain calculations are applied, the maximum side lobes of each
output should be obtained. The definition of both [I], [e] matrices are listed below. So
[I]opt and Dma have to be described clearly. Both are defined by the position of main
beam as follows:

⎡ I 1 exp ( jkr α 1 ) ⎤
⎢ I exp ( jkr α )⎥
2 ⎥
[I ] = ⎢ 2
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ I n exp ( jkr α n )⎦

(2.12)

⎡exp( jkrsinθ0 cos(φ0 − φ1 )) ⎤
⎢exp( jkrsinθ cos(φ − φ ))⎥
0
0
2 ⎥
[e] = ⎢⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣exp( jkrsinθ0 cos(φ0 − φn ))⎦

(2.13)

The expression of formula (2.11) also can be expressed as

D =

[I ]* [ A ]× [I ]
[I ]* [B ]× [I ]

(2.14)

Where [A] = [e] x [e]*, and * = transpose of conjugation.

2.8 BEAM STEERING ANTENNA
Since the advent of mobile communications there has been an ever growing demand for
more users and higher data rates. As it is not feasible to reserve larger parts of the
already crowded electromagnetic spectrum for use in mobile communication systems,
there is a growing interest in other techniques for maintaining or increasing the channel
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capacity between the user device and the base station within the limited available
bandwidth.

One technique is the use of adaptive antenna systems; these systems use the
combination of direction of arrival (DOA) estimation with adaptive beam forming
techniques to create a truly “intelligent” antenna system. New technologies, such as 4th
generation of mobile communications (4G) or the 802.11n (WLAN) standard, will rely
heavily on intelligent antenna systems.

Conventional steerable antenna arrays require amplitude and phase control circuitry,
together with an RF receiver at each antenna element, thereby resulting in a very
complex and high-cost system. This is not suited for mass-produced consumer products
or for integration into user terminals. In an Electronically Steerable Array Radiator
Antenna (ESPAR) [38], a single RF receiver path is applied for the centre element only
and beam steering results by electronically controlling the reactances that load the
equally spaced parasitic radiators surrounding the active antenna element.

The benefits, in terms of reduced hardware complexity and cost come at the price of a
more complex steering algorithm, since the loads of the parasitic elements influence the
radiation pattern of the array through mutual coupling. Finding the correct reactance to
achieve a desirable radiation pattern is a highly non-linear problem and an optimization
method in a deterministic or stochastic way is required to find the correct reactance. In
[39] the authors circumvent difficulties by introducing an analytical approach to ESPAR
beam steering; however, this approach is restricted to control only the direction of the
main beam. For sidelobe suppressing or controlling the beamwidth, more complex
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optimization methods are required. Deterministic optimisation methods to find the
appropriate reactance are mainly based on the steepest gradient.

A perfect knowledge of the objective function and its’ derivatives is required, they are
computationally complex, especially for multi-dimensional optimization. Although they
converge fast to a solution, they can converge to a local optimum and therefore these
algorithms are sub-optima stochastic optimisation algorithms. Genetic algorithms [40]
are optimal algorithms and they result in a very time-consuming steering strategy. The
lack of a suitable optimisation algorithm for the beam pattern limits the number of
parasitic antenna elements that can be steered and hence, the beamforming capabilities
of the ESPAR.

Many wireless communication systems face challenges that have cost-effective
solutions by using antennas with controllable radiation patterns. Our research in this
area is motivated by the information and communication technology (ICT) activities in
developing regions of the world [41]. Although the problems that arise in this
application domain have straightforward technical requirements, their solutions have
very significant economic constraints imposed on them. Often they prohibit using
traditional solutions and require finding creative, most cost-effective alternatives.

Electronically scanned arrays are now attracting more and more attention for
commercial wireless communication systems. It mainly attempts to electrically steer the
main-lobe without mechanically rotating the entire array to transmit and receive signals
efficiently. A conventional phased antenna array uses a power distribution network,
phase shifters and control circuits to provide the desired aperture distribution [42]. The
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RF insertion loss, size and weight of the distribution network and phase shifters,
however, may increase the design difficulty.

Electronic beam steering is a powerful technique which manipulates the direction of the
major lobe and antennas (or antenna array) radiation pattern. This process increases the
link signal to noise by focussing the energy in a specified direction [43-45]. RF beam
steering enables the negative effects of multipath propagation to be counter-acted by
turning them into improved ways of achieving extra bandwidth of communication.
Beam steering is fundamentally achieved by switching the antenna array elements or by
altering the relative phases of the signals that are fed to each element.

2.9 CONCLUSIONS
There are a number of ways to achieve beam steering which entail altering the following
antenna element parameters: phase, magnitude, reactance and time (switching on or
off). Uniformly switching the phase of the signals being fed to each of the elements of
the array will result in a shift of the angle at which the main lobe of the radiation pattern
is steered to. This change of phases to the signals can be performed in the baseband
frequency using DSP or in the radio frequency spectrum through using complex phase
shifting devices.

Beam steering can also be achieved by controlling the time each element is switched on
or off for. The switching sequence of one element will alter the radiation pattern of the
specific element. This alteration in the radiation pattern, combined with the altered
radiation pattern of other elements will steer the overall combined beam’s main lobe to
a different direction. This process is popularly known as Time-Modulated Switching or
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Time-Switching. This technique relies solely on the time-switching of array elements
and does not require the use of additional amplitude weighting.

Another popular and simple method of beam steering is through coupling an active
element with other parasitic/slave elements. The parasitic elements’ reactances are
altered in correspondence with the desired steering angles which results in the steering
of the beam to the desired angle. The methods described above are all executed by
firstly knowing what angle you intend to steer the beam to and then optimising the
parameters mentioned (magnitude and phase) in order to attain the desired radiation
pattern.

The sidelobe level increase from a dual-frequency linear array antenna is numerically
analysed from the viewpoint of base station antenna design. The analysis results suggest
the following new array antenna design concept [44].
•

Frequency separation and element spacing can be determined for target tilt angle
to avoid sidelobe increase caused by the influence of grating lobes.

•

The sidelobe increase created by phase distribution error is shown throughout
the frequency band. It is also shown that the increase is more critical at the lower
frequencies.

•

A method of determining optimum excitation coefficients is proposed.
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CHAPTER 3
RF SWITCHING FOR BEAM
STEERING ANTENNA
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The use of adaptive array antennas for cellular base station application has recently
become an active area of research and development [1-3]. Base station antennas
normally radiate omni-directionally or in broad sectors, and more power is radiated in
other directions than toward the user. This causes waste of power and interference for
other users, therefore new versions of base station antennas are now being produced to
overcome the problem by using antennas that have narrow steerable beams. These have
a larger incremental capacity and ability for tracking mobile phones or vehicles. In
previous work, a set of simple design procedures for beam steering, single, circular and
concentric circular ring antenna arrays was proposed and analyzed theoretically [4].

In this chapter the design theory is formulated and the results of the proposed analytical
model validated by a numerical model. Beam steering was achieved by implementing
an ON/OFF system concept to excite only specific elements of the array dipole antenna.
An investigation on hardware implementation of a CPW-to-CPS dipole antenna
controlled by a RF switching circuit for duplex operation was carried out. The
performance of the overall circuit (i.e. the switch and the dipole) was analysed and
evaluated using a commercial RF and EM simulator. The design of CPW-to-CPS balun
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and dipole antenna is described. A novel technique for measuring the antenna resonance
frequency and accepted power by the CPW input is discussed. The theory of the RF
switching circuit is demonstrated, including the evaluation measurements of overall
circuit performance in full duplex operation.

Consequently, RF switching is an integral part of modern communication systems.
Their application includes well established areas, such as radar and also emerging areas
for instance smart (switched beam, phase and adaptive) antennas for terrestrial and
satellite communication systems. The fundamental component in this switching is the
operation of the RF p-i-n diode. The switches can be accommodated in the beam
forming network or adaptive control beam antenna array systems [5-8]. An ON/OFF
system concept for achieving antenna beam steering was practically implemented by a
novel and simple RF switching circuit. This chapter also deals with the design process
and the hardware implementation of the RF switching circuit that is proposed for the
mobile base station. The switch was tested and its switch mechanism checked against its
ability to control the flow of the RF signal. The simulated and measured results of the
completed circuit and their associated performance were analysed and discussed [9-10].

The aim of this switch is to produce low return losses with high characteristic isolation
when the switch is in operation. So, a feasible configuration shunt type RF switch with
diode is developed to ensure specific improvement. DC contact shunt switches provide
low insertion losses when closed and high isolation when opened [11].

An investigation on hardware implementation of a CPW-to-CPS dipole antenna
controlled by a RF switching circuit for duplex operation was carried out. The
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performance of the overall circuit (the switch and the dipole) is analysed and evaluated
using a commercial RF and EM simulator.

The design consideration of beam steering antenna is printed on a high quality RF
substrate, in which the RF circuitry also will be implemented. The input port of the
balanced antenna is fed by a balun design structure, which will be shown as an openended printed microstrip board, in which the edge frequency changes effectively. This is
the distribution of phase shifting on the transmission line of microstrip transmission
board. A balun driven system is executed to lower the return and phase variations on
high quality RF microstrip transmission board. An impedance transformer is inserted in
a balun system to obtain the required bandwidth and high matching level.

3.2 THE BALUN DESIGN
For a balanced antenna (example: dipole) system, a balun is required for a balanced feed
from an unbalanced source. In this study, a CPW-to-CPS balun was chosen and
designed for this application due to several features such as low-loss, ease of fabrication
and no need via holes [15-17]. The balun was first designed and evaluated to provide
the necessary transformation from the CPW feed line (unbalanced) and CPS lines
(balanced). The CPS then fed the dipole antenna.

Agilent ADS was used to simulate and analyse the performance of the printed balun in
terms of the S-parameters [18]. The balun structure in Figure 3.1 was mounted on
Duriod material (εr = 2.5, thickness h = 1.524mm, and tan δ = 0.0019). Two back-toback CPW-to-CPS baluns illustrated in Figure 3.2 were examined in order to evaluate
the balun performance such as, insertion and return loss at design frequency (GSM
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1800). The insertion loss of the designed balun, achieved over the operating bandwidth
from 1.52GHz to 1.94GHz, was less than 1dB as shown in Figure 3.3. It is also shown
that there is a reasonable return loss of 10dB over the same bandwidth.

Figure 3.1 Basic configuration of the Balun.

Figure 3.2: Layout of back-to-back coupled balun.

The simulated results of the magnitude and phase difference between the two outputs of
a single balun are illustrated in Figure 3.4. It clearly shows an excellent balance
operation in magnitude and phase, within the intended operating frequency band.
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Figure 3.3: Simulated S-Parameters for the two baluns mounted back-to-back.
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Figure 3.4: Phase and magnitude differences between the two outputs of a single
proposed balun.

3.3 DIPOLE ANTENNA
The schematic of the CPW-fed CPS dipole antenna is illustrated in Figure 3.5, in which
the width of the centre conductor is 4mm and the gap is 0.2mm. The diameter of the
circular slot is 6.4mm and the antenna length is 78.95mm which corresponds to slightly
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less than half the wavelength (i.e. antenna resonates at around 1.84GHz). A bond strip
connection was used to prevent unnecessary higher order modes generated at the
discontinuities.

3.4 SENSOR ELEMENT DESIGN AND CALIBRATION
To avoid measuring the radiated power of the proposed antenna in the anechoic
chamber, a simple measurement technique was applied. This has been done by inserting
a sensing patch next to the antenna, in which its output was connected to the spectrum
analyser. This technique simply predicts the antenna resonating frequency and the
accepted power by the radiating antenna. This technique was originally developed for
the measurement of amplifying-type active patch antennas at their fundamental design
frequency [19].

The sensor created was a small patch with dimensions 3mm x 5mm, placed at the edge
of the antenna so as to have maximum capacitive coupling voltage (see Figure 3.5,
where a 50 Ohm chip resistor is not shown in it). It was found that at 1 mm spacing
between the sensor and the dipole edge provided the best compromise between strength
of coupling signal and minimisation of the effect on the input return loss of the main
patch. The sensing patch was connected to ground via a 50-Ohm chip resistor. The
inclusion of the 50-Ohm resistor ensures a relatively well-matched source. In
measurement, a 50-Ohm coaxial probe was mounted at the rear of the circuit board and
connected to the resistor load. In practical, this feeds the sensor output to a well
calibrated network analyser.
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Figure 3.5: Circuit configuration for CWP-fed CPS dipole with sensor element
included.

The resonance frequency of the dipole and the accepted power at the antenna input port
were measured using the above method and determined by a sensor calibration factor
S`21, as follows:
'
S21


S21

2

(3.1)

1  S 2 
11



The above equation was evaluated when the antenna was disconnected from the RF
circuit. It was also found that the presence of the sensing patch has very little effect,
about ±0.1dB, on the return loss at the input port of the dipole over the entire frequency
range.

The two-port S parameters between the antenna CPW input port and the sensor output
are shown in Figure 3.6. The corresponding calibration factor from the calculated twoport data was computed using Eqn. 3.1 and the response of the calibration factor over
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the band between 1.5 GHz to 2 GHz is shown in Figure 3.7. As can be seen, there is a
coupling of about –17 dB between the sensor and the antenna over the operating
frequency band.
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4.0

3.5 RF SWITCH CIRCUIT AND VALIDATION
RF switch is an integral part of modern communication systems. Their application
includes well established areas such as radar, and emerging areas such as smart
(switched beam, phase and adaptive) antennas for terrestrial and satellite
communication systems. The fundamental component in this switching is the operation
of the RF p-i-n diode. The switches can be accommodated in the beam forming network
or adaptive control beam antenna array systems [20].

An ON/OFF system concept for achieving antenna beam steering was practically
implemented by a novel and simple RF switching circuit. The proposed switch can be
used for duplex operation and the circuit diagram is illustrated in Figure 3.8. As can be
seen, capacitors C1, C2, C3 and C4 are for dc blocking, and three diodes in the circuit,
with appropriate biasing voltage can be used to provide a function as RF switching.
When both V1 and V2 are supplied with positive voltage, RF signal passes through
forward biased diode D1 and transmit power to the antenna. There is no signal returned
to the path through diode D3 since it is reverse biased. Therefore, the switch is ON and
in RF transmission mode. On the contrary, when the power supply is given negative
voltage both V1 and V2, diode D1 is in reverse biasing, which can be effectively used
for blocking the RF signal transmitted to the antenna and the reflected RF signal can be
eliminated through the diode D2, due to the fact that RF signal is shorted via a 50 Ohm
resistor (R1) to the ground. In this way, the switch is apparently OFF and in the RF
reception mode, since only RF signal path through diode D3 is turned on. Thus, a dual
mode operation is realised.
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Figure 3.8: Overall circuit diagram of the RF switching circuit.

An analysis was conducted using (ADS) RF circuit simulator in order to validate the
theory of the proposed RF switching circuit. As a result, the schematic design model of
the RF switch is shown in Figure 3.9. Three port network models are used to define the
RF input, RF output and the antenna or balun, for which the switch is connected. The
procedure of validation to the switch was carried out in two aspects (i.e. ON mode and
OFF mode).

For the purpose of simplifying the analysis, the dipole antenna integrated with balun
was replaced by the back-to-back balun, because it is well matched to the 50 Ohm at the
design frequencies and can be directly connected to the switch as 50 Ohm load. These
results are illustrated in Figure 3.10 and 3.12 respectively.
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Figure 3.9: ON/OFF RF switch circuit; ADS model.
The switch is „on‟ when it is supplied with positive voltage varying from 1V to 5V at
the antenna resonating frequency, and the level of the injected RF power from the signal
generator was varied from -15 dB to 5 dB with 5 dB steps. It was found that the
transmission loss is about 0.6 dB to 0.7 dB at all voltage ranges as shown in Figure
3.11. This is mainly due to the insertion loss of the involvement of the back-to-back
balun.

For the switch performance in reception mode, a low noise amplifier (LNA) with 10 dB
power gain was added to amplify the received signal from the balun, since the level of
received signal is always low. The diagram of the analysis setup for the switch is
illustrated in Figure 3.10. The supplied voltage therefore is negative and varied from 5V to -1V. RF power was injected from the back-to-back balun and varied from -30dB
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to 10dB with 5dB steps. The performance of the switch in reception mode can be seen
in Figure 3.13 Similar power loss in the same range was observed, thus verifying the
suitability of the switch.

Figure 3.10. Analysis bench setup for transmission chain.
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Figure 3.11: Performance of proposed RF switching circuit in ON mode with
varied input power.

Figure 3.12: Analysis bench setup for reception chain.
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Figure 3.13: Performance of proposed RF switching circuit (with 10 dB gain LNA)
in OFF mode with varied input power.

In addition, the performance of the proposed RF switch over the frequency bands was
also evaluated, under the condition of fixed dc voltage of 2V and input power of -10
dBm for ON mode and -20 dBm for OFF mode, as shown in Figure 3.14. As can be
seen, the two curves have very small variations over the operating frequency band. The
power enhancement on both modes was evident for the implementation of beam array
network.
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Figure 3.14: Response of the switch over frequencies (xxx refers for ON mode and
●●●● refers for OFF mode).
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3.6 MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
3.6.1 CPW-TO-CPS BALUNS

Two back-to-back CPW-to-CPS balun (illustrated in Figure 3.15) were examined using
an ADS simulator, which is based on the Method of Moments. In order to evaluate the
balun performance, such as insertion and return loss at design frequency (GSM 1800
band) a CPW-to-CPS balun was chosen and designed for our application, due to several
features such as low-loss, ease of fabrication and no need for via holes [21, 22]. The
balun structure was mounted on Duroid material (r = 2.5, thickness h = 1.524 mm, and
tan δ = 0.0019).

The measured insertion loss of the fabricated balun, achieved over the operating
bandwidth from 1.47 GHz to 2.04 GHz, was found to be less than 1dB as shown in
Figure 3.16. It is also noticeable that there is a reasonable return loss of 10dB over the
same frequency bandwidth. An excellent performance of the magnitude and phase
imbalance between the two outputs of a single balun was observed within the intended
operating band.

Figure 3.15: Prototype of the back-to-back balun.
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Figure 3.16: Measured insertion loss and return loss of the balun.

3.7 DESIGN OF CPW-FED CPS PRINTED DIPOLE ANTENNA
For analysis, performance of the CPW-to-CPS fed dipole antenna was investigated with
the aid of ADS. The layout of this dipole antenna is illustrated in Figure 3.17, in which
the width of the centre conductor is 4mm and the gap is 0.2mm. The diameter of the
circular slot is 6.4mm and the antenna length is 78.95mm which corresponds to slightly
less than half the wavelength (i.e. antenna resonates at around 1.84 GHz). For
validation, a prototype of such a design was fabricated and tested. Return loss of the
fabricated dipole antenna was measured and the result was compared to the data in
prediction, as shown in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.17: Prototype of CPW-to-CPS balun integrated with printed dipole.

Figure 3.18: Practical results for the design of the antenna and balun simulation, and
measurements.

The proposed prototype switch can be used for duplex operation and the circuit diagram
is illustrated in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19: Prototype of the Overall circuit diagram of the RF switch integrated
with balun and dipole prototype.

Figure 3.20: Photograph of the fabricated prototypes of the RF switch integrated with
back-to-back balun.
The procedure of validation to the RF switch was carried out in two aspects (i.e. „ON
mode‟ and „OFF mode‟). For the purpose of simplifying the analysis, the fabricated
prototype circuit in Figure 3.19 was replaced by the back-to-back balun for evaluation
purposes, because it is well matched to the 50 Ohm at the design frequencies and can be
directly connected to the switch as a 50 Ohm load.
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Figure 3.21: Measurement setup for RF switch evaluation.

A practical measurement setup for evaluating this RF switch is illustrated in Figure
3.21. To begin testing the „ON mode‟ for the proposed switch, a positive voltage of
0.93V was provided to the V1 and V2, also RF signal with power level of -20 dB at
single frequency of 1850 MHz was injected to the RF switch (RF in port) from the signal
generator. Subsequently, a RF output power with level of -23.67 dB (see Figure 3.25)
from the back-to-back balun was observed on the spectrum analyser. Taking into
account the losses involved from the cable (1.33 dB) and the balun (≤ 1dB), the total
insertion loss on the proposed RF switch was found to be approximately 1.5dB when
the switch is turned on.

The measurement results of return loss (S11), and insertion loss (S21) for back-to-back
mounted circular slot balun, it is as shown in Figure 3.22, and 3.23 respectively.
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Figure 3.22: Measurement result of S21, back-to-back mounted circular slot balun.

Figure 3.23: Measurement result of S11, back-to-back mounted circular slot balun.
On the contrary, in order to test the RF switch performance at „OFF mode‟, the
proposed switch was supplied with a negative voltage of -0.93V to both V1 and V2 and
RF signal with power level of -25 dBm at the same frequency was injected to the back66

to-back balun. It is notable that relatively less power was generated to test the RF switch
in the receiving mode, as the power level of the received signal is always small in the
reception. As a result, a power level of -42.17 dBm was measured at the RFin port. It
implies an isolation performance with at least 15 dB was achieved for the proposed RF
switch as shown in Figure 3.24, and Figure 3.25. It has to be noted that the other port
(RFout) in the switch was connected with a 50 Ohm load in both cases.

Figure 3.24: The output of the back to back baluns when the switch mode is off.

It was found from the forgoing practical investigation that the proposed RF switch
exhibits a relatively good performance at „ON‟ and „OFF‟ mode. As a consequence, it
has demonstrated the capability of the switch to control beam, in the design of beam
steering antenna array, for mobile base station antennas applications. Therefore, a
follow-up study on practical realisation to the mobile base station antenna with
enhanced performance, using the beam steering antenna array design principle, in
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cooperation with the novel RF switch proposed in this work, will be carried out in
future work.

Figure 3.25: The output of the back to back baluns when the switch mode is on.

3.8 CONCLUSION
A complete analysis and design of the CPW-fed CPS balanced dipole antenna
integrated with a RF switching circuit for antenna beam steering used in mobile base
stations, was presented. The CPW-to-CPS balun and the dipole antenna were
investigated and the overall performance of the dipole antenna in collaboration with the
RF switching circuit were analysed and evaluated. The performance of the overall
circuit (i.e. the switch and the dipole) was analysed and evaluated using a commercial
RF and EM simulator. The design of CPW-to-CPS balun and dipole antenna is
described.
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A novel technique for measuring the antenna resonance frequency and accepted power
by the CPW input is discussed. The theory of the RF switching circuit is demonstrated,
including the evaluation measurements of overall circuit performance in full duplex
operation. The predicted results of the switching circuit and the practical results
indicating the design goal was well met. This is encouraging for practical
implementation of these switchable dipoles in the design of beam steering antennas in
future work [21].
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CHAPTER 4
RF PHASE SHIFTER FOR ANTENNA
ARRAY
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Microwave phase shifters are widely used in telecommunications and measuring
systems [1-4]. Recently, great demand on these devices has been experienced in the Lband, due to the interest of a large number of telecommunications services [5, 6] in this
frequency spectrum. Phase shifter is a two port device used to change the angle of an
RF signal in a network, with minimal or no loss to the power of the signal as shown in
Figure 4.1. Simple as it may seem, the function of a phase shifter has innumerable
applications in microwave circuits. Although it has many commercial applications,
including LEO satellites (low-earth-orbit) and automation of highways, its predominant
use is still to be found with military installations like scanners and radars.

Figure 4.1: Basic block diagram of a phased array antenna system.
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Broadly the phase shifters can be categorised as mechanical and electronic based on the
technology of control mechanism used to obtain the phase shift. During the period of
World War 2, when radar and scanning technology was intensely researched and put
into practice, almost all of the phase shifter circuits were mechanically controlled (like
rotary vane, slot loaded dielectric phase shifters) [7]. The phase shifter technology still
remains as one of the most researched fields in microwave engineering, simply because,
the bulk of the cost of an antenna system is contributed by it, sometimes as much as 40
percent. In the interest of this chapter, only the electronically controlled phase shifters
are considered. Depending on the output function, the phase shifters can be classified
into the following types.

4.1.1 Analog Phase Shifters
The analog phase shifters provide a continuous variable phase change, which can be
controlled by an external source. A simple schematic of an analogue phase shifter
(Hybrid Coupled) using varactor diodes is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Hybrid coupled varactor diode phase shifter.

A varactor diode provides a varying reactance in accordance to the voltage changes in
its negative bias. By changing the bias-voltage of the varactors, a continuously varying
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phase- shift can be added to the input RF signal. Ferro-electric materials such as yttrium
iron garnet are also used to realise analog phase shifters [8].

4.1.2 Digital Phase Shifters
In contrast to the analog phase shifters, the digital phase shifters provide phase changes
in discrete steps. The number of steps that covers an entire phase range of 0 to 360
degrees, is determined by the number of phase bits. A circuit with n phase bits will
provide 2n steps to cover the full 360 degrees. This work concentrates on two Digital
Phase shifters which are Hybrid Coupled PIN diode phase shifters using a 3dB
Branchline and Rat-race coupler.

4.2 POWER HANDLING CAPABILITY
The capacity of any circuit to withstand or handle power depends on the kind of design
and components used in it. This is an important term, which is very often overlooked as
it specifies the limitations of the whole system, as well as application of the whole
system [9]. Switching elements used in our circuits limit the power handling capacity of
the whole system. The two terms involved in switches are explained below. When radio
frequency power is passed through a switch, considerable or high stress is applied to it,
which tends to lead to its malfunctioning or in practice, burning. For example a term
mentioned in the manufacturer’s data sheet as ‘switching: 1 watt’, would mean that
average power should not exceed this limit, called hot switching. This is the common
term that is specified in the datasheet of switch. When signal power is excluded from
the circuit and only power needed for the switch to operate is passed through, cold
switching tends to exist. This will produce less stress on the switch; leading to longer
life.
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4.3 SEMICONDUCTOR PHASE SHIFTERS
Phase shifters in general, are categorised as Mechanical or Electronic, with respect to
the mode of phase control. They are also classified as Analog or Digital, Reciprocal or
Nonreciprocal depending upon their output characteristics [10]. Semiconductor phase
shifters use semiconductor devices as control mechanisms. All semiconductor phase
shifters are reciprocal in nature, and almost all are digital as well (analog circuits can be
realised using Varactors). A few of the popular semiconductor devices used as control
elements include p-i-n diodes, Schottky diodes and GaAs FETs. Of these, PIN diodes
are used extensively in hybrid phase shifters and GaAs FET’s in monolithic phase
shifters.

4.3.1 Pin Diode Phase Shifters
The pin diode acts as an on-off switch when alternated between its forward and reverse
bias. This basic characteristic of the PIN diode is used in phase shifters. When in
forward bias, the diode offers very low impedance, and hence acts as a short circuit
[10]. When reverse biased, the diode offers very high impedance and the circuit can
almost be approximated as open. The desired phase shift of the input RF signal is
achieved by routing the signal through different paths using the diodes as switches.
Four types of design topology are generally used to construct pin diode phase shifters
[11].
•

Switched line

•

Loaded line

•

Hybrid coupled

•

High-pass Low-pass
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In switched line design, the phase change is achieved simply by routing the signal into
paths of different lengths L1 and L2 as seen in Figure 4.3. Therefore, the phase shift
corresponds to the incremented phase delay βl, where β is the propagation constant of
the medium [12].

Figure 4.3: Switched line PIN diode phase shifters.
The hybrid coupled phase shifter employs two symmetrical and identical reflective
terminations placed at the coupled ports (PORT 2 & 3) of a 3dB, 90 degree hybrid
coupler as shown in Figure 4.4. Thus the input signal is divided in two equal halved
branches and both the equi-divided signals are 90 degree out of phase with each other.
The total reflected signal that reaches the input port gets cancelled for two reasons,
namely symmetry and quarter wave line sections, thus leading to a very good input and
output return loss performance. The shift in phase is obtained by the additional path
length the signal travels, between the ON/OFF states of the diode [13].
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Figure 4.4: Hybrid Coupled PIN diode Phase Shifters.
The loaded-line phase shifters use quarter wavelength spaced reactances, placed along
the transmission line, as shown in Figure 4.5. These reactances are switched into and
out off the transmission lines using diodes. The reflections occurring at the input are
mutually cancelled by quarter wavelength placing of the susceptances [13].

Figure 4.5: Loaded line PIN diode phase shifters.
The high-pass, low-pass circuit is a lumped element variation of a loaded line design,
such a design is illustrated in Figure 4.6. It is particularly suitable at lower frequencies,
especially in UHF band. The principle of operation is the same as the loaded line, with
shunt capacitance/series inductances increasing the transmission line length and with
series capacitance/shunt inductance effectively decreasing the line length. The only
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difference is that diode-controlled reactances replace the quarter wavelength sections of
the line.

Figure 4.6: High-Pass Low-Pass phase shifters using ideal ON/OFF switches.

4.4 GaAs FET PHASE SHIFTERS
A field effect transistor or FET, is a three terminal device which can be used as a two
terminal switch when its gate is applied with a fixed bias voltage. With a negative
voltage larger than its cut-off voltage, supplied to its gate, the transistor offers a high
impedance thus leading to the OFF state, and with a zero gate bias it offers a very low
impedance and hence the ON state. All the design topologies used for realising PIN
diode phase shifters can also be realised using FET as the switching device. FET Phase
Shifters are not explained in this report as it is out of scope [14].

4.5 PRINCIPLE USED IN PHASE SHIFTER CONSTRUCTION
4.5.1 Reflection Based
A basic reflection based 2 port passive network is presented in Figure 4.7. This network
is reflectively terminated by the switching device and hence the name [15].
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Figure 4.7: Port reflective passive network.
The function of the network is explained when the state of the switch changes to either
ON or OFF, by the following equation

Γ

Where

Γ

V

I

VL

IL

(4.1)

V0 Voltage when open circuit
Is Current when short circuit
o

Reflection coefficient at input when switch is open

s

Reflection coefficient at input when switch is short

It is also evident that when |Γ| = 1,
Γ

e

Γ

e

The phase change between the two states is written as follow [15]
ΔΦ = Φ0 – Φ1

(4.2)

Where Φ1 is the phase shift observed at the input, when switch is ON and Φ0 is the
phase shift observed when the switch is OFF.
ΔΦ=2sin-1 [VoIs/4VLIL]

(4.3)
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The maximum radio frequency power of the whole network can take for a single switch
is derived by [15] to be
Pmax=VmaxImax/(4sinΔΦ/2)

(4.4)

Thus for ‘N’ switches the Maximum Power in a switch becomes,
PNmax=N × Pmax

4.5.2 Reflective Termination Circuits
There are various reflective termination circuits [16]. The circuit shown in Figure 4.8 is
an example of such a circuit.

Figure 4.8: Lumped element and switched termination.
Multiple phase shifts can be brought about in a reflectively terminated phase shifter
using switches placed in shunt at calculated distances along the transmission line.
Figure (4.9) shows a two bit reflection type phase shifter having three shunt switches
that are spaced 3λo/8 (where λo is the wavelength) between each other. So in total four
phase shifts can be obtained when the switch is ON or OFF. As the switches are placed
3λo/8 away from each other, phase shifts obtained are in steps of 90 degrees.
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Figure 4.9: 2-bit (Four phase stage) reflection type phase shifter.

4.6 TRANSMISSION BASED PHASE SHIFTERS
The basic block diagram of a transmission based phase shifter is presented in Figure
4.10. The passive network can change between two states (due to switching) thus
providing phase shifts as the signal travels through two different circuits with different
path lengths [16].

Figure 4.10: Block diagram and equivalent circuit of a transmission based phase
shifter.
The circuit shown in Figure 4.10 shows a simple passive network with a susceptance
“B” in series with a switch ‘S’.
When S = 0,
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The transmission coefficient T = unity and I = V/Z0
When S =1,
(4.5)
(4.6)

/

Phase shift,
Δ

tan

B

(4.7)

Y

Vm0Im1=VIB/Y0

(4.8)

Where, Vm0 = Voltage across switch when s = 0
Im1 = Current across switch when s = 1
From (4.8), it yields,
Vm0Im1=2VI tan ΔΦ

(4.9)

Pmax=Vmo Im1/2tan ΔΦ

(4.10)

From the above equations it is evident that the maximum phase change possible using a
single switch is 90 degrees, as maximum power equals zero when ΔΦ equals 90
degrees. By using multiple switches placed at different distances any desired phase shift
can be obtained.

4.7 PHASE SHIFTING ANGLE DEDUCTION
Phase shifters included in the feeder of an array arrangement should have a specific
phase difference between successive elements, therefore bringing about a beam pattern.
This type of phase shifter is shown in Figure 4.11. The beam pattern is steerable if the
phase difference between successive array elements is different. The presence of a
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definitive beam aperture does not warrant a continuous change in beam shift, but
discrete change would suffice [17]. This directly implies that phase shifts can be in steps
and can be brought about by switches.

Figure 4.11: Consecutive array elements description in an array.
The phase difference ΔΦ between adjacent elements in array as shown in Figure 4.11, is
responsible for the beam steering. It is derived when two consecutive elements are
spaced λ/2 apart, then the beam direction will be at an angle ‘α’ normal to the whole
arrangement, provided ΔΦ = 180 sin α . When beam shift required less than 7 degree
then groups of array elements are used in phase, while phase difference between
successive array groups is kept at 22.5 degrees [17].
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Figure 4.12: Array elements in group of 3 elements for smaller Phase Step.
In Figure 4.12, Ai, Ai+1, Ai+2 form Group 1 Array elements. Ai+3, Ai+4, Ai+5 form
Group 2 and, Ai+6, Ai+7, Ai+8 form Group 3. When consecutive group array elements
are in phase, small changes in phase difference (ΔΦ) of the total beam can be achieved,
provided consecutive array elements have phase difference of ΔΦ [17].

4.8 PIN DIODE BASICS
Most of the semiconductor diodes consist of a junction of p-type and n-type materials.
The PIN diode on the other hand consists of three layers, where a centrally placed
mildly doped i-type material is sandwiched between a heavily doped p-type and n-type
material as shown in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13: PIN Diode schematic diagram.
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The presence of a wide i-region in PIN diodes makes them less suitable for rectifying
purposes, the characteristics being more suited for attenuation, high-speed switching,
photo detection and high power applications. When the diode is forward biased, large
numbers of charge carriers get injected into the mildly dope i-region in the centre. This
creates an effective short circuit and microwave signals can be transferred through it
with no rectification. When it is reverse biased, the charge carriers get drawn to the
terminals hence creating an effective open circuit. The V-I diagram of the PIN diode is
depicted in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: PIN Diode V-I characteristics.

4.9 PIN Diode ON Resistance
PIN diode in this case is switched between two states depending on the DC bias and
accordingly RF impedance is also switched between the least and the maximum. When
a positive DC bias voltage is applied to the PIN diode there is a substantial flow of
current and least RF impedance.
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Figure 4.15: Equivalent circuit for a PIN diode.
According to the equivalent circuit of a PIN diode, shown in Figure 4.15, in which
application of forward bias (switch is closed), shorts the reverse bias resistance (Rrev)
and reverse bias junction capacitance (Cjun) as Rfor (forward resistance or in our case ON
resistance) is very little. This leads to an equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: Equivalent circuit for a forward biased pin diode.

4.10 PIN DIODE OFF CAPACITANCE
When the PIN diode is in reverse bias state, due to application of reverse DC bias
voltage, there is negligible conduction due to the thickening of the intrinsic region
(acting as dielectric layer) as there are no free electrons and holes for recombination in
this layer. This dielectric layer has a high RF reactance [18]. In the equivalent circuit
Figure 4.17, considering reverse bias when the switch is open there are inductance (L),
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reverse- bias junction capacitance (Cjun) and reverse- bias RF resistance (Rrev) all in
series, which is demonstrated in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17: Equivalent Circuit for a Reversed Biased PIN diode.

4.11 PIN DIODE SWITCHING SPEED
PIN diode switching plays an important role and is considered as a parameter which
should not be overlooked. The reasons are explained below. Usage of a thick intrinsic
layer will result in small capacitance per unit junction area, in the presence of DC
reverse bias condition. This decreases the resistance, and increases heat dissipated and
not provided to break down voltage (VBR). “Plasma” is formed due to the interaction of
positive and negative charge carriers and requires large amounts of time to clear out, or
to form. The instant the DC bias is changed from reverse to forward bias, the plasma
(charges) stored in the intrinsic layer have to be first cleared out, for any conduction to
occur. This can be achieved immediately by injecting high currents, thus increasing
switching time.

4.12 PIN DIODE SWITCHING LOSS
The LOSS in PIN diode switching between the two states is defined by the loss Ratio
(ρ).
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ρ

(4.11)

I

The equation below is arrived by considering a very high sensitivity (Q) meaning that R
(forward resistance) of the diode is negligible compared to Zs (Switching impedance)
I

P

(4.12)

R
R

ρ

(4.13)

Z

Where
V

Z

I

, and k

I

V

IL

VL

Pfor Forward power dissipation
Forward Loss Ratio

for

Vopen Reverse- bias voltage
Ishort Forward bias Current

K

Switching Factor

Ifor Forward Current
Rfor

Forward Resistance

ILoad Load Current
Vload Load Voltage

By the appropriate choice of switching impedance (Zs), the forward and reverse loss
ratios can be made equal, which is desirable for getting less attenuation [18].
The reverse loss ratio (ρ
k

ρ
Q

R

) is defined as

Z

(4.14)

R

(4.15)

C

Equating (4.14) and (4.15) it yields:
ρ

(4.16)

ρ
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R

Z
Z

ρ

(4.17)

R

ρ

K R
Q R

(4.18)

R

(4.19)

Thus cut-off frequency (fc) is defined as,
f

1
2πC R
ρ

k

f
f

(4.20)

where f is the operating frequency.

The cut- off frequency (f ) depends on the PIN diode used. An important point to note is
that though power handling capacity increases as the number of diodes increases, the
loss factor becomes prominent. So there occurs a trade-off between the power handling
capacity and the number of Phase shifts required [19].

4.13 HYBRID COUPLED REFLECTIVE PIN DIODE PHASE
SHIFTERS
The basic principle of these phase shifters is based on the reflective circuits as explained
earlier in this chapter. In this section we concentrate on hybrid coupled pin diode phase
shifters that use reflective PIN diode terminations. There are basically two such types,
1.

Branchline Coupled.

2.

Circulator (Rat Race) Coupled.

Both these types include a basic 90 degree coupler and a reflection network. The basic
functioning and also the reflection coefficient transformations of a coupler, are also
discussed in the following sections.
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4.13.1 Branch Line Hybrid Coupled
This circuit uses a basic 3dB 90 degree branch line hybrid coupler. A basic 90 degree
branchline 3dB coupler consists of four ports is shown in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18: Basic 90 degree branchline coupler.
The four branches in this coupler are of the length λ/4 sections. Two branches are of
characteristic impedances Zo Ohm while the rest two branches are of Zo /√2 . We
consider Zo= 50 Ω which gives Zo / √2 =35.355 Ω. Considering Input port to be port 1,
the signal that is sent into port 1 is equally divided into two between the ports 2 and 3
which are transmission port and coupled ports respectively, where as port 4 is
completely isolated [20]. For constructing a Branchline hybrid coupled phase shifter
using PIN diodes, any form of series or shunt reflective terminations, as mentioned
early in this chapter can be used. In Figure 4.19, a simple 2 phase shift reflective
Branchiline coupled block using PIN diodes is presented. The length of the transmission
line in the reflective network ‘l’ in ports 2 and 3 decide the exact value of phase shift.
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Figure 4.19: A simple branchline coupler PIN diode phase shifter.

4.13.2 Rat-Race Hybrid Coupled
This phase shifter uses a RAT race coupler as a part of its design. A basic rat race
coupler is made of four transmission section lines and consists of 4 ports [21]. The three
sections are quarter wavelength sections and the other is of three quarter wavelength.
Thus in total the rat race coupler is of one and a half wavelength. It is in general used as
a power summer or power divider. A 3dB 180 Rat Race hybrid Coupler is shown in
Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20: 180 Degree rat race coupler
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An extra 90 line section is added in port 4 as shown in Figure 4.21 to get a 90 Rat race
hybrid coupler when port 3 and port 4 are reflectively terminated.

Figure 4.21: 90 Degree Rat Race coupler using λ/4 arm extension in a reflective port.

Figure 4.22: A simple Rat-race coupler phase shifter.
A reflective PIN diode phase shifter is constructed using the Rat race coupler as shown
in Figure 4.22. Reflective networks are added in ports 3 and 4, which are symmetrical
except for an extra quarter wavelength section line in port4 [21]. The length of the
transmission line ‘l’ in the two ports 3 and 4 in the reflective network, decide the
amount of phase shift obtained in the output port 2, as in the case of the Branchline
Hybrid coupler Phase Shifter.
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4.14 REFLECTION COEFFICIENT TRANSFORMATION
The performance of the phase shifter includes the coupler performance. So care is taken
to include and improve the performance of the coupler, hand in hand with that of the
reflective network. Reflection in any network causes deterioration in its performance.
As this work concentrates on good input and output return loss, reflection coefficient
transformation along the network is worth discussing in detail. All of the expressions
below are valid, if and only if, the coupler is symmetrical and includes the condition of
isotropy (Uniformity property) [22].

Figure 4.23: A simple branchline coupler.
The consideration of a simple branchline coupler is shown above, with ‘a’ to be the
input at port 1, b to be the reflection at port1 and b , b to be the signals transmitted to
port 2 and 3 respectively. Where

2

and

3

are its reflection and ‘b4’ is the signal

transmitted to port 4. In total for a=1 (input) b1, b2, b3, b4 are the outputs. As shown in
Figure 4.23, with port1 being the input, ports 2 and 3 are coupled while port4 is
completely isolated (all true at centre frequency). As a result the reflection coefficient
plays an important part in Bandwidth requirements.
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At ports 2 and 3 there occurs reflection

2

b2 and

b3 respectively. These reflections

3

are grounded (absorbed) due to proper matched network. At centre frequency there
occurs no reflection at the input port, as both port 1 and 4 are assumed to be matched.
Also at centre frequency

2

=

3

for an ideal coupler, but the deviation from centre

frequency will result in many odd reflections from all ports, degrading the performance
of the whole four port device. These reflections can be represented and analysed by the
use of ABCD matrix.
Thus for a=1 it follows [23, 24]
R
b

b Γ b

b Γ b

b Γ b

b Γ b

b Γ b Γ b

b Γ b Γ b

b Γ b

b Γ b Γ b

b Γ b

b Γ b

b Γ b Γ b Γ b

b Γ b Γ b
b Γ b

b Γ b Γ b Γ b

(4.21)

The other form for the above equation can be given in Matrix notation, as follows:
R

b

Γ b

Γ b
Γ b

Γ b
Γ b
Γ b

0 b
1 b

1
0

Γ b
Γ b

Γ b

Γ b

Γ b
Γ b

b
b

Γ b
Γ b

b
b
(4.22)

Consider,
Ε

Scalar Matrix,

SI

Γ b
Γ b
S
0

Γ b
Γ b

;I

1
0

0
1

0
S

Then
E

SI

Γ b
S
Γ b

Γ b
Γ b
S

(4.23)

This implies,
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|E

SI|

S

Γ b

S Γ b

S

Γ b

Γ b

Γ Γ b

Γ b S

Γ Γ b

Γ b S
(4.24)

S

Γ b S

Γ b

Γ Γ b

Γ Γ b

Solving the above Quadratic Equation we get
S

Γ

Γ

√

Since S
As

2

and

Γ

Γ

3

Γ Γ

Γ Γ

for a S

bS

(4.25)

c

0

are both less than 1, it is very much evident that the two solutions for ‘S’
Γ b
Γ b

are the Eigen values of

Γ b
Γ b

and both are less than 1.

Thus, Equ.4.22 can be further simplified as follows:
R

b

Γ b

Γ b

1
0

0
1

Γ b
Γ b

Γ b
Γ b

b
b

1
0

0
1

Γ b
Γ b

Γ b
Γ b

b
b

Similarly,
T

Total Signal Transmitted at port 4
T

b

Γ b

Γ b

Thus in total, transmission and reflection in a four port device is derived. As the coupler
in our case is symmetrical the reflections

2

and

3

are maintained and the circuit is

designed so that both are equal.
Thus,
R

b

Γb b

1
0

0
1

Γ

b
b

b
b

b
b

T

b

Γb b

1
0

0
1

Γ

b
b

b
b

b
b
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Hence use of a four port network is very useful in the control of reflection and
transmission of signals at port 1 and port 4 respectively. This leads to an improved
performance in VSWR and return loss.

4.15 EVEN- ODD MODE ANALYSIS
Even and odd mode analysis is the best possible way to illustrate both the amplitude and
phase variations in the 4 port network. This analysis is based on the principle of
Symmetry. In a four port coupler the plane of symmetry is as indicated in Figure 4.24.

Figure 4 24: A Four port coupler block diagram.
When signals of equal amplitude and phase are applied to ports 1 and 4, then exactly at
the points where the four port coupler is symmetrical, there is an open circuit, meaning
that impedance is infinity and admittance is zero. When signals applied to the ports 1
and 4 are equal in amplitude, but out of phase, then there occurs a short circuit exactly
at the point of symmetry, hence impedance becomes zero and admittance becomes
infinity in the four port coupler.

Applying the principle of superposition on both the even and odd mode networks above
as they are linear, a simplified constructed block network can be generated as in Figure
4.25 due to the network symmetry.
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Figure 4.25: Even-Odd mode analysis by principle of superposition.

4.16 THEORETICAL DESIGN CALCULATIONS
In this chapter, design procedure and equations are given for a Branchline coupler.
Design equations for a Rat-race coupler are complex and out of the scope of this report,
but a Rat-race coupler is designed easily using ADS. The bias circuit required for the
PIN diode is also worked out later in this chapter.

4.16.1 Coupler Design Specifications
The design specifications of the proposed coupler are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Coupler Design Specifications
Type
Coupling
Centre Frequency
Bandwidth
Input Return Loss
Output Return Loss
VSWR
Forward Voltage
Reverse Voltage
Current

Branchline, Rat race
3dB
910 MHz (RFID UHF Band Centre Frequency in
USA/Canada)
100MHz (Between 860-960MHz)
< -10dB
< -10dB
1.5 (Maximum)
5V
50V (Maximum)
20mA (design), 100mA (Maximum)

4.16.2 Choice of Substrate
For any RF design, the choice of substrate is a major concern as it determines the base
of the whole design. Substrate would determine both the physical and electrical
parameters which are width (W), length (L) and characteristic impedance (Z0) phase
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respectively. The substrate with high dielectric constant also makes the whole layout
shrink. For example a FR2 substrate has a dielectric constant of 4.5 and two possibilities
of substrate thickness (H) which are 0.8mm and 1.6mm and a tangent loss of 0.017.
After careful consideration, a good dielectric constant value and tangent loss is chosen,
from amongst those available in the workshop for board etching. The properties of the
microstrip board are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: The properties of the microstrip board
Woven PTFE laminate
Supplier
METCLAD Mx12 Series
DK
3.48
H
0.8mm
TAND
0.0035
Copper Thickness
0.035mm

4.16.3 Branchline Coupler
Presence of junctions in the branchline coupler makes it more susceptible to
discontinuities. It is extremely essential to know the right place from where λg/4
sections need to be added, where λg is the wave length of the microstrip line. A simple
T-junction showing the characteristic impedances of the line, along with the shift in the
reference planes d and d

in the line widthsW1 and W2 respectively, are shown in

Figure 4.26.
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Figure 4.26: Reference plane shift description in a T-junction [25].
Step1:
Use of pressers curve to find length of the line ‘L’ and effective widths Weff1 and Weff2 is
described below.
Firstly considering
ε

ε

Then calculate
ZA

Z

(4.26)

ε

From the pressers curve one can find the corresponding values for w/h (microstrip shape
ratio) and microstrip filling faction (q) [25].

Then, effective dielectric constant (εeff) is calculated from
ε

1

q ε

(4.27)

1

This procedure will continue to finding ZA and compute of εeff until ZA does not show
much change.
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The procedure to calculate W1 for Z01=50Ohm, and ε

3.48 (Substrate used). From

Equ. 4.26 it follows,
ZA

50√3.48

(4.28)

ZA=93.2738

(4.29)

From graph as shown in Figure 4.27, W1/h=1.8, and q=0.68, hence
εeff =1+0.68(3.48-1) = 2.684 (from Equ. 4.27)
Again calculate ZA
ZA

50√2.6864 = 81.951 (from Equ. 4.26)

From graph shown in Figure 4.27, one can get W1/h=2.3 and q=0.71
Then, it yields:

εeff =1+0.71(3.48-1)=2.7608 ( from Eq. 4.27)
We again calculate
ZA

50√2.7608

83.078

From graph we get W1/h=2.2 and q=0.7
εeff = 1+0.7(3.48-1)=2.736
We again calculate ZA
ZA

50√2.736

82.704

This is not different from 1.
Then W1/h=2.2, and q=0.7
Thus W1= (W1/h) x h=2.2x0.8=1.75mm

For Z02= 50 / (2)1/2 Ohm, W2 can be calculated following the same procedure above, one
can became W2/h=3.7, then W2= (W2/h) x h=3.7x0.8=2.96
Hence the following values that satisfy the use of PTFE are:
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W1=1.76mm we have εeff1 =2.736
W2=2.96mm we have εeff2 =2.86

Figure 4.27: Microstrip width deduction using pressers curve [25].
The results can also be verified using the spectral domain method demonstrated and also
the tool available in ADS 2006 that is called Line calc.

For Z01 and of 50 Ohm and substrate valued as used above and at 910MHz centre
frequency.
W=1.77186mm and εeff2=2.711
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For Z02=35.355
W2=2.99464; εeff2=2.84

Step2:
The effective widths can be obtained as follows [25],
π

W

=3.663

√ .
π

W

.

√ .

(4.30)

=5.062

(4.31)

Step 3:
The guide Wavelength can be simply defined by
λ

λ
(4.32)

ε

Where λa =c/f =3×108/910×106=329.67mm
λ

λ

329.67
√2.711
329.67
√2.84

200.22mm

(4.33)

195.623mm

(4.34)

Step 4:
The Transformer’s ratio also can be given by [25],
n

n

2

sin π W /λ 1 Z /Z
π W /λ 1 Z /Z

sin π 3.663/200.22 √2
π 3.663/200.22 √2

· 1

π W

/λ

1

d /W

2

· 1

π 3.663/200.22 d2 /3.663

2

A load present in the shunt line at a distance is transformed by a ratio n2
n2

0.9978

Step 5:
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(4.35)

The reference plane shift for the series arm is obtained by
d1
Weff2

0.05 n2

Z01

(4.36)

Z02

d1

0.05x5.062n2 x√2

0.35788n2

d1=0.35711(substituting from Equ. 4.36)

(4.37)

The reference plane shift for the shunt arm is obtained by
0.5

d2
Weff1

d2
Weff1

0.663 exp

0.076
1.71

Z01
Z02

0.2

2

2Weff1

0.172ln

Z01

Z01

Z02

Z02

(4.38)

0.2243

d2=0.8217

(4.39)

Substituting and deducing the values from Equs 4.32, 4.33, 4.37 and 4.39 the required
layout can be depicted in Figure 4.28 [25].
λg1 , and λg2 are the wave length of the microstrip lines.

Figure 4.28: Microstrip layout of a -3dB branchline coupler [25].
4.16.4 PIN diode Bias circuit
Deducing the BIAS circuit for a PIN diode is straight forward but its operation as a
switch in RF path should not be forgotten. According to the design specification and
requirement a PIN diode forward current of If =20mA and a forward BIAS voltage of
5V is used.
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Figure 4.29: PIN diode bias circuitry.
The resistor ‘R’ is the current limiting resistor for the PIN diode ‘PIN 1’ as shown in
Figure 4.29.
R

V

5

I

20mA

, R=250 Ohm

The ‘L’ and ‘C’ in the DC BIAS circuit should be carefully designed. The optimum
value of Inductive reactance (XL ) =1000 Ohm and capacitive reactance (Xc) ≤1 Ohm at
910MHz operated frequency are

Xc=1/2πfC, C=1/2πf
C=0.175nF (Since f=910 MHz)
Thus, C>175pF
XL=2πfL
2

1000
910 10

L=0.17µH, Thus L>170nH
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Thus the Inductor L (RF choke) performs the function of AC Block and Capacitor ‘C’
grounds any AC that escapes the choke. The capacitors C1 and C2 are also good DC
blocking Capacitors.

4.17 SIMULATION AND RESULTS
This section focuses on design of the Hybrid coupled phase shifters using Advanced
Design System (ADS 2006A). Designs of basic 90 degree Branchline coupler and 90
degree Rat-race coupler are presented as follows for PIN diode phase shifters of four
phase stages. Procedure for PIN diode modelling using ADS is also described.

4.17.1 90oBranchline Coupler
Figure 4.30 shows the schematic of a basic 90 degree Branchline coupler which has four
ports. All simulations are run from 860MHz to 960MHz.

From the simulation it can be observed that the design has very good Return Loss
performance. This proves the fact that a Branchline coupler is very well matched and
symmetrical. When Port 1 is the input, it is noted that port 2 is the in phase component
which lags by 90 degrees from the input, and port 3 is the quadrature component which
lags by 180 degrees from the input. Thus a phase change of 90 degrees is observed with
3dB coupling between ports 2 and 3. The line lengths of TEE’s and straight lines
simulated by ADS for the 90 degree coupler can be seen clearly from the schematic
diagram listed above. A delectated data to describe the hybrid couple is given in Table
4.3.
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Figure 4.30: Basic 90° branchline coupler schematic diagram.

Figure 4.31: S Parameters plot of a basic 90° branchline coupler.
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Table 4.3: Summary of 90° branchline coupler.
Parameters
S21 (I Coupling)
S31( Q Coupling )
S11( Input return loss)
S21(I phase )
S31(Q phase )
Centre Frequency
Bandwidth
VSWR
TAND
Substrate thickness (H)
Dielectric constant

Values
-3.02dB
-3.10dB
-43.19dB
-90o
-180o
910 MHz
100MHz
1.25 Maximum
0.0035
0.8mm
3.48

4.17.2 90° Rat-Race Coupler
The schematic diagram of the 90 degree coupler is shown in Figure 4.32.

Figure 4.32: Basic 90° Rat-race coupler schematic diagram.
From the above figure, it is evident that three quarter wavelength sections (λ/4) and one
three-quarter wavelength (3λ/4) sections are present in the hybrid ring, where the arm
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length of one of the ports (port 4) is extended by λ/4 to obtain 90 degree phase
difference between the ports 3 and 4, which will be confirmed in the simulated result
diagrams presented in Figure 4.33.

Figure 4.33: S Parameters plot of a basic 90° Rat-race coupler.
Again, one can observe that input and output ports are very well matched in which S11
and S22 are -49.807dB and -60.871dB respectively. Due to the arm length extension in
port 4, the 90 phase difference between the ports 4 and 3 can be achieved. The values of
the ring coupler for the same design specifications are illustrated in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: The ring coupler specifications.
Extension Arm Length
Extension Arm Width
TEE Widths
Curve widths
Curve Angle
Curve Radius
Transmission Line Joining Curves Width
Transmission Line joining Curves
Length

50.0 mm
1.7 mm
0.991 mm, 0.991 mm, 1.817 mm
0.991 mm
60
46.693 mm
0.991mm
1.817 mm

Table 4.5: Summary of 90° Rat-race coupler.
Parameters
Phase (S41-S31)
S22(output return loss )
S11(Input return loss )
Centre frequency
Bandwidth
VSWR
TAND
Substrate thickness (H)
Dielectric Constant

Value
90.196o
-49.807dB
-49.807dB
910 MHz
100 MHz
≤2
0.0035
0.8mm
3.48

The PIN diode available in ADS 2006A is an ideal PIN diode. Its parameters are to be
altered for practical design and realistic simulation purposes. The modelling of the PIN
diode is done by introducing a series resistance, junction capacitance, reverse break
down voltage and reverse break down current, as depicted in Figure 4.34. The value of
the resistor used throughout in the following designs is 200 Ohm. A forward and reverse
voltage of 5V and a current of 20mA are used.
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Figure 4.34: PIN Diode VI diagram schematic circuit.

4.17.3 DESIGN 1
The layout and schematic diagram of the Branchline coupler Phase Shifter are shown in
Figures 4.35, and 4.36 respectively.

Figure 4.35: Layout of design 1.
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Figure 4.36: Schematic of design 1.

4.17.3.1 Design Overview
As it can be observed, the two symmetric and reflective sections are added in ports 2
and 3. The first section of the line in port 2 and 3 is added to obtain a 90 degree phase
shift, while the next to be 65, 45 & 15 degrees. The simulation is carried out in both
forward and reverse bias operation of the PIN diodes (care must be taken to ensure that
both PIN diodes be forward biased or reverse biased, at the same time, for good return
loss performance at the input port).

Simulation results when first, second and third stages are Forward Biased (FB), are
shown in Figures 4.37, 4.38 and 4.39 respectively. In addition, simulation results when
all three stages are Reverse Biased (RB) are shown in Figure 4.40.
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Figure 4.37: Overall first stage FB plot for design 1.

Figure 4.38: Overall second stage FB plot for design 1.
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Figure 4.39: Overall third stage FB plot for design 1.

Figure 4.40: Overall 3 stages RB plot for design 1.

All three stages have very good input return loss performance as S11 << -10dB for all
stages. A maximum VSWR of 1.4 is obtained within required bandwidth. Phase shifts
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of 90o, 64o, 40o and 15o are achieved. This proves the fact that extra sections of the line
added, decreases the phase shift step in the case of a Branchline coupled PIN diode
phase shifter. The width of the transmission line throughout is 1.771 mm in the
reflection network, to provide good symmetry and 50 Ohm characteristic impedance.
Summarised results of design 1 are demonstrated in Tables 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10.

Table 4.6: Summary of common design parameters for design 1.
Parameters
Centre frequency
Bandwidth
TAN
Substrate thickness (H)
Dielectric constant
First section line length
Second section line length
Third section line length
Fourth section line length

Value
910MHz
100
0.0035
0.8mm
3.48
32.439mm
6.1015mm
3.299
3.211

Table 4.7: Summary of first stage FB for design 1.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S 11 (Input Return Loss)
S 22 (Output Return Loss)

Value
89.994
-1.204
1.004
-53.812
-53.812

Table 4.8: Summary of second stage FB for design 1.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11 (Input Return Loss)
S22 (Output Return Loss)

Value
63.978
1.232
1.003
-56.965
-56.965
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Table 4.9: Summary of third stage FB for design 1.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
40.895
-1.154
-1.009
-46.803
-46.803

Table 4.10: Summary of all 3 stages RB for design 1.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
15.396
-0.413
1.018
-41.114
-41.1144

4.17.4 Design 2
The principle of phase shifting in case of a Rat-race coupler remains similar to that of a
Branchline coupler, except in the construction of the ring. The ring is carefully
designed; its layout is drawn with great accuracy, ensuring there is no discontinuity in
the ring as it is made of curved transmission lines (CURVE’s) and straight transmission
lines for end connection. The layout and the schematic diagram of the phase shifter of
the Rat-race coupler are shown in Figure 4.41, and 4.42 respectively. Similar sections of
transmission line are added in ports 2 and 4 except for an additional λ/4 section in port
4, which is the base of a 90 degree Rat-race hybrid coupler PIN diode phase shifter. The
line sections added here are equivalent, to give phase shifts of -75 degree, -120 degree, 165 degree and +165 degree.
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Figure 4.41: Layout of design 2.

Figure 4.42: Schematic of design 2.
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Figure 4.43: Overall first stage FB plot for design 2.

Figure 4.44: Overall second stage FB plot for design 2.
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Figure 4.45: Overall third stage FB plot for design 2.

Figure 4.46. Overall 3 stages RB plot for design 2.

The simulated results for the particular design were presented in Figures 4.43, 4.44,
4.45 and 4.46, it can be notice that the input and return loss performance is good, but
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when compared to the Branchline phase shifter design, it does not give better matching.
The VSWR maximum at the input is 1.4, the same as that of a Branchline coupler
design, however for output, input and output match are not quite compared to the design
not good comparatively. The reason for this, after careful thought, is deduced to be that
many sections of transmission line are parallel to each other resulting in coupling
especially between ports 1 and 2. Summarised data of the operated frequency are given
in Tables 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15.

Table 4.11: Summary of Common Design Parameters for Design 2.
Parameters
Centre frequency
Bandwidth
TAN
Substrate thickness (H)
Dielectric Constant
First section line length
Second section line length
Third section line length
Fourth section line length

Value
910MHz
100MHz
0.0035
0.8mm
3.48
6.4013mm
10.809mm
9.6499mm
16.7601mm

Table 4.12: Summary of First Stage FB for Design 2.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
-75.113
-1.813
1.013
-43.945
-41.361

Table 4.13: Summary of Second Stage FB for Design 2.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
-120.357
-1.743
1.034
-35.459
-36.811
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Table 4.14: Summary of Third Stage FB for Design 2.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
-165.186
-1.521
1.044
-33.416
-34.025

Table 4.15: Summary of all Three Stages RB for Design 2.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
-165.204
-0.333
1.051
-32.047
-31.935

4.17.5 Design 3
Designs 1 and 2 were designed to have closely spaced Phase shifts (25° to 45°). So an
attempt is made to design Phase shift steps greater than 45°, in the following Designs 3
and 4. The obvious choice of Phase shifts were 45°, -45°, -135° and 135°. During
simulation it is found that any small change in the final line length to give the fourth
phase step, gives a drastic change in the phase step of every stage, as discussed
previously. So a stable line length was calculated using ADS so that the phase shift
difference remained the same for both new Designs 3 and 4 for the purpose of
comparison. The phase shifts -100°, 170°, 100° and 25°, 90°,-90°, 180°,-180° were not
chosen as they were commonly achievable by any other Phase shifter.
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Figure 4.47: Layout of design 3.

Figure 4.48: Overall first stage FB plot for design 3.
The layout of model 3 is presented in Figure 4.47. The simulated results for forward and
reverse biasing, demonstrated in Figures 4.48, 4.49, 4.50, and 4.50, wherever the
operation performance around the operating frequency were shown in Tables 4.16, 4.17,
4.18, 4.19, and 4.20.
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Figure 4.49: Overall second stage FB plot for design 2.

Figure 4.50: Overall Third stage FB plot for Design 2.
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Figure 4.51: Overall 3 stages RB plot for design 3.

Table 4.16: Summary of Common Design Parameters for Design 3.
Parameters
Centre frequency
Bandwidth
TAN
Substrate thickness (H)
Dielectric Constant
First section line length
Second section line length
Third section line length
Fourth section line length

Value
910MHz
100MHz
0.0035
0.8mm
3.48
32.359mm
20.6895mm
22.619mm
25.239mm

Table 4.17: Summary of First Stage FB for Design 3.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
-100.204
-2.005
1.032
-36.018
-36.018
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Table 4.18: Summary of Second Stage FB for Design 3.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
-169.917
-1.641
1.019
-40.461
-40.461

Table 4.19: Summary of Third Stage FB for Design 3.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
99.917
-1.463
1.014
-43.386
-43.387

Table 4.20: Summary of all Three Stages RB for Design 3.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
25.004
-0.484
1.011
-45.074
-45.074

4.17.6 Design 4
Rat-race coupler Phase shifter of 4 phase stage is termed as Design 4 for simplicity. The
layout of model 4 describing the Rat-race coupler phase shifter is presented in Figure
4.52. The phase shifts deduced were -100°, 170°, 100° & 25° same as Design 3.
Similarly the simulated results were presented in Figure 4.52, 4.53, 4.54, 4.55, and 4.56,
and Tables 4.21, 4.22, 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25.
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Figure 4.52: Layout of design 4.

Figure 4.53: Overall first stage FB plot for design 4.
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Figure 4.54: Overall second stage FB plot for design 4.

Figure 4.55: Overall third stage FB plot for design 4.
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Figure 4.56: Overall 3 Stage RB plot for Design 4.

Table 4.21: Summary of Common Design Parameters for Design 4.
Parameters
Centre frequency
Bandwidth
TAN
Substrate thickness (H)
Dielectric Constant
First section line length
Second section line length
Third section line length
Fourth section line length

Value
910MHz
100MHz
0.0035
0.8mm
3.48
10.0513mm
20.299mm
22.7609mm
25.4079mm

Table 4.22: Summary of First Stage FB for Design 4.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
-99.983
-2.039
1.010
-46.136
-44.192
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Table 4.23: Summary of Second Stage FB for Design 4.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
-170.059
-1.704
1.010
-46.019
-45.271

Table 4.24: Summary of Third Stage FB for Design 4.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
100.575
-1.502
1.013
-43.910
-46.908

Table 4.25: Summary of all three stages RB for design 3.
Parameters
S21 Phase (degree)
S21 dB (Loss)
Input VSWR
S11(Input return Loss)dB
S22 (Output return Loss)dB

Value
25.983
-0.469
1.016
-42.208
-44.539

4.18 PROTOTYPES AND RESULTS
The design models 3 and 4 were designed, fabricated and tested. The two design models
1 and 2 explained early in this chapter are only for better understanding of basic
Branchline and Rat-race couplers, without the actual necessity of being practically
realized. The prototypes of the design models 3 and 4 are shown in Figs. 4.57 and 4.56
respectively. All measurements are gathered from using HP8510C Network Analyser.
The network analyser was calibrated for two ports in the frequency range 500 MHz to
1.2 GHz which lies sufficiently in the Bandwidth of the design consideration. The
measured S-parameters for all forward and reverse biasing of Design model 3 were
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presented in Figs 4.49 to 4.67; in addition, to a summarised measured data presented in
Table 4.26. Similarly, the measured results of the design model 4 were shown in
Figures. 4.68 to 4.73 and Table 4.27.

Figure 4.57: Snapshot of a 4 phase step branchline coupler phase shifter (Design 3).

Figure 4.58: Snapshot of a 4 phase step Rat-race coupler phase shifter (Design 4).
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Figure 4.59: Design 3, S11 log magnitude plot when first stage FB.

Figure 4.60: Design 3, S22 log magnitude plot when first stage FB.

Figure 4.61: Design 3 S21 log magnitude plot when first stage FB.
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Figure 4.62: design 3, S11 log magnitude plot when second stage FB.

Figure 4.63: Design 3, S22 log magnitude plot when second stage FB.

Figure 4.64: Design 3, S11 log magnitude plot when third Stage FB.
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Figure 4.65: Design 3, S22 log magnitude plot when third stage FB.

Figure 4.66: Design 3, S21 log magnitude plot when all 3 stages RB.

Figure 4.67: Design 3, S22 log magnitude Plot when all 3 stages RB.
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Table 4.26: Summary & Comparison of Design 3 Simulation and Prototype Plots at
centred frequency 910 MHz.
Parameters

Simulated
1st stage
output

S11 dB
S22dB
S21(loss)
dB
S21(phase)
Degree

-36.018
-36.018
-2.005

Actual
1st
stage
output
-27.565
-23.389
-3.8721

-100.254

-100.18

Simulated
2nd stage
output
-40.461
-40.461
-1.641

Actual
2nd
stage
output
-17.052
-18.121
-1.3167

-169.917

-169.2

Simulated
3nd stage
output
-43.386
-43.387
-1.463

Actual
3nd
stage
output
-28.654
-25.193
-1.6403

Simulated
4th stage
output
-45.074
-45.074
-0.484

Actual
4th
stage
output
-15.465
-15.455
-1.3152

99.957

-101.98

25.004

24.195

Figure 4.68: Design 4, S21 Log Magnitude Plot when First Stage FB.

Figure 4.69: Design 4, S22 log magnitude plot when first stage FB.
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Figure 4.70: Design 4, S21 log magnitude plot when first stage FB.

Figure 4.71: Design 4 S11 Log Magnitude Plot when Second Stage FB.

Figure. 4.72. Design 4 S11 Log Magnitude Plot when Third Stage FB.
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Figure 4.73: Design 4, S11 Log Magnitude Plot when all 3 stages RB.
Table 4.27: Summary & Comparison of Design 4 Simulation and Prototype Plots.
Parameters

Simulate
d
1st stage
output

Actual
1st
stage
output

Simulate
d
2nd stage
output

Actual
2nd
stage
output

S11 dB
S22 dB
S21(loss)d
B
S21(phase)
degree

-46.136
-44.192
-2.039

-23.871
-33.689
-3.9491

-46.019
-44.539
-1.704

-20.633
-21.145
-2.2112

-99.983

-99.09

-170.059

-169.7

Simulat
ed
3rd
stage
output
-46.908
-43.910
-1.502
100.57
5

Actual
3rd
stage
output

Simulate
d
4th stage
output

Actual
4th stage
output

-20.516
-26.841
-1.7905

-42.208
-44.539
-0.469

-24.016
-26.538
-0.5601

99.598

25.096

24.995

As seen from the short summary both Hybrid and Rat-race have a great deal of
deviation in input/output Return loss, Transmission loss S21 dB from simulation and
actual measured outputs, though both conform to the design specifications. This is
expected in any practical realisation of a circuit; such as the slightly varied S21 among
results presented. The linear phase variations of S21 can lead to use of this kind of phase
shifter for the application of a wide frequency range of beam steering systems.
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As there are 3 PIN diodes used in a 4 stage phase shifter, which results in total ON/OFF
combination of 23=8, a total of 8 phase shift bits is achievable. Below is a Table 4.28
that states the Phase shifts measured for Design 3 model.

Table 4.28: Phase shifts for 8 combination of PIN Diodes in Design 3 model.
Phase shifts for PIN Diode states
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Value
25o
100 o
-170 o
-164 o
100 o
-85 o
-78 o
-77 o

The bandwidth is limited if the essential design specifications are not met for the whole
or part of the design bandwidth. In general, bandwidth can be limited by Return Loss,
Transmission Loss S21 dB and Phase Non-Linearity. In our case, Designs 3 and 4
present a very good performance of input and output return loss and its phase change is
linear with frequency.

4.19 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, several microstrip Phase shifters with both small and large Phase shifts
using both Branchline coupler and Rat-race coupler have been simulated, fabricated and
measured. Designs 1 and 2 modelled for small Phase shifts (< 45 degrees), whereas
Design 3 and 4 for large phase shifts (> 45 degrees) were tested. It was also seen that
Phase shifts less than 10 to 15 degrees, were not achievable, due to non-realisable short
transmission line length. Other than this constraint, along with transmission loss S12 dB
having a dip at 1.2 GHz, other performance characteristics such as input and output
Return loss <-10dB, VSWR 0f 1.4 maximum over a wide band, were all very good. It is
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also verified that the choice of number of phase stages and the phase difference between
stages, play a major role in the realisation of the phase shifter.

It can thus be concluded that both Rat-race hybrid coupled and Branchline Hybrid
couple PIN diode shifters are good phase shifter designs. The techniques to improve the
designs by use of meander lines and impedance transformation networks are worth
noting and can be pursued further.
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CHAPTER 5
RING ANTENNA ARRAY FOR RFID
USING GA TECHNIQUES
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The guidance for GA design is implemented by using the theory of each living
organism which is comprised within the chromosomes of organism [1]. Genetic
algorithms are stochastic search procedures orchestrated by natural genetics, selection
and evolution. They are modelled on Darwinian concepts of natural evolution thus
making them more inspiring during use. After its first introduction in the 1960’s by J.
Holland, it has become an efficient tool for search, optimization and machine learning,
but in the GA concepts it had been looming and applied in game playing and pattern
recognition [2]. Over the recent years, it has proven to be a promising technique for
different optimizations, designs and control applications. Basically, GA exerts pressure
on a set or population of possible solutions managing them to evolve towards a global
optimal point. This is achieved by a fitness weight selection process and severe
exploration of the solution search space, attained through recombination (crossover) and
mutation of the characteristics present in the particular population considered.

When used as an optimizer, it is very effective and robust especially if the goal of the
operation is to locate an approximate global maximum, in complex combinatorial and
search related problems. The powerful heuristics of the GA are essentially efficient to
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dynamically update the parameters applied to the input measurements, operate on them
and produce near optimal solutions.

5.2 WHY GA?
At this point, it is essential to point out the reasons why GA is mostly used nowadays in
different optimization processes. The majority of the optimization methods are
classified as either global techniques, with familiar examples such as, genetic
algorithms, random walk, simulated annealing and Monte Carlo. Local techniques with
familiar examples such as, conjugate gradient, quasi Newton and simplex methods [3].
A major difference between these two optimisation techniques is that the local
techniques tend to produce results extremely dependent upon initial start conditions and
coupled tightly to the solution domain, thereby converging relatively fast and producing
local maximum results. On the other hand, global techniques are independent of these
starting conditions and place certain constraints on them. Thus, this makes the global
techniques robust and able to perform better, even if there are discontinuities in the
solution domain. Furthermore, it has been observed that there are three main situations
when the genetic algorithms tend to be more useful. These are:
If the problem at hand requires a number of parameters.
There are multiple local optima solutions present.
A non – differentiable objective function.

From this point of view, a deeper look into these two groups of optimisation process
shows that the local techniques converge faster than the global techniques. However, in
the electromagnetic design problems, the rate of convergence is relatively less important
but optimal results are vital. Amongst the global techniques, the GA is more suitable for
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electromagnetic design issues. It is faster, reliable, robust, easily programmed and
readily implemented [4].

5.3 TERMINOLOGIES IN (GA)
To be able to appreciate and have a common understanding of this particular discussion
about GA, it is necessary to delve more deeply into some fundamental definitions. The
following summarises the most important concepts, many of which are similar and
borrowed from the concepts of natural evolution.

Generation: A set of fit individuals which were successively created.
Parent: These are members selected in a probabilistic manner from a particular
initialized population. They are usually weighted relative to their fitness values [5].
Children: Usually generated by initially selecting parents to form a new generation.
They are products of the major genetic operators; crossover and mutation.
Fitness: A value that dictates the measure of the goodness of each individual.
Genes: Coded parameters required for optimization.
Chromosomes: A couple of genes in string format.
Objective function: Basically a numerical representation in simple equation formats, of
the required goal in an optimisation problem [2]. It defines if the complex problem is
being maximised or minimised, and can also be referred to as the cost function or
fitness function.
Search space: The region that contains all possible solutions assumed by the design
engineer [2]. Due to the chances of flexibility during optimization, the search space
might contain solutions outside the feasible conditions. The intelligent GA tends to
isolate them and select the appropriate optimal solutions from this pool. In addition to
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this, the format of the search space boundaries must be carefully selected to prevent
early convergence on less optimal results.
From all described so far, the whole optimisation process involves some basic tasks
which are enumerated below as stated by [5]:
Solution parameters are encoded as genes.
Chromosomes are formed from strings of genes.
A random initiation to create a starting population.
Individuals in the population are evaluated and assigned fitness values.
Reproduction of the fit individuals selected.
Genetic operators, crossover and mutation, to generate new set of individuals.

5.4 STEP BY STEP IMPLEMENTATIONS OF (GA)
This section is used to ensure that the presented work fully appreciates the intelligence
of a typical GA optimiser operation. In general, a typical genetic algorithm optimizer
consists of three main phases as described by Rahmat. Samii et all [2]. These stages
include (1) initiation, (2) reproduction and (3) new generation (generation replacement).

The whole process of Genetic Algorithm is kicked off by encoding the parameters into
either a binary or real-valued format. The coding of the parameters (real values or
binary) is highly essential as this enables the GA to proceed in a style independent of
the parameters themselves and thus independent of the solution space [6]. Genes are
then allocated to represent these parameters, which are used throughout the process to
model the evolutionary algorithm. A set of populations is selected randomly from the
allocated genes and this is called the initiation stage.
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After the generation of the initial population, the fitness values of the individuals are
evaluated. The evaluation of these values determines the survival of the individuals in
this randomly generated generation to proceed to the selection stage. In simple terms,
the fitness values describes or measures how good the individuals (antenna parameters
in the case of this write up) are able to produce desired results to an extent after
combination with themselves. This stage is usually referred to as the evaluation stage.

The selection stage tends to identify the genes with the highest fitness values to enable
them to migrate into the mating phase, in which a more ideal and better generation is
produced by the algorithm. It is a stage whereby pressure is applied upon the population
in an approach similar to those of natural selection [6]. This stage is usually executed
with different techniques such as; tournament selection, population decimation and
proportionate selection, also known as roulette wheel. Several literature reviews carried
out during this dissertation observed that the roulette wheel is the most widely embraced
technique. For the roulette wheel individuals are selected based upon fitness
proportional to a probability equation written in (Equ. 5.1),

pselection
i

f ( parenti )
f ( parenti )

(5.1)

Where f (parenti) is the fitness of the ith parent. It could be inferred from this equation
after a close look, that the probability of identifying and selecting an individual from the
pool of populations by the algorithm, is solely a function of the relative fitness of the
particular individual. The selection procedure is usually applied twice, in an attempt to
obtain a set of individuals suitable for the GA operators to act on appropriately [6].
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The second popular technique is the tournament selection because it is relatively straight
forward. A subpopulation of N individuals is chosen randomly from the selected
population. These individuals in the subpopulation then compete with their fitness
values, the one with the highest fitness value wins the tournament and is selected and
isolated. The remaining less fit individuals of the subpopulation are then replaced back
to the original pool of individuals and the whole process repeated, until all the members
of the subpopulation are selected [7]. It is a faster mode of selection.

The preceding stage after selection is the reproduction phase, in which a new generation
is produced by crossovers and mutation operators. They are implemented in
straightforward code segments. Basically, crossover is the process by which the genes
of a parent are combined with those of another parent to produce children with better
genes. Several modes of crossover have been tried, but the simplest of all is the singlepoint crossover demonstrated briefly below. A random location is selected in the parent
chromosomes and swapped to produce the children.
Split Position …………………………………+
Fathers genes:

11101000111001100110 10101

Mothers genes:

10101110011101010111 00110

Left side genes from father + right side genes from mother
Child A’s genes:

11101000111001100110 00110

Left side genes from mother + right side genes from father
Child B’s genes:

10101110011101010111 10101

Figure 5.1: Single point crossover illustration [7].

It is obvious that the individuals in the generation that are not selected for crossover
operations are acted upon by mutation. It also changes part of the chromosomes string
in order to maintain, at least, some traits in the new generation formed. All these
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processes are continued until a new generation is formed by replacing the old generation
totally or partially, their fitness values being evaluated intermittently. After certain runs
and considering the input search space, GA tends to identify the near optimal value.
Figure 5.2 is the pictorial diagram illustrating the GA optimizer that summarizes all
processes described earlier.

Figure 5.2: The GA optimiser.
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5.5 RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID)
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has become very popular in many commercial
applications such as access control, animal tracking, security, and toll collection because
of its ability to track moving objects and its low-cost implementation [8-10]. A typical
RFID system is always made up of two components, the tags (transponders) and the
readers (interrogators). The antennas, as a key part of the system, enable the tag or
reader to send and receive the signals.

Readers are devices that read tags, and are equipped with antennas, a transceiver, and a
processor (server with software system). There are two types of tags: active and passive.
An active tag contains a small power source (e.g., a battery), whereas a passive tag does
not contain any power source and uses the power generated by a reader. Most tags are
passive due to the cost efficiency of mass production. In a passive RFID system, the
reader sends a signal using the reader antenna to excite the tag antenna. Once the tag is
powered on, then it will send the stored data back to the reader. The data is then passed
to a server for processing [11].

Operating frequency determines the capability of an RFID system. Several frequency
bands have been assigned to RFID applications, examples include: low frequency at 125
Hz, high frequency at 13.56 MHz, high frequency at 868–915 MHz, and microwave at
2.45 and 5.8 GHz [12, 13]. The design of RFID antenna becomes more complicated and
critical when the operating frequency rises into the microwave region. A tag antenna
should be considered low profile and of compact size thus reducing the cost and for
convenience in use. However, reader antenna should be characterized as compact,
directional with high gain, circular polarisation, easily integrated and low cost.
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Recently, many kinds of RFID antenna have been proposed for the tags and the readers
[14-20].

With the recent developments of the modern supply chain management (SCM), RFID
systems have been paid more and more attention, and have a huge potential market. In
this paper, problems encountered in practice associated with RFID reading systems in
multi-portal implementation were identified [21]. As a consequence, a solution on
reader antenna design with enhanced performance was then developed by using beam
steering antenna array approach.

5.6 RFID READER ANTENNA PROBLEMS
Tag antennas placed in close proximity to one another or close to the highly variable
content of the crates, will suffer from coupling effects that modify their gain, radiation
pattern and polarisation properties, thus reducing their performance. The mounting and
location of the reader antennas will affect how effectively they illuminate their target.
Backscatter and sidelobe patterns may influence mutual interference between readers.
In the RFID reading systems in multi-portal implementation, the reading systems are
configured as portals, each of which supports a reader, several antennas and sensing
devices. Three problems associated with the deployment of RFID technology in SCM
applications have been identified:

Passive RFID tags are mounted on plastic crates, which are stacked on a pallet.
Although two RFID labels are tagged to each crate, the RFID reader is sometimes
unable to read the tags. This may be because, for example, both RFID labels are blocked
by adjacent crates. The RFID reader has to capture information from more than one
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hundred RFID labels within a short time period. Techniques may be required to prolong
the reading duration to ensure that tags are being read [22].

The most common problem for multi-portal implementation is the ‘dense reader’
problem, whereby the performance of the RFID system will be limited by the
interference between RFID readers. Although RFID readers use different channels to
minimise collision, the limitation in radio resource implies that in-channel collision will
also happen [23].

Figure 5.3: Reader system with beam steering antenna array applied as the reader
antenna.

A constraint in identifying possible solutions is that RFID tags are proprietary and no
modifications should be made; intelligence of the reader is also proprietary. This leaves
the options of modifying antenna locations and design, possibly introducing automated
control of the radiation pattern and direction, also changing the way in which the
antenna diversity is operated. Careful antenna design to improve target illumination
whilst reducing interference, the use of sophisticated array antennas with adaptively
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controlled patterns and optimum use of antenna diversity options, permitted by the
reader architecture, will all need to be considered [24-27].

5.7 A NOVEL READER ANTENNA DESIGN
5.7.1 Design principle of proposed beam steering antenna array
The proposed designs were used to achieve a 360 degree coverage area, so increasing
the capacity of wireless communication networks without increasing the number of
sites. This was realised by exciting only a certain number of elements of the array
antenna. This was done by implementing an ON/OFF system concept to excite only
specific elements of the array antenna and thus achieve beam steering. In this study, a
similar design principle for beam steering was applied in designing antenna array for
RFID reader applications, but with applying genetic algorithms that will update the
direction and width of the steering beams, subject to multi-constraints. The proposed
RFID reader antenna system is illustrated in Figure 5.3.

As can be seen, a cylindrical antenna array for the reader antenna was proposed. A
micro-processor controller used to control the excitation of the antenna elements so as
to steer the antenna beam, was subsequently employed. Moreover, a novel RF switch of
the RF power fed to the antenna element was described, discussed theoretically and
practically in the previous chapter, and will be adopted here for this particular
application, to work over the RFID frequency band.

From the forgoing practical investigation of the proposed RF switch that exhibits a
relatively good performance at ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ mode to control beam in the design of
beam steering antenna array for RFID reader antenna applications [28-30].
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Therefore, a follow-up study on practical realisation to the RFID reader antenna with
enhanced performance, using built in GA process of the beam steering principle, in
cooperation with the novel RF switch proposed, and might be a good choice for this
application.

5.8 ANTENNA MODEL AND DESIGN USING (GA)
Ring antenna array with its specified reflectors elements was considered for mobile base
station as shown in Figure 5.4. For this model, the beam steered and controlled over
azimuth angle only. The beam control over elevation was neglected, however, it can
also be considered in a similar way.

The direction and width of single and multi beam constraints are achieved by using
appropriate genetic algorithms. Initially, the GA was run to adjust several parameters
such as the radius of the radiating ring array, reflectors elements and also the height of
the reflector element. Then, a binary gene variable is introduced in which its maximum
value is equivalent to the number of the radiating elements ring array. A half
wavelength radiating element on the outer ring (Ra) was considered for all possible
outcomes of the method applied.

The fitness function of the design problem can be illustrated by the following:

F

(5.2)

W1 G1 W2 G2

Where
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Where, W1 and W2 are the weighting coefficients for the cost function. The weighting
coefficients are adjusted for specific elements of the cost functions.
Where Ni , Nb and M are numbers of operating frequencies, number of the excited

radiating elements and number of the far field desired points.

k(fi),

VSWRk(fi) and Zk(fi)

are the reflection coefficient, voltage standing wave ratio and input impedance at the kth
input port of the excited radiating element ‘k’ respectively. Zo is the reference matched
load.
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Figure 5.4: Antenna model used for GA method.

Table 5.1 Properties of the applied Genetic Algorithms and its optimum parameters
values (N is the number of the radiating elements at the outer ring).
GA parameters

Parameters
cm

Population
size
Number of
parameters
Probability
of mutation
Maximum
generation
Number of
possibilities

4

Ra

4

Rrf

0.02

Lrf

Min.
N=8, 16 and
32
(10),(18),(40)

Max.
N=8, 16 and
32
(12),(23),(42)

(3.8),(8),
(28)
(8),(8),(8)

(4.2),(12),(32)
(12),(12),(12)

Optimum
N=8, 16 and
32
(10.4),(21.2),
(41.8)
(4.0),(10.4),
(31.1)
(9.2),(9.4),
(10.5)

100
28-232

Table 5.1 shows the optimum values that specify the most required antenna geometry.
Three antenna arrays were considered for which the number of radiating elements at the
outer ring is 8, 16 and 32 elements.
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The antenna parameters were found subject to all possible binary sequences set by the
GA method. The length of the binary genes used is equivalent to the number of the
radiating elements. Figure 5.5 shows the radiation pattern when the beam steering angle
was set at 0° azimuth for 10dBs power gain to all three ring arrays. For this example,
the total number of the radiating elements switched on for all arrays, was found to be
between two to five elements. In spite of this the power beam width for 8, 16 and 32
elements was not considered in the cost function, however, it was found to be 64°, 56°
and 38° respectively. Figure 5.6 shows the movements of the steered beam for -10°, 0°,
and 10° azimuth angles, using 32 ring arrays for which the minimum excited number of
the radiating elements considered was three. It can be clearly noted that the beams
provide a minimum 10dBs power gain for most steered angles over azimuth angle ±10°.

Figure 5.5: The radiation patterns of 8, 16 and 32 ring arrays obtained at the
maximum generation of GA method at steered angle 0° azimuth (‘___’: 8 elements,
‘……‘: 16 elements, ‘------’: 32 elements) at frequency 2.4 GHz.

Figure 5.5 introduces another binary gene of equivalent length to the switched control
gene used in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. This controls anti-phase excitation sources of the
radiating elements that are switched on. This is included to control the width of the
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HPBW required in the desired beam steered direction, in which the far field nulls can be
considered. This is valid when the number of the degrees of freedom allows for a
minimum excitation number. The results clearly show the 32 ring array performed
better on reducing the HPBW and preserved the 10dB power gain. Basically, this
technique introduces side lobe levels next to the main beam for all ring antenna arrays
that were found around 10 to 15 dB.

Figure 5.6 The radiation patterns of 32 ring arrays obtained at the maximum
generation of GA method at azimuth steered angles 10°, 0° and -10° at frequency 2.4
GHz.
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Figure 5.7: The radiation patterns of 8, 16 and 32 ring arrays obtained at the
maximum generation of GA method at steered angle 0° azimuth with reduced HPBW
(‘------’: 8 elements, ‘……‘: 16 elements, ‘____’: 32 elements) at frequency 2.4 GHz.

5.9 CONCLUSION
A simple process of beam steering ring arrays using genetic algorithms for RFID reader
application has been presented and discussed. The GA process uses an ‘On’ and ‘OFF’
switchable mode for each radiating element, through generating a binary gene for
maximum fitness. Anti – phase switchable mode was also considered, using another
binary gene whose length was equivalent to the number of the radiating elements. A
good control margin of the HPBW can be achieved using this gene. The design of the
CPW-fed CPS balanced dipole antenna, integrated with a RF switching circuit for
antenna beam steering application used for RFID reader, was presented. The integration
of the RF switch with the GA process for various array antenna configurations to RFID
applications, as a real time system, will be considered in future work.
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An approach of using beam steering antenna array for RFID reader is applied as an
effective strategy to improve performance of an RFID system, under the constraint that
the tag, reader and protocol design cannot be modified. The antenna beam steering is
achieved by implementing RF switches with ON or OFF mode functions to excite the
radiating elements of the antenna array. The switching control process is implemented
using genetic algorithm method subject to scalar and binary genes. Anti – phase feeding
of radiating elements is also considered and investigated. Ring antenna array with
reflectors is modelled and analysed. In addition, a novel RF switch circuit, used to
control the RF signal fed to the dipole antenna and placed directly before the dipole,
was presented and implemented [30].
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CHAPTER 6
DESIGNING BEAM STEERING
UNIFORM ANTENNA ARRAYS
USING GENETIC ALGORITHMS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The rapid extension of wireless communication imposes new, demanding specifications
for both transmitting and receiving antennas. Antennas used in mobile communication
systems should be as directional as possible when acting as transmitters and capable of
avoiding interference when acting as receivers. Conventional smart antenna systems
offer significant performance gain, but at a cost, since these systems involve multiple
transmitter and receiver chains and complex signal processing. Furthermore, since the
element separation in such systems is about half a wavelength, the space occupancy of
the antenna is an issue.

During recent years a new smart antenna approach (the fixed active switched parasitic
array) has been seen to provide a powerful solution in commercial mobile applications
[1-3]. In this system, the signal source is connected to a fixed element and the state of
the surrounding elements is either short circuited or open circuited, controlled by D.C.
switches. Beam steering is achieved by choosing the appropriate combinations of open
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circuited and short circuited elements [4]. Beam steering provides an effective method
to enhance spectral efficiency and mitigate the effects of multipath propagation.

In order to enable the beam steering operation, selective RF switches are used for a
discreet value of steering angle. However, another method for beam steering is proposed
by using varactor tuned passive radiators [5, 6]. The radiation pattern is electronically
controlled by means of variable capacitance devices (varactors) loading the parasitic
elements. Unlike a conventional phased array, only one transmitter and receiver chain is
needed in the system configuration. Therefore, adaptive beam forming can be achieved
with low power dissipation and low fabrication cost. To estimate the value of the
capacitances required to focus the beam in a particular direction, optimisation
techniques are employed [7-10].

This chapter describes a simple beam steering, uniform antenna array, designed to work
at 2.4 GHz. The antenna is fed by a single RF input source and the steering elements are
reactively tuned through the use of varactor diodes in series with small inductors. The
beam-control procedure is derived through the use of a genetic algorithm based on
adjusting the required reactance values to obtain the optimum solution as indicated by
the cost function. The GA was also initially used as an optimisation tool to derive the
antenna design from the antenna specification [11].
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Figure 6.1: Basic antenna arrangement.

6.2 DESIGN ANTENNA ARRAYS
A simple compact steered radiating element is shown in Figure 6.1a, in which two
elements are used to enhance the radiation control of the antenna source element. This
has been done by introducing two capacitive reactive elements at the feed points of both
loaded elements. This structure can be further simplified by using the geometry shown
in Figure 6.1b, in which one of the loaded elements is replaced by a simple reflector
element. This configuration also helps to control the radiated fields of the source
element subject to a parametric study of the antenna geometry using some optimisation
tools.

Therefore, to extend the concept of the reflector element, we introduced a wide
reflecting surface as depicted in Figure 6.1c. This design configuration can also be
optimised in terms of the reflector size to achieve an acceptable radiation pattern in
other directions.
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Figure 6.2: Antenna array including six individual radiating source elements, loaded
elements and surface reflector.

Subject to this simple design concept, the basic arrangement of the proposed beamsteering scheme with parasitic elements is illustrated in Figure 6.2. All source elements
were excited and then the loaded elements reactively controlled. This enhances the
simple procedure for control of the radiated fields by the loaded elements without
affecting the input matching of the source elements. Acceptable input return loss was
also confirmed over a wide range of values for the loaded reactive elements.

Radiating elements

Reflector

Loaded elements

Transmission lines

V

Voltage
source
Variable loads

Conducting ground
plane

Figure 6.3: A complete antenna array design including one source excitation of
six radiating elements, loaded elements and surface reflector.
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The N source elements appearing in Figure 6.2 can also be reduced to one common
source connected to the first element of the array located at one end of the array itself. A
50 Ohm transmission line was run from the end element to connect the bases of the rest
elements of the uniform array as shown in Figure 6.3. It should be noted that the source
antenna array elements are located above the ground plan by a small distance in the
order of 0.01 to 0.05 (where  is the free space wavelength). The far-end source
element was then connected to 50 Ohm load impedance. This load impedance slightly
improved the input matching impedance against wide reactive changes in the loaded
elements.

Figure 6.4: The equivalent circuit of the antenna geometry shown in Figure 6.3.

A simple equivalent circuit for the antenna geometry is presented in Figure 6.4. This
figure shows the radiating and reactive impedances including the transmission lines that
connect the radiating elements. The arrangement of distances between the array
elements is shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Basic representation of non-uniform linear antenna array.

It follows that the input currents at the bases of the source elements can be easily
expressed in terms the impedances and the reflection coefficients depicted in Figure 6.4,
as follows:


Z1I1
[ I ]   I1
(e j d1  1e j d1 )
 Z 2 (1  0 )

Zi Ii
(e  j  di   i e j  di )
Zi 1 (1  i 1 )





(6.1)

Where

Z   Z0
i  i
Zi  Z0

(6.2)

Z  jZ0 tan( di )
Z i  Z 0 ie
Z 0  jZie tan( di )

(6.3)

Zie  Zi // Zi1

(6.4)

Zi=Zai+jXi

(6.5)

Zin=Vin/I`n

(6.6)

And β = 2π/λ is the wave number.
For example, for a six-element antenna array, the nth input current can be stated as
follows:
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I ' n  I n1  I (n1)

(6.7)

The input current at the excitation voltage source is given by:
Z I
I 6  5 5 (e  jd5  5 e jd5 )
Z 5

(6.8)

Thus the input impedance can be rewritten as follows:

Z in 

Z 5

Z 5 I 5 (e

 jd 5

 5e

jd 5

(6.9)

)

The corresponding far field can also be given in terms the induced currents as follows
6

F ( )  I1 f1 ( )   I i f i ( )e  j 2 d i sin( )


(6.10)

i2

Where fi(θ) is the individual far field of the ith element.

Hence, the cost function used by the GA is given as follows:
n2 G ( ,  )  G )
Zin  Zo
i o
opt
CF  w1
 w2 
Zo
Gopt
i  n1

(6.11)

Where  n1 to  n2 represent the range of azimuth angles to maintain the best gain Gopt .
w1 and w2 are the weighting factors selected to optimize the individual elements of the
cost function CF. Zo is the required matched impedance. G(  ,θ) is the gain in the
spatial direction of  and θ.

6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
In order to validate the concept of this method, a six-element uniform antenna array is
considered. The length and separation distance between the sources radiating elements
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are 0.44λ and 0.41λ respectively. The parasitic element length is 0.52λ whereas the
distance from the source element is 0.34λ. The surface reflector size is 3λ× 0.6λ. The
results of applying GA are summarised as follows.

Within the maximum number of generations, the values of maximum fitness function
for uniform antenna array design reaches around 0.25 for different scanning angles.
Moreover, a comparison of maximum fitness versus generations of different
combinations of choices for  n1 to  n2 is shown in Figure 6.6. The cost function value
of fitness tends to reach an optimum solution after around 40 generations. Figure 6.7
presents the progress of average fitness against the number of generations for some
selected values. The optimal values of the weighting coefficients (w1 and w2) for the
cost function were found to be 0.5 and 0.4 respectively.

0.26
0.24

Best fitness

0.22
0.2
0.18
scaning angle 60-80
scaning angle 70-90
scaning angle 80-100
scaning angle 120-150

0.16
0.14
0.12
0

20

40

60

80

Number of generation

Figure 6.6: Maximum fitness versus number generation.
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Average fitness

0.25

0.2

0.15
Scanning angle 60 -80
Scanning angle 120-150
Scanning angle 80- 100
Scanning angle 70 -90

0.1
0

20

40
60
Number of generation

80

100

Figure 6.7: The progress of average fitness for beam steering angles 54 0, 790, 900 and
1100.

The optimal VSWR and reactive loads were found within the final generation as
illustrated in Figure 6.8 and Table 1. The response of the input impedance for 90 0 beam
steering angle is shown in Figure 6.9. It is clear from Figure 6.8 that 100 MHz
bandwidth is available within a maximum VSWR ≤ 3. Table 6.1 also includes a
summary of the GA input parameters used to find the optimal solution.
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6

VSWR

5

54 deg.
79 deg.
90 deg.
110 deg.

4
3

2
2350

2400
2450
Frequency in MHz

2500

Figure 6.8: VSWR Vs frequency for beam steering angles 540, 790, 900, 1100.

Input Impedance in Ohm

120
100
80
60
40
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20
0
2350

2400
2450
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2500

Figure 6.9: The real and imaginary parts of the antenna impedance.

The radiation field patterns for various beam-steering angles are presented in Figures
(6.10 to 6.13). For these patterns, an optimal gain was observed at 2.4 GHz and found to
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be around 10dB ± 1.2dB. It is quite evident that the gain, beam angle and steering
direction targets were met within the final generation of the optimizations tool.

Table 6.1: GA parameters, beam directional angles and loading reactive impedances
GA parameters
Number of
population size
=4
Number of
parameters = 4
Probability of
mutation
=0.02
Maximum
generation
=200
Number of
possibilities=32
768

BEAM
DIRECTI
ON
ANGLE

X1
(Ohm)

X2
(Ohm)

X3
(Ohm)

X4
(Ohm)

X5
(Ohm)

X6
(Ohm)

540

-892.0

-541.8

-474.9

-420.2

-673.7

-897.4

790

-575.5

6.5

525.2

143.8

-115.9

-646.8

900

915.9

209.7

269.3

-365.0

995.6

72.0

1100

435.4

1.7

-228.8

454.4
57

-196.5

-982.9

Figure 6.10: The radiation pattern of the beam steering angles 54 0 at frequency 2.4
GHz.
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Figure 6.11: The radiation pattern of the beam steering angle 790at frequency 2.4 GHz.

Figure 6.12: The radiation pattern of the beam steering angle 90 0at frequency 2.4 GHz.
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Figure 6.13: The radiation pattern of the beam steering angle 1100at frequency 2.4
GHz.

6.4 CONCLUSION
In this chapter a new approach for the designing of electronic beam steering antenna
arrays has been introduced and analysed. The technique is demonstrated for a uniform
antenna array structure. The radiation pattern of the antenna array is formed and the
beam steering tuned using the Genetic Algorithm. The results show a reasonably wide
steering angle with acceptable experimentally-measured return loss and a simple
mathematical formula is developed to highlight the operation of this linear array. A
simple control concept for beam steering using a GA optimisation method, applied to a
uniform linear array has been presented and discussed. For this control procedure the
GA was successfully proved to be an efficient optimiser tool that can be adopted and
used to search and find solutions quicker for complex design problems [11].
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CHAPTER 7
BEAM STEERING OF TIME
MODULATED ANTENNA ARRAYS
USING GENETIC ALGORITHM AND
PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
7.1 INTRODUCTION
There has been great development in wireless technology bringing about new and
improved services at low cost to consumers. This has led to a massive increase in the
number of consumers utilising wireless technologies, hence corresponding growth in the
wireless communications industry. The challenge of coping with this growth resulted in
the need to increase and improve capacity, efficiency and reduce interference. Since
antennas play a fundamentally critical role in wireless communications (there can be no
wireless communication without antennas), there has been lots of research into efficient
methods of designing antennas to meet these needs. Antennas that have basic
characteristics of high directivity and beam steering in real time are known to be
capable of meeting these needs as they increase spectral efficiency and gain as well as
mitigate multipath propagation [1-6].
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Single element antennas are known to have wide radiation pattern and low directivity
making its use in the achievement of these goals impracticable. High directivity with
single element antennas can only be achieved by increasing its electrical size through
means of enlarging the physical dimension of the single element or bringing together
more than one single element whose physical dimensions have not been altered. The
combination of more than one single element to form a new antenna is termed an array.
The type and number of elements in the array, their geometry and the manner in which
the elements are excited are parameters which determine how directive array antennas
can be. There have been proposals of techniques in which these parameters can be
optimised to achieve highly directional antennas with real time beam steering
capabilities [7-10].

Optimisation is a process of obtaining the best solution amidst several solutions to the
problem to be optimised. Classical optimisation and Heuristic optimisation are
conventional techniques used for implementing optimisation. As classical optimisation
techniques require objective functions that must be differentiable and have a likelihood
of being limited to local minima, they find limited application in practical
implementations, hence the heuristic optimisation technique is preferred in optimising
antenna related problems [11-14]. There are several heuristic optimisation algorithms in
use today for implementing optimisation; they include differential evolution, simulated
annealing, genetic algorithm, ant colony optimisation and particle swarm optimisation.
While genetic algorithm is a population based random search algorithm, simulated
annealing is a neighbourhood search algorithm and particle swarm optimisation is both
a population based and neighbourhood search algorithm. These optimisation techniques
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utilise random transition rules rather than deterministic ones, they are not limited to
local minima and are efficient in large scale optimisation problems [15- 21].

Genetic algorithm, ant colony optimisation and particle swarm optimisation are
prominent optimisation algorithms that have been applied on antenna related
applications [22].

Genetic algorithm is an evolutionary process that imitates sexual reproduction in
biological organisms with new potential solutions generated by combination and
mutation of part of previous potential solutions. The potential solutions are selected to
undergo reproduction if they satisfy the fitness function, to be optimised [23]. PSO on
the other hand is an iterative algorithm based on a swarm of particles going through a
multidimensional search space with each particle of the swarm being a potential
solution to the fitness function, to be optimised. All particles have fitness values which
are evaluated by the fitness function, each particle study concentrates on its’ previous
best solution, its group’s previous best solution and based on these solution updates its
velocity and position. To optimize the beam steering capability of the antenna, Genetic
Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization technique is used.

7.2 REACTIVE LOADING
This approach for steering the beam of an array antenna involves the use of a single
active RF chained element and multiple reactance circuit terminated parasitic elements
[24-27]. Sufficient mutual coupling between the active and parasitic elements is utilised
and beam steering achieved by changing or varying the reactance values.
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7.3 TIME MODULATED SWITCHING
Time modulated switching was originally proposed in the late 1950's and it utilises time
as an additional parameter in order to permit an extra degree of freedom in the synthesis
of array radiation characteristics. For beam steering, RF switches are used to control the
'on' and 'off' time of an antenna array element thereby making it possible to have it at
the fundamental frequency on a time averaged radiation pattern with low sidelobe levels
[28].

7.4 OPTIMISATION
Optimization is the process of obtaining the best solution amidst several solutions to a
problem. By implication, rather than obtain a single solution to a problem, optimisation
finds many solutions and selects the best of these solutions [29]. This is achieved by
finding the minimum or maximum of an objective or mathematical function to be
optimised. Optimisation finds the combination of variables which brings about the
highest or lowest possible values of an objective or mathematical function. Classical
and heuristic optimizations are known as optimization techniques. While classical
optimization is an analytic method which uses differential calculus to locate the
optimum solution, heuristic optimization is an advanced numerical optimization method
which models behaviour found in nature to obtain the optimum solution [30]. Classical
optimization requires a starting point and has the likelihood of being limited to local
minima; they find limited practical applications as some involve objective functions that
are not continuous or differentiable.

There are various approaches to finding the minimum or maximum of an objective
function depending on if the objective function has single or multi variables, although
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some approaches work for both. GA was introduced and discussed in chapter 5 thus it
will not be included in the following subsections [31, 32].

7.4.1 Exhaustive Search
This approach looks at all the possible combinations of the input variables of the
objective function in order to find a minimum or maximum. It is only practical when the
number of points involved is very small as it is time consuming [33].

7.4.2 Random Search
Instead of checking all possible points, this approach randomly picks points across the
interval of interest to find the minimum or maximum [34, 35].

7.4.3 Line Search
With this approach, a line vector which originates from an arbitrary point cuts across a
chosen cost surface. Steps are then taken along this line to reach a maximum or
minimum. It is an approach best suited for only quadratic functions because with many
minima or maxima, the line vectors could completely miss the area where the global
minimum or maximum exists. This approach does not exploit any information about the
cost function [36, 37].

7.4.4 Simulated Annealing Algorithm
This algorithm is modelled after the annealing process in which a substance is heated
above its melting temperature and then allowed to gradually cool to form a crystalline
structure. This approach begins with a single guess at the solution, and then finds the
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solution by working in a serial manner and as it converges, it gradually becomes less
random [38, 39].

7.4.5 Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle swarm optimisation is a population based stochastic evolutionary optimisation
technique inspired by the social behaviour of organisms in a group, such as a flock of
birds, school of fish and swarm of bees. It was invented by Kennedy and Eberhart in
1995 [40]. These organisms are called particles, the movement and intelligence of each
particle is a fundamental parameter on which the particle swarm optimisation algorithm
is founded [41]. As an iterative algorithm, the PSO is based on a swarm of particles
going through a multidimensional search space with each particle being a potential
solution of the fitness function to be optimised. Every particle has a position and
velocity which directs its flight in the search space. Optimisation is achieved by the
study of each particle's current position and velocity, as well as the group's current
position and velocity; comparison is then made with both the particle's and groups
previous best positions. Based on this comparison, the best position and velocity is
chosen from the updated position and velocity of the group and this becomes the current
position.

Since the invention of PSO in 1995, other scenarios of the PSO have been proposed in
order to adequately address particular optimisation problems ranging from single, multiobjective and binary to continuous optimisation problems [42]. Prominent PSO
scenarios are real PSO, binary PSO and multi objective PSO.
a. Real-number PSO (RPSO): this is implemented to solve continuous

optimisation problems by using M particles in N-dimensional problem and
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updating the particles' velocities and positions at every iteration. A maximum
velocity Vmax is introduced to keep particles flying within the physical
meaningful solution space [43]. Also, an invisible boundary condition which
ensures particles that fly outside the permitted solution space are not considered
in the fitness evaluation is applied [44,45].
b. Binary PSO (BPSO): particle swarm optimisation was observed from the

physical analogy of swarm, to be best suited in handling only real-valued
optimisation problems. This is because when particles fly within a search space
which lies between zero and one, the technique tends not to be applicable, hence
the need for the development of binary PSO in 1997 by Kennedy and Eberhart
[46]. This utilises velocity as the probability of a bit taking a one or zero and
does not utilise any boundary condition since all particles are always within the
binary solution space during optimisation.
c. Multi-Objective PSO (MOPSO): this technique has the potential for solving

multi objective optimization problems and has various proposed models [47-50].
Essentially MOPSO updates an archive at every iteration with all non-dominated
solutions. It utilises the same form of velocity and position updating equations as
that in single objective optimization but the global best of each particle is chosen
as the closest non-dominated solution to that particle in the search space [51-57].

7.4.5.1 PSO Parameters
1. Swarm: an aggregate of organisms
2. Particle: an organism in a swarm is called a particle. The same laws govern
each particle although each acts independently, moving toward a personal
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best and overall best position while keeping a check on its current location
value.
3. Position: this indicates a particle's location or coordinates in a search space
of N-dimension and is a potential solution to the optimisation problem.
4. Fitness: this is a function used to ascertain how good a position is when
compared to those due to be optimised and it should demonstrate
dependence on every characteristic of the problem to be optimised. The
fitness function interfaces a physical problem and the algorithm.
5. Personal Best: this is the location where a particle encounters its highest
value of fitness. It is referred to as the particle's ‘pbest’. To obtain this value,
the particle compares its current location fitness value to that of its current
best position at each point as its traverses the search space. The higher
fitness value becomes its personal best.
6. Global Best: this is the location of highest fitness value as discovered by the
entire swarm. There can only be one ‘gbest’ to which each particle is drawn,
by comparing its current location fitness to that of the entire swarm as it
travels through the search space. If a particle's location fitness is higher than
that of the entire swarm, the particle's location becomes the global best of
the entire swarm.
7. Vmax: this is the maximum velocity a particle is permitted to have in a

particular direction.

7.4.5.2 PSO implementation
The following steps explain how PSO is implemented.
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a. Definition of solution space: this is the first requirement in the implementation
of the PSO algorithm. It involves the specification of parameters to be optimised
as well as the minimum and maximum limits in range for every dimension to
which the optimal solution of problems to be optimised can be searched.
b. Definition of fitness function: this step involves specifying a function which
correctly represents, in a single value, how well the solution satisfies the
problem to be optimised. Every problem to be optimised has a unique fitness
function and solution space, so they must also be unique for every PSO
algorithm to be implemented.
c. Initialise positions and velocity: before initiation of search for the optimal
solution, every particle is assigned an initial random position and velocity. These
particles' positions become their initial personal best and the initial global best is
obtained from the initial personal best.
d. Systematic movement of particles across solution space: with every particle
assigned a respective random position and velocity, initial personal and global
best known, each particle is moved across the solution space one after the other.
As the particle is moved its fitness is evaluated with respect to the fitness
function using its current position in the solution space. The current position and
velocity are then manipulated in comparison with the initial personal and global
best positions according to the following equations,

V

w V

c η

P

X

c η

G

X

(7.1)

(7.2)
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Where Vn is the velocity of the particle in the nth dimension
Xn is the position of the particle in the nth dimension
w is the inertial weight and determines the extent to which the particle is not
affected by a pull towards personal best and global best by staying along its
original direction. It provides a balance between exploration and exploitation
[58].

c1 is a factor that determines the weight of influence the particle's memory (of its
best position) has on the particle i.e. cognitive influence. c2 is a factor that
determines the weight of influence the rest of the swarm has on the particle i.e.
social influence.
η1, η2 are uniform distributions that inject randomness which model the slight
unpredictability in the natural behaviour of swarms.
Pn is personal best in nth dimension.
Gn is global best in nth dimension.

Equations 7.1 and 7.2 are applied to every dimension of an N – dimensional
optimization. Based on equation 7.1, it can be deduced that the greatest respective
pull towards ‘gbest’ or ‘pbest’ is experienced by the furthest particle from these
locations. This results in such particles moving towards the respective location with
a velocity higher than that of closer particles and continues until the particle flies
past the location and experiences a pullback in the reverse direction. The
phenomenon of particles flying past the local and global maxima is believed to be
one of PSO's success secrets [58].
e. Repetition: after each particle has undergone steps one through four, the process
is repeated beginning at step four until a termination criterion is satisfied.
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Several terminal criteria could be used to terminate the algorithm. Common ones
in use are;
•

User defined number of repetitions of process; beginning at step four.

•

The solution obtained is equal or higher than that of the aimed fitness value.

•

Minimum standard deviation defined by user exceeds mean standard deviation
of all particles.

Figure 7.1 shows the flow chart of PSO implementation.

•

Parameter values: the implementation of PSO is known to face certain challenges;
prominent among these is the ability of the algorithm to prevent particles from
flying outside a physically meaningful solution space by continuously checking the
entire search space. One method of overcoming this challenge is the imposition of
limit on the allowed velocity of the particles. This limit is known as Vmax and its
value is found to be best between ten and twenty percent of the dynamic range of
each dimension without the inertia weight. The choice value of 2 was proposed for
c1 and c2 in equation 7.1 above [58].

Applying large values to the inertia weight of equation 7.2 will give a boost to
global exploration while small values will increase local exploitation. Realising the
need for global exploration at the start of optimization as well as the need to
maintain a balance between global exploration and local exploitation, the value of
the inertia weight is best varied linearly from 0.9 to 0.4 over the course of the
optimization [59]. Absolute care must be taken to determine a good number of
iterations to be performed because choosing a very large number of iterations may
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result in stagnation of the PSO until the inertia weight decreases before it
commence exploitation of the maxima.

Figure 7.1: PSO flowchart.

On the other hand, a small number of iteration could bring about early exploitation
of the local maxima before the solution space has been adequately searched to
obtain the global maxima. Care must also be taken in the determination of the
population size in case the number of iterations and large population size require
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more computation time and fitness evaluation, even though a thorough exploration
of the solution space is guaranteed. Studies have shown that a population size of 30
is effective for most problems and between 10 and 20 for engineering related
problems.

7.5 METHODOLOGY OF THE ANTENNA ARRAY DESIGN
There are two approaches for determining the methodology to be adopted in realising
the objectives of any project. These approaches are the “research before theory” and the
“theory before research”. While the latter is a deductive method which begins with
existing theory upon which research is used in verifying theories, the former is an
inductive method which utilizes results obtained or observations to establish or develop
a theory.

A simple vertically polarised ring antenna array, having six parasitic elements and one
source element placed at the centre of the ring operating at 2.45GHz, was used for this
study. Parameters used in defining the radiation pattern (specifically field strength) of
the array were optimised and evaluated in a fitness function using GA and PSO
separately in collaboration with NEC-2 and the structure was verified and compared.

7.6 OVERVIEW OF NUMERICAL ELECTROMAGNETICS CODE
(NEC)
Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) is a computer code developed for analysing
the electromagnetic response of antennas and other metal structures. It is an
advancement to the Antenna Modelling Program (AMP) developed in the 1970's and is
based on using the Moment of Method to solve integral equations for currents induced
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on antenna structures, by fields incident on them or from sources. It was sponsored by
the Naval Ocean Systems Centre and the Air Force Weapons laboratory and developed
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California [60]. NEC-2 is the highest
version available for free in the public domain. The approach utilised in NEC is known
to have no theoretical limit, it is easy to use with scripting programs and its full source
code can be modified without restrictions. NEC is generally applicable to thin wires
which are modelled as short straight segments and closed conducting surface patch
antenna structures modelled as flat surface patches. The major idea behind the use of
Method of Moment is the breakdown of the problem into smaller independently
bounded linear elements which can be solved utilising many functions called basis
functions. A right weighting function is then applied to each of the resulting functions
which are then integrated. Finally, the linear equation is solved using simple matrix
form [61].

7.7 ANTENNA MODEL AND ANALYSIS
Figure 7.2 shows vertically polarised antenna geometry with capacitive reactive
elements introduced at the feed point of each of the six parasitic loaded elements to
implement reactive loading. Figure 7.3 shows a similar geometry but with simple time
switches used to implement time modulated switching.
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Figure 7.2: Ring antenna arrays with reactive loading.

Figure 7.3: Ring antenna arrays with time modulated switching.

The field pattern of both geometries can be given by:

N

E = E m + ∑ ( Ei )

(7.3)

i =1

For a horizontal polarization case, then Em = 0. Where Em is the field pattern for one
element at horizontal plane. Taking the central element as the reference element and
assuming all antenna elements are a quarter-wavelength in length, then, equation (7.3)
can be approximated by the following form:
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ˆ
⎫
N ⎧
⎪ ⎡ d ei • uˆθ aˆθ + ⎤⎥ − jk Pi • rˆ ⎪
E = I m ( dˆ m • uˆθ aˆθ + dˆ m • uˆφ aˆφ ) + ∑ ⎨ I i ⎢
e
⎬
⎢ dˆei • uˆφ aˆφ ⎥
i =1 ⎪
⎪⎭
⎣
⎦
⎩

(7.4)

Where dm, and de are the unit vectors that describe the orientations of the main and outer
elements. These can be simply defined by:

dˆ = sin(θ d ) cos(φd ) aˆ x + sin(θ d ) sin(φd ) aˆ y + cos(φ d ) aˆ z
where θd and

d

(7.5)

are the zenith and azimuth angles. Im and Ii are the current maxima of

the main elements and the ith outer element, respectively. The ith r̂ , ûθ and ûφ ûφ ;
position vector of the ith element of the ith radiator is denoted by pi . Subject to the ring
array of radius ra shown in Figure 7.2 and 7.3, this vector can be expressed by:

p i = ra cos( φ i ) aˆ x + ra cos( φ i ) aˆ y

(7.6)

The unit vectors r̂ , ûθ and ûφ are given by the following:

rˆ = sin( θ ) cos( φ ) aˆ x + sin( θ ) sin( φ ) aˆ y + cos( θ ) aˆ z

(7.7)

uˆθ = cos( θ ) cos( φ ) aˆ x + cos( θ ) sin( φ ) aˆ y + sin( θ ) aˆ z

(7.8)

uˆφ = − sin( φ ) aˆ x + cos( φ ) aˆ y

(7.9)

Using time switching process on these elements, the fields may still be expressed by
equation 7.4. It should be noted that,
Eion (θ )
max Eion (θ )

≈

Eioff (θ )

(7.10)

max Eioff (θ )
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In other words, the normalized fields due to ON and OFF states of the ith vertically
polarized element are equivalent. These assumptions are based on the separation
distance ds of each element from the ground plane to be limited to ds << λ.

The induced current on the ith element for ON and OFF states shown in Figure 7.4 are
expressed by Aon and Aoff respectively. The limited time constraint is applied on ith
element as |τoff - τon| < T.

Figure 7.4: The variation of current over one time cycle.
The Fourier series coefficient for this pulse shape can be given (using [62]) by:

f mi = Aoff T sin c(0.5π mT )e− j 0.5π mT + ( Aion − Aioff )

sin(π m(τ ioff −τ ion ))

πm

e

− jπ m(τ on +τ off )

(7.11)

Using the results in [62], the time switching can be found subject to the weighting
induced currents (wi) assumed over the antenna structure. This simply can be put into a
similar format as following:
sin(π m(τ ioff −τ ion )) − jπ m(τ on +τ off ) wi − Aoff T sin c(0.5π mT )e− j0.5π mT
e
=
= wdi
πm
( Aion − Aioff )
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(7.12)

Assuming the same procedure used in [62], the switch-on and switch-off of the ith
element can be given as follows:

τ ioff =

1 ⎛ γi
1
⎞
sin −1 πm wdi ⎟
+
⎜
2πm ⎝ πm πm
⎠

(7.13)

τ ion =

1 ⎛ γi
1
⎜⎜
sin −1 πm wdi
−
2πm ⎝ πm πm

(7.14)

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

The induced currents Aion and Aioff are known for all cases that can be considered within
the antenna operation. It should also be noted that for a given baseband bandwidth Ba
the time period T might be predicted by T > 1/Ba. Thus, the ith element times, i.e.,
switch-on and switch-off can be easily determined.

7.8 LOCUS VARIATION OF THE WEIGHTING COEFFICIENTS
The boundary variations of the weighted coefficients can be estimated subject to Eqns.
7.13 and 7.14. This can be explained in the following example when m equals 1. It can
be noted that the coefficient wdi can be given by the following inequality:

wi − Aioff sin(0.5π )e− j 0.5π
( Aion − Aioff )

≤

1

π

(7.15)

Equation 7.15 can be reduced further to the following:

π

wi − jAioff
( Aion − Aioff )

≤1

(7.16)

Substitute wi = x + jy into Equ.7.16,
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2

2

π ⎞ ⎛
π ⎞
1
⎛
⎜ x − aif ⎟ + ⎜ x + arf ⎟ ≤ 2 Aion − Aioff
2 ⎠ ⎝
2 ⎠ π
⎝

2

(7.17)

where arf and aif are the real and imaginary parts of the complex current at OFF state.
Thus the locus variation can be simplified using polar co-ordinates as follows:

x = a + rd cosφ

(7.18)

y = b + rd sin φ

(7.19)

Where

rd =

1

Aion − Aioff , a =

π

2

π

aif , b = −

2

π

arf

7.9 GA and PSO Driver implementation
The GA driver was designed to maximize the cost function in the desired direction
while that of the PSO minimises the cost function in the desired direction. Equations
7.20 and 7.21 are the cost function optimised by GA and PSO algorithms respectively.

F=

1

(7.20)

1 + w1 s1 + w2 s2

(7.21)

F = w1 s1 + w2 s2
2

⎛ R − 50 ⎞ ⎛ X in − 50 ⎞
s1 = ⎜ in
⎟ +⎜
⎟
⎝ 50 ⎠ ⎝ 50 ⎠

⎛ E − Emin ⎞
s2 = ∑ ⎜
⎟
Emin ⎠
i =1 ⎝
K

⎛ E − Eref
= ∑⎜
⎜ E
i=K ⎝
ref
L

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

(7.22)

2

(7.23)

2
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⎛ E − Emin ⎞
= ∑⎜
⎟
Emin ⎠
i=L ⎝
360

2

Emin is the minimum value of the antenna gain located for the angles between 1 to K (i.e.
360° is equivalent to 360 points). Eref is the gain set to the steered angles. K is the
number of the angle to be minimised including a defined angle ranged from L to 360.
Points K to L is the angle that should maximise the gain to the reference value. w1 and
w2 are the weighting factors defined by the user. In this case, these values were set to
0.5.
Rin and Xin are the input resistance and reactance respectively.

Computer programs were written to optimise the cost function using Fortran 90 to
implement each algorithm. The program initializes the search space with chromosomes
and particles by a randomization method. The selection phase of the GA
implementation uses the tournament selection method and this is realised in the program
by shuffling technique. Binary coding is implemented as a subroutine for the uniform
and non uniform processes of single point crossovers. The GA parameters as shown in
Table 7.1 are imputed via an associated file and the output from the respective
algorithm driver is then fed into the NEC source code. The generated structure and other
parameters are viewed using NEC – Win professional simulator. MATLAB programs
were also written to plot data obtained from NEC.

The value for each parameter was carefully chosen following recommendations in [5354] and is as shown in Table 7.2:
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Table 7.1: GA parameters
GA parameters
Population size
4
Number of parameters
6
Probability of mutation
0.02
Probability of crossovers 0.5
Maximum generations
Number of possibilities
Minima
Maxima

450
8192
-1000
1000

Table7.2: PSO parameters
PSO parameters
Population size
10
Size of randomly chosen neighbours
8
Number of iterations
200

7.9.1 Specification of prototype antenna

The ring antenna array geometry is shown in Table 7.3:
Table7.3: Antenna geometry
Antenna type
Length of source element
Length of loading elements
Radius of array
Radius of ground plane
Ground plane thickness
Ground plane material

Monopole
4cm
5.5cm
3.75cm
10cm
0.10cm
Copper

Power supply unit of the antenna was realised using six variable resistors in parallel to
each of maximum resistance of 10KΩ and a 6V rechargeable battery. Measurements of
the far field radiation patterns of the prototype antenna were carried out in the far–field
anechoic chamber. The fixed antenna (reference antenna) was a double ridge guide horn
antenna (EMCO type 3115) and the spacing between the prototype antenna (test
antenna) and the horn was kept at 4m.
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7.10 SIMULATION AND RESULTS
7.10.1 Reactive loading using GA
Using equation 7.20, GA maximizes the value of the fitness function obtained by the
combination of all parameters of the antenna. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show the best fitness
and average fitness convergence curves of GA for steered angles with specified side
lobe level of -10dB, -20dB and -30dB.

Figure 7.5: GA convergence curve for best fitness.

Figure 7.6: GA convergence curve for average fitness.
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7.10.2 Result interpretation

With parameters of the genetic algorithm specified in Table 7.1, and setting the level of
the main lobe to 0dB, the fitness function of GA for the design converged at a value of
about 0.42 for a predefined maximum SLL of -10dB. With the main lobe level kept
constant and the maximum predefined SLL altered to -20dB and then -30dB, GA
converged at a value of 0.21 and 0.07 respectively, as depicted in the best fitness
convergence curves of Figure 7.4. Since optimization entails finding the maximum or
minimum of a mathematical function i.e. fitness function, the best fitness convergence
curve also shows that the fitness function convergence occurred after the 60th generation
for SLL of -10dB and 70th generation for SLL of -20dB and -30dB.

Figure 7.6 shows the results of the average fitness convergence curves for GA depicting
the stability of the algorithm before and after convergence. Focussing on the stability
after convergence has occurred, the figure shows that as the maximum SLL is increased
the step size of the oscillation around the convergence value decreases, hence the
maximum SLL of -30dB has the highest stability around its convergence value.

Table7.4: Optimised value for array elements with SLL of -10dB using GA.
Steered
Angle
(°)
70
128
230
350

Element 1

Optimised values in Ohms
Element 2 Element 3 Element 4 Element 5

Element 6

257.631
11.477
14.896
268.376

888.645
122.833
387.546
114.042

7.082
411.477
158.974
506.716

961.416
733.822
0.244
17.827

3.663
469.109
557.998
506.716

287.912
1.709
266.422
8.059

Simulation results of Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show that 200 generations is more than
sufficient for the algorithm to converge, the optimised values obtained for each element
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of the antenna array are presented in tables 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 for SLL of -10dB, -20dB
and -30dB respectively. These values are then fed into the NEC2 code to determine the
radiation pattern and other relevant characteristics of the array antenna. The results
obtained are shown later in the report.

Table7.5: Optimised value for array elements with SLL of -20dB using GA.
Steered
Angle
(°)
70
128
230
350

Element 1

Optimised values in Ohms
Element 2 Element 3 Element 4 Element 5

959.463
0.244
41.270
274.190

81.319
846.642
272.283
254.212

140.415
83.272
0.244
62.759

52.503
516.484
964.347
984.860

33.455
33.944
262.515
10.012

Element
6
4.151
4.151
307.448
846.154

Table7.6: Optimised value for array elements with SLL of -30dB using GA.
Steered
Angle
(°)
70
128
230
350

Element 1

Optimised values in Ohms
Element 2 Element 3 Element 4 Element 5

469.597
0.244
1.221
214.164

128.694
534.066
0.244
193.651

213.187
79.365
6.593
44.200

26.129
207.326
155.556
666.911

0.733
6.593
84.249
22.711

Element
6
2.198
8.059
921.856
848.107

The optimised value of the reactive loads of each element, of the array antenna obtained
from the algorithm, is fed into the NEC2 code. Figure 7.7 shows the radiation pattern
obtained for steered angles 70°, 128°, 230° and 350°.

The simulation results of the radiation pattern in Figure 7.7 above justify the ability of
GA to be used to optimize the reactive loads of a uniform circular array antenna to
realize beam steering. The result shows the radiated power is concentrated in a
particular direction which is then steered in the desired direction i.e. the radiation
pattern response is directional and has a peak at the steered angle. It is observed that the
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beam width and side lobes remain significantly the same at various steered angles. With
the main beam adequately steered in the desired direction and very small side lobes, as
shown in the result, the array antenna is highly directional and hence capable of object
tracking, attenuating multipath and interference rejection.

Figure 7.7: Radiation pattern for beam steering at angle 70°, 128°, 230° and 350°
using GA.
Figure 7.8 is the plot showing the result of the antenna gain at the respective steered
angle with SLL of -10dB. The gain of 9.92dB was obtained at the steered angle of 70°.
This gain is also the maximum front gain of the antenna while the maximum back gain
obtained was 4.29dB, at an angle of 166° bringing about a front-to-back ratio of 5.63dB.
The HPBW obtained was 65° and this was measured at -3dB points to the left and right
of the point of maximum gain, which corresponds to points at angles 35° and 100° on
the plot. At a steered angle of 128°, a gain of 9.85dB (also maximum front gain) was
obtained with back gain of 3.92dB at 128° hence front-to-back ratio of 5.93dB.
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Figure 7.8: Gain of steered angle 70°, 128°, 230° and 350° with SLL of -10dB using
GA.
The HPBW was 67° measured at angles 95° and 162°. For steered angle 230°, the front
gain, back gain, front-to-back ratio, HPBW obtained was 9.79dB, 4.38dB, 5.41dB and
66° respectively. The back gain was obtained at angle 129° and HPBW measured at
angles 198° and 264°. For steered angle 350°, the front gain, back gain, front-to-back
ratio, HPBW obtained was 9.84dB, 4.70dB, 5.14dB and 65° respectively. The back gain
was obtained at angle 250° and HPBW measured at angle 318° and 23°.

Figure 7.9 shows the result of the antenna gain at respective steered angle with SLL of 20dB. The gain of 12.04dB was obtained at the steered angle of 70°. This gain is also
the maximum front gain of the antenna while the maximum back gain obtained was
5.74dB at an angle of 340° bringing about a front-to-back ratio of 6.30dB. The HPBW
obtained was 59° and this was measured at -3dB point to the left and right of the point
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of maximum gain. These points correspond to angles 42° and 101° shown on the plot.
At steered angle 128°, a gain of 11.76dB (also maximum front gain) was obtained with
back gain of 4.95dB at 222° hence front-to-back ratio of 6.81dB.

Figure 7.9: Gain of steered angle 70°, 128°, 230° and 350° with SLL of -20dB using
GA
The HPBW was 58° measured at angles 99° and 157°. For steered angle 230°, the front
gain, back gain, front-to-back ratio, HPBW obtained was 11.22dB, 4.95dB, 6.27dB and
59° respectively. The back gain was obtained at angle 7° and HPBW measured at angles
201° and 260°. For steered angle 350°, the front gain, back gain, front-to-back ratio,
HPBW obtained was 11.20dB, 7.20dB, 4.00dB and 57° respectively. The back gain was
obtained at angle 128° and HPBW measured at angles 322° and 19°.
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Figure 7.10 is the plot showing the result of the antenna gain at respective steered angle
with SLL of -30dB. The gain of 12.16dB was obtained at the steered angle of 70°. This
gain is also the maximum front gain of the antenna while the maximum back gain
obtained was 1.39dB at an angle of 288°, bringing about a front-to-back ratio of
10.77dB. The HPBW obtained was 66° and this was measured at -3dB point to the left
and right of the point of maximum gain. These points correspond to angles 39° and 105°
shown on the plot. At the steered angle 128°, a gain of 12.12dB (also maximum front
gain) was obtained with a back gain of 4.08dB at 28° hence front-to-back ratio of
8.04dB.

Figure 7.10: Gain of steered angle 70°, 128°, 230° and 350° with SLL of -30dB using
GA.
The HPBW was 56° measured at angles 101° and 157°. For steered angle 230°, the
front gain, back gain, front-to-back ratio, HPBW obtained was 12.09dB, 4.46dB,
7.63dB and 57° respectively. The back gain was obtained at angle 334° and HPBW
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measured at angles 201° and 258°. For steered angle 350°, the front gain, back gain,
front-to-back ratio, HPBW obtained was 11.57dB, 6.49dB, 5.08dB and 55° respectively.
The back gain was obtained at angle 131° and HPBW measured at angles 327° and 22°.
Figure 7.11 is the graphical representation of the antenna’s optimal VSWR at respective
steered angle. At the operating frequency of 2.45GHz, the VSWR obtained was 1.98,
1.66, 2.22 and 1.78 for steered angles 70,128, 230 and 350 degrees respectively. Using
the good rule of thumb, VSWR values of 1.98, 1.66, 2.22 and 1.78 indicate power
transfer achieved is between 10dB and 14dB for all steered angles which is a very good
range. It is obvious from this figure that the antenna can operate within a bandwidth of
100MHz having a maximum VSWR ≤ 3.

Figure 7.11: VSWR vs Frequency for beam steering angles 70°, 128°, 230° and 350°
using GA.

7.11 REACTIVE LOADING USING PSO
Using equation 7.22, PSO minimizes the value of F by the combination of all
parameters of the antenna. Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show the best fitness and average
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fitness convergence curves respectively for steered angles with specified side lobe level
(SLL) of -10dB, -20dB and -30dB.

Figure 7.12: PSO convergence curve for Best fitness.

Figure 7.13: PSO convergence curve for Average fitness.
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7.11.1 Result Interpretation

Using the parameters specified for PSO in previous section and also setting the main
lobe level to 0dB, the value of the maximum SLL is taken as -10dB, then -20dB and
finally -30dB for each simulation as executed using GA. The fitness function of PSO
converged at a value of about 1.10, 3.81, and 13.18 for maximum SLL of -10dB, -20dB,
and -30dB respectively as shown in the best fitness convergence curves of Figure 7.12.
This convergence is observed to have occurred after the 15th, 50th, and 60th iteration
for SLL of -10dB, -20dB and -30dB respectively.

The average fitness convergence curves of Figure 7.13 show the stability of the PSO
algorithm around the convergence value. As the maximum SLL is increased, the step
size of the oscillation around the convergence value also increases, thus the average
fitness curve for maximum SLL of -10dB is most stable after convergence. The results
obtained from algorithm shows that convergence can be achieved using the parameters
specified for this algorithm.

Table7.7: Optimised value for array elements with SLL of -10dB using PSO.
Steered
Angle(°)
70
128
230
350

Element 1
122.073
-16.967
-17.760
259.561

Optimised values in Ohms
Element 2 Element 3 Element 4
250.059
322.010
-4.888
122.001
250.496
321.859
508.993
-3.732
326.225
105.391
-18.723
543.899

Element 5
488.059
-4.889
261.225
-3.730

Element 6
-16.932
488.639
110.139
325.350

Table 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 show the optimised values of reactances obtained for each
element of the array element, from the PSO algorithm at respective steered angle and
SLL. These values are fed into the NEC2 code and simulated to obtain radiation pattern
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and other relevant characteristics of the array antenna, whose results are shown in later
stages.

Table7.8: Optimised value for array elements with SLL of -20dB using PSO.
Steered
Angle(°)
70
128
230
350

Element 1
990.622
-19.050
-16.373
-89.629

Element 2
-102.159
-999.995
71.018
991.943

Optimised values in Ohms
Element 3 Element 4 Element 5
-259.799
5.949
91.475
-99.257
-219.269
11.149
12.040
-225.811
-96.197
-15.658
54.344
19.552

Element 6
-18.683
70.293
1000.000
-192.737

Table7.9: Optimised value for array elements with SLL of -30dB using PSO.
Steered
Angle(°)
70
128
230
350

Element 1
546.231
-22.932
-23.002
-78.484

Optimised values in Ohms
Element 2 Element 3 Element 4
-79.067
-246.998
-2.557
539.760
-78.974
-249.633
6.463
0.827
-218.811
492.318
-22.756
1.852

Element 5
10.091
-2.445
-79.433
6.735

Element 6
-22.967
9.224
524.538
-181.749

The optimised values of the reactive loads of each element of the array antenna obtained
from the algorithm are fed into the NEC2 code. Figure 7.14 shows the radiation pattern
obtained for steered angles 70°, 128°, 230° and 350°. The simulation results of the
radiation pattern in Figure 7.14 justify the ability of GA to be used to optimize the
reactive loads of a uniform circular array antenna to realize beam steering. This result
shows the radiated power is concentrated in a particular direction which is then steered
in the desired direction i.e. the radiation pattern response is directional, so has a peak at
the steered angle. It is observed that the beam width of the main beam and the side lobes
do not vary significantly at different steered angle except at a steered angle of 350
degrees. With the main beam adequately steered in the desired direction and very small
side lobes as shown in the result, the array antenna is highly directional and hence
capable of object tracking, attenuating multipath and interference rejection.
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Figure 7.14: Radiation pattern for beam steering at angle 70°, 128°, 230° and 350° using
PSO.

Figure 7.15: Gain of steered angle 70°, 128°, 230° and 350° with SLL of -10dB using
PSO.
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Figure 7.15 is a plot showing the result of the antenna gain at respective steered angle
with SLL of -10dB. The gain of 12.34dB was obtained at the steered angle of 70°. This
gain is also the maximum front gain of the antenna while the maximum back gain
obtained was 5.42dB at an angle of 293° bringing about a front-to-back ratio of 6.92dB.
The HPBW obtained was 54° and this was measured at -3dB points to the left and right
of the point of maximum gain which corresponds to points at angles 43° and 97°
respectively on the plot. At the steered angle 128°, a gain of 9.72dB (also maximum
front gain) was obtained with back gain of 4.36dB at 231° hence front-to-back ratio of
5.36dB. The HPBW was 65° measured at angles 95° and 160°. For steered angle 230°,
the front gain, back gain, front-to-back ratio, HPBW obtained was 9.72dB, 4.41dB,
5.31dB and 66° respectively.

The back gain was obtained at angle 128° and HPBW measured at angles 198° and
264°. For steered angle 350°, the front gain, back gain, front-to-back ratio, HPBW
obtained was 9.73dB, 4.47dB, 5.26dB and 66° respectively. The back gain was obtained
at angle 248° and HPBW measured at angles 318° and 24°.
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Figure 7.16: Gain of steered angle 70°, 128°, 230° and 350° with SLL of -20dB using
PSO.
Figure 7.16 above is showing the result of the antenna gain at respective steered angles
with SLL of -20dB. The gain of 11.65dB was obtained at the steered angle of 70°. This
gain is also the maximum front gain of the antenna while the maximum back gain
obtained was 5.88dB at an angle of 117° bringing about a front-to-back ratio of 5.77dB.
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Figure 7.17: Gain of steered angle 70°, 128°, 230° and 350° with SLL of -30dB using
PSO.
The HPBW obtained was 55° and this was measured at -3dB point to the left and right
of the point of maximum gain. These points correspond to angles 42° and 97° shown on
the plot. At the steered angle, 128°, a gain of 11.74dB (also maximum front gain) was
obtained with back gain of 5.99dB at 234° hence front-to-back ratio of 5.75dB. The
HPBW was 54° measured at angles 102° and 156°. For steered angle 230°, the front
gain, back gain, front-to-back ratio, HPBW obtained was 11.60dB, 5.81dB, 5.79dB and
55° respectively. The back gain was obtained at angle 125° and HPBW measured at
angles 202°and 257°. For steered angle 350°, the front gain, back gain, front-to-back
ratio, HPBW obtained was 11.57dB, 5.75dB, 5.82dB and 56° respectively. The back
gain was obtained at angle 248° and HPBW measured at angles 319° and 15°.

Figure 7.17 is the plot showing results of the antenna gain at respective steered angle
with SLL of -30dB. The gain of 12.36dB was obtained at the steered angle of 70°.
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This gain is also the maximum front gain of the antenna, while the maximum back gain
obtained was 5.42dB at an angle of 293° bringing about a front-to-back ratio of 6.94dB.
The HPBW obtained was 54° and this was measured at -3dB point to the left and right
of the point of maximum gain. These points correspond to angles 43° and 97° shown on
the plot. At steered angle 128°, a gain of 12.36dB (also maximum front gain) was
obtained with back gain of 5.40dB at 353° hence front-to-back ratio of 6.96dB. The
HPBW was 54° measured at angles 103° and 157°. For steered angle 230°, the front
gain, back gain, front-to-back ratio, HPBW obtained was 12.37dB, 5.38dB, 6.99dB and
56° respectively.

The back gain was obtained at angle 8° and HPBW measured at angles 201°and 256°.
For steered angle 350°, the front gain, back gain, front-to-back ratio, HPBW obtained
was 12.35dB, 5.43dB, 6.92dB and 56° respectively. The back gain was obtained at
angle 129° and HPBW measured at angles 318° and 14°.

Figure 7.18: VSWR vs Frequency for beam steering angles 70°, 128°, 230° and 350°
using PSO.
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Figure 7.18 is the graphical representation of the antenna’s VSWR at respective steered
angles. At the operating frequency of 2.45GHz, the VSWR obtained was 1.76, 1.77,
1.785 and 1.79 for steered angles 70,128, 230 and 350 degrees respectively. Using the
good rule of thumb, VSWR values of 1.76, 1.77, 1.785 and 1.79 indicate the power
transfer achieved is 14dB for all steered angles which is a great value. It is obvious from
this figure that the antenna can operate within a bandwidth of 100MHz having a
maximum VSWR ≤ 2.

7.12 TIME MODULATED SWITCHING USING GA
Figure 7.19 show the radiation pattern obtained for respective steered angles and their
time switching sequence is presented in Figure 7.20. The results shown in Figures 7.20
depicts that with a sequence of switching time for each steered angle, the antenna has a
directional response with a peak value at the desired direction. The sequences of ontime plots for each element shows that no two elements have the same duration of ontime, although more than one element can be off to steer the main beam in the desired
direction as shown in the time sequence plot for steered angle 230 degrees. It is also
observed from Figure 7.19 that although the width of the main beam does not vary
significantly with different steered angle, the amplitudes of the side lobes vary
significantly.
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Figure 7.19: Radiation pattern of beam steering at angle 100°, 130°, 220° and 320°
using GA.

Figure 7.20: Normalised time – sequence corresponding to the antenna ring array
steering angles in Figure 7.19.
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7.13 TIME MODULATED SWITCHING USING PSO
Figure 7.21 shows the radiation pattern obtained for respective steered angles and their
corresponding time switching sequence is presented in Figure 7.22.

Figure 7.21: Radiation pattern of beam steering at angle 100°, 130°, 220° and 320°
using PSO.
From Figure 7.21, the results obtained are quite similar to that of time switching using
GA shown in Figure 7.20. Observation shows that no two elements have same on time
duration and more than one element could be off simultaneously to achieve beam
steering at desired directions. The on time for each element varies very slightly from
that obtained for GA. Also, the radiation patterns show great similarity to that of GA
with the same characteristics in terms of beam width and side lobes.
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Figure 7.22: Normalised time-sequence corresponding to the steering angles in Figure
7.21.

Figure 7.23 shows the structure of the simulated array antenna from the NEC
professional simulator.

Figure 7.23: Array structure from NEC – professional.
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7.14 PRACTICAL MEASUREMENT AND RESULTS
A prototype circular array antenna was fabricated using monopoles. The array had a
radius of 3.75cm with monopoles made from 1.5mm copper wire. These were mounted
on a circular ground plane made of copper material with a radius of 10cm and a
thickness of 0.10cm. The power supply circuit was implemented with six variable
resistors in parallel, each of maximum resistance of 10KΩ and a 6V rechargeable
battery. The experiment was set up in the Far–field anechoic chamber as shown in
Figures 7.24, 7.25 and 7.26. The fixed antenna (reference antenna) was a double ridge
guide horn antenna (EMCO type 3115) and the spacing of 4m was maintained between
the prototype antenna (test antenna) and the reference antenna. The operating frequency
was 2.45GHz.

Figure 7.24: Full view of Prototype antenna without loading.
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Figure 7.25: Full view of Prototype antenna with loading.

Figure 7.26: Prototype antenna in Anechoic chamber.
The radiation field pattern of the prototype antenna for respective steered angles is
shown in Figure 7.27. Although beam steering is achieved and the optimal gain for
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these patterns was found to be in the range of 8dB to 10dB at the desired steered angle,
the beam width is observed to be significantly wide.

Having designed, simulated, implemented and obtained results, this chapter discusses
how the good model used in the implementation of this work. It also discusses
comparisons between optimization techniques used on both beam steering methods as
well as comparison made between beam steering methods utilised. The radiation field
pattern obtained from simulation using GA and PSO for time modulated beam steering
methods is also compared with the radiation field pattern obtained from a physical test
using time modulated switching method. All comparisons were made with respect to the
results obtained. Finally, the effect of increasing the side lobe level on the gain realised
is also discussed.

Figure 7.27: Measured radiation pattern of beam steered at angle 100°, 130°, 220°,
and 310°.
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The results obtained showed both GA and PSO converged to an optimal value within
the specified number of generations and iterations respectively. Also, the converged
optimal values of reactance for each element of the array antenna resulted in a VSWR ≤
3 and VSWR ≤ 2 using GA and PSO respectively. These results show that optimization
algorithms are very efficient in determining the optimal reactance and on-time sequence
to achieve beam steering, was a novel idea.

The results of the radiation field patterns highlighted early in this chapter, justify the use
of circular array antenna in the execution of this work. Not only has beam steering
achieved over 360 degrees coverage in the azimuth unlike linear array antennas, whose
steering angle is limited to 180 degrees, but the beams were highly directional and the
gain was optimum in the desired direction.

7.15 COMPARISON OF GA AND PSO
7.15.1 Reactive Loading

Comparing both optimization techniques in terms of their convergence rate and best
fitness or optimal value at convergence, PSO is observed to have a faster convergence
and higher optimal global fitness. This could be attributed to the fact that PSO requires
fewer parameters to arrive at optimal or near-optimal solutions in comparison to GA. It
should also be noted that results of the average fitness convergence curves shown in
chapter five are for GA only and the present results of this chapter for both algorithms
clearly shows that PSO has greater stability around the convergence value i.e. the
oscillation step-size about the convergence value is lower for PSO than it is for GA.
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In terms of radiation patterns obtained, the main beam of PSO was observed to have
smaller beam widths compared to that using GA hence it can be said that PSO produced
a more directional beam for all steered angles considered. For gain at respective side
lobe levels, with GA gain of about 10dB, was achieved with SLL, set at -10dB and
12dB gain for SLL of -20dB and -30dB for all steered angles. On the other hand, a gain
of 12dB was achieved using PSO. Finally in terms of the VSWR obtained for the same
bandwidth, GA had VSWR ≤ 3 while PSO had VSWR ≤ 2.

A similar feature observed from both average fitness and best fitness convergence
curves of both algorithms show that the lower the predefined maximum SLL, the faster
the convergence rate and greater stability about the convergence value.

7.15.2 Time Modulated Switching

Comparing the results obtained for using GA and PSO with the time modulated
switching technique show no significant difference in terms of radiation field pattern’s
beam width, side lobes, number of elements at a particular time and the duration for
which elements are on.

7.15.3 Comparison between the Technique Methods Applied

Comparisons between the reactive loading and time modulated switching techniques
will be limited to simulation results obtained since the test was not carried out with the
prototype antenna using the reactive loading technique, for reasons earlier stated.
Making comparisons in terms of the radiation field pattern obtained, the beam width of
when reactive loading technique was used is smaller than that of time modulated
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switching. In this regard, reactive loading can be said to have better directivity. Also,
reactive loading produced side lobes of smaller amplitudes.

The radiation field patterns of Figures 7.14, 7.19 and 7.26 are figures for the simulated
results and physical test on prototype antenna respectively, for the time modulated
switching method of beam steering. From these figures, the beam width of the steered
beam of the simulated result is narrower than that of the prototype antenna, although
beam steering was achieved. This could be as a result of impossibility in achieving the
exact on time duration for each element of the array antenna.

The results earlier presented for the optimal gain achieved in the steered direction at
various specified maximum side lobe levels, reveal that in both cases of the beam
steering method and optimization technique used, increasing the maximum side lobe
level did not result in significant increased in the optimal gain achieved at the desired
steered angle.

7.16 CONCLUSION
In this chapter the design model and implementation of a prototype antenna whose main
beam can be steered in a desired direction have been presented. A careful review on
various antenna types and their characteristics, as well as methods by which beam
steering can be achieved, a design procedure using reactive loading and time modulated
switching methods of beam steering on a six element circular array antenna at an
operating frequency of 2.45GHz, was proposed. The use of genetic algorithm and
particle swarm optimization as optimization tools for determining optimal input value of
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reactance and optimal switch on time sequence of each element of the array for these
beam steering methods was also proposed.

The implementation of a six element circular array antenna whose beam was steered in
the desired direction by utilising the proposed beam steering and optimization methods
provides a very good way of achieving object tracking, mitigation of multipath and
interference effect, as well as network capacity improvement. By using a circular array
antenna, it was possible to steer the antenna's beam over a 360 degree range in the
azimuth [63]. The utilisation of genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimisation in
determining optimal input values of reactance for the reactive loading method and on
time sequence for the time modulated switching method, resulted in having an optimal
gain range of 9dB and 12dB in the desired steered direction and VSWR ≤ 3 over a
100MHz bandwidth. Hence the implemented antenna could be said to be very efficient.
Comparison of results obtained by the use of both algorithms on the respective beam
steering method was carried out and although beam steering was achieved using both
methods, PSO outperformed GA for the reactive loading method. In the case of using a
time modulated switching approach; there was no significant difference in the radiation
field pattern of the antenna for both algorithms. In terms of convergence rate and the
optimal value of convergence of the algorithms, PSO also outperformed GA.
Comparisons of both algorithms in terms of VSWR over a frequency range of about
100MHz also showed that PSO outperformed GA.

A comparison of both beam steering methods was also carried out with the results
obtained from simulation. The reactive loading technique had a narrow beam and lower
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minor lobe levels than the time modulated switching technique but both techniques
achieved beam steering at the desired angle.

In general, the radiated power of the array source element and reactively loaded (or
time-switched) array elements combined to give a directional beam, having optimal gain
at the desired steered direction. The reactively loaded array can therefore be said to have
achieved beam steering by using different optimal values of reactance on each array
element while the time modulated array achieved beam steering by setting the time at
which each element of the array is connected. Hence, beam steering was achieved by
both methods without using any phase shifter or time delay networks. From the results
obtained, it can also be concluded that GA and PSO are proven to be efficient
optimization techniques for realising optimal values and on-time for elements of an
array antenna in order to maximize gain and steer the antenna's beam in desired
direction. These optimization techniques can be used in the searching and finding
solutions quickly for complex design problems.
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CHAPTER 8
BEAM STEERING OF
HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED
CIRCULAR ANTENNA ARRAYS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The increasing growth of wireless communications demands greater performance
through higher capacity and data rates and reduced interference [1-3]. Beam steering
has become important in commercial wireless [4-7]. There are two main types of steered
beams: switched array beams and adapted array beams. Switched array beams are
dependent on a collection of fixed beam antennas from which a desired beam or beams
are chosen, whereas adapted array beams have a collective array gain pattern which is
dynamically adjustable to the location and environment in response to noise multipath
propagation [8].

Linear arrays, though simple in design, are limited to two dimensional (2D) scanning.
Moreover, the resultant beams are wide, whereas the objective is to achieve narrow
beam steering. A possible, if non-ideal, resolution to the 2D constraint of linear arrays is
to use polygons whose sides constitute linear arrays. Common candidates for this
approach are rectangular and triangular shaped arrays. However, circular arrays have a
superior three dimensional beam steering capability due to the absence of edges.
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In order to understand the complex techniques of beam steering in RF systems, it may
help to relate it to the simple and basic beam steering technique in optical systems. This
is achieved by simply altering the refractive index of the medium, through which the
optical beam passes through or by the use of diffraction gratings, lenses, prisms and
mirrors [9].

Beam steering in multiple antenna array systems can be conducted in three possible
ways: time-modulated switching (as applied in this paper), reactive loading and phase
shifting [10]. Time-modulated switching in array antennas is a low cost technique that
was first investigated over fifty years ago, and uses binary switching to the array
elements to achieve the required time-averaged pattern, for example, at the fundamental
frequency of operation of 2.4 GHz as adopted in this work. In the case of a circular
array, when all the elements have their switches closed, the array acts like a normal
circular array with uniform element amplitude weighting [11]. The same concept would
apply to other array geometries.

There are a number of ways to achieve beam steering which entails altering the
following antenna element parameters: phase, magnitude, reactance and times for
switching on or off [12]. Uniformly switching the phase of the signals being fed to each
of the elements of the array will result in a shift of the angle at which the main lobe of
the radiation pattern is steered to. These changes of phases to the signals can be
performed in the baseband frequency using DSP or in the radio frequency spectrum
using complex phase shifting devices.
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Beam steering can also be achieved by controlling the time each element is switched on
or off. The switching sequence of one element will alter the radiation pattern of the
specific element. This alteration in the radiation pattern, combined with the altered
radiation pattern of other elements will steer the overall combined beam’s main lobe to
a different direction. This process is popularly known as Time-Modulated Switching or
Time-Switching. This technique relies solely on the time-switching of array elements
and does not require the use of additional amplitude weighting [12].

Another popular and simple method of beam steering is considered by the coupling of
an active element with other parasitic/slave elements. The parasitic elements’ reactances
are altered in correspondence with the desired steering angles this results in the steering
of the beam to the desired angle. The methods described above are all executed by first
knowing the required angle to steer the beam to and then optimising the required
parameters in order to attain the desired radiation pattern [13].

8.2 ANTENNA MODEL AND ANALYSIS
In realising the objectives of this chapter regarding beam steering, a horizontally
polarised circular array antenna operating at 2.4 GHz was used. Using the Ansoft HFSS
program, a cylindrical Alford slot antenna operating at 2.4 GHz was modelled and its
electromagnetic field pattern was analysed and exported to an optimisation process.
This data was used to create further elements of a 6 element array antenna, equally
spaced over the circumference of a ring whose radius is a quarter of the wavelength (r a
= /4) as shown in Figures 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 respectively.
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The antenna dimensions have been shown in Table 8.1. The lumped source dimensions
for modelling purpose are length = 4 mm, width = 3 mm, located at the centre of the
slot.

Table 8.1: Antenna dimensions.
Antenna Dimensions
Cylinder height
400 mm
Internal cylindrical / hollow radius
8.5 mm
External cylinder radius
11.5 mm
slot height
200 mm
slot width
3 mm

Figure 8.1: Basic antenna geometry,3D of alford slot cylindrical antenna.
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Figure 8.2: 2D of the antenna array.

Figure 8.3: 3D of the antenna array.

The radiation pattern was synthesised and the parameters which determine the beam
steering of the array were then optimised by implementing a genetic algorithm (GA)
[14]. MATLAB code was written to determine the switched-on and switched-off times
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(ion and ioff) of each element in order to steer the beam to the required angle.
Optimisation is achieved by the following procedure. The overall antenna field pattern
can be expressed by the relationship below:
N

E   ( Ei )

(8.1)

i 1

In the case of horizontal polarisation, working under the assumption that the 6 elements
are arranged in a circular array, the above equation can be simplified:





N
ˆ
E   Ei aˆ  Ei aˆ e  jkPi r
i 1



(8.2)

where N is the number of elements, Ei and Ei are the ith electric fields in a and a 
directions respectively of the ith element. Pi and r can be given by the following:

pi  ra cos i aˆ x  ra sin i aˆ y

(8.3)

rˆ  sin  cos aˆ x  sin  sin  aˆ y  cos aˆ z

(8.4)

Assuming the same procedure used in [2], the switch-on and switch-off of the ith
element can be given as follows

 ion 

1  i
1


sin 1 m wdi
2m  m m

 ioff 

1  i
1


sin 1 m wdi 

2m  m m






(8.5)

(8.6)

where wdi =|wdi|arg(i) is the ith weighting coefficient for each element, which is related
to the switching times of equations 8.5 and 8.6 as follows:
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wdi 

sin( m( ioff   ion ))

m

e

 jm ( ion ioff )

(8.7)

Taking the above weighting elements, equation 1 now can be written:
N

E   ( wdi Ei )

(8.8)

i 1

For beam steering to be achieved, the fitness function has to have a maximum value at
the angle of intended steering. Achieving this maximum is carried out by the GA driver.
Analysis of the radiation pattern across the H Plane across a range of angles is carried
out as follows; each shift of 1 is regarded as 1 discrete point. The fitness function
applied for this process is defined by the following:
2
 Q  G G
max 
  
H  Q
 i  H  Gmax 
CF  
2
 G  Gmin 
 n
   [ H  Q]
  
i [ H Q ]  Gmin 

(8.9)

Where G is the antenna array gain. G max and Gmin are the requested gains for the beam
steering angles [HQ] and ([HQ]) respectively.

8.3 SIMULATION AND RESULTS
A circular antenna array of 6 elements was considered for the above model using the
Alford slot cylindrical antennas operated at 2.4 GHz.

The coupling between the

elements was eliminated, thus field data can be exported for optimisation process in
which GA was characterised by the following: maximum number of chromosomes
(binary bits) per individual = 200, maximum population size = 50, maximum number of
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parameters

which

the

chromosomes

make

up=12,

maximum

number

of

generations=200, likelihood/probability of a uniform crossover = 0.5.
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Figure 8.4: Simulated and measured return for Alford slot cylindrical antenna.

Figure 8.4 illustrates the simulation and measured return loss. The simulated was
generated by using a HFSS software package the measured was obtained using a
HP8510C ANA. The resultant bandwidth for -10 dB return loss at 2.4 GHz was found
to be 123 MHz. The radiation pattern for a single element is shown in Figure 8.5, and
Figure 8.6. It is clearly noticed that the E is the dominant field component.
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Figure 8.5: E and E distributions at xy plane at frequency 2.4GHz.

Figure 8.6: E and E distributions at vertical plane at frequency 2.4GHz.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8.7: Horizontally polarised beam steered for the angles; (a) 30°, (b) 65°, (c)
180°, (d) 330° at frequency 2.4GHz.

Figure 8.7 shows the radiation pattern obtained for the respective angles 30°, 65°, 180°,
and 330°; in which their time switching sequence is presented in Figure 8.8, 8.9, 8.10
and 8.11 respectively. The results show that with this sequence of switching time for
each steered angle, the antenna has a directional response with a peak value at the
desired direction. The sequence of on-time plots for all elements may exist for two or
more elements. It is also observed from Figure 8.6, that although the width of the main
beam does not vary significantly with different steered angle, the amplitudes of the side
lobes vary significantly.
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Figure 8.8: Normalised time sequence corresponding to steering angles; 30° at frequency
2.4GHz.

Figure 8.9: Normalised time sequence corresponding to steering angles; 65° at frequency
2.4GHz.
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Figure 8.10: Normalised time sequence corresponding to steering angles; 180° at frequency
2.4GHz.

Figure 8.11: Normalised time sequence corresponding to steering angles; 330° at frequency
2.4GHz.

8.4 CONCLUSION
An Alford slot cylindrical antenna at an operating frequency of 2.4GHz was simulated
using Ansoft HFSS and its field data was exported and input to a genetic algorithm
(GA). The purpose was to create a six element circular array. The six elements would be
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equally spaced and they would be placed on the circumference of a ring with a radius
that is a quarter of a wavelength. This strategic distance would enable their radiation
patterns to combine as one, thereby enabling any change in each element’s magnitude or
phase to have an effect on the overall array radiation pattern as well as cause the half
power beam width to be set at approximately 60° because of the 6 elements equally
spaced over 360°. This feature of the array’s sensitivity to the change in the phase was
exploited by using time modulation switching on each element. The idea behind it is to
connect every element to a pulse signal source that is programmed to send specific pulse
signals depending on what phase change is required for each direction of steering.
The advantage of using a circular array as opposed to the simple linear array was the
achievement of steering/scanning over a 360° range in the azimuth. Time modulation
switching and the GA provide the optimal parameters that would be required to steer the
beams from a set of many possible parameters.

This is a very efficient and fast

technique of optimisation that yielded very good beam steering results.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
9.1 CONCLUSION
The primary objective of this thesis was the development and the implementation of
beam steering antenna array systems for mobile and wireless communications
applications using the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO)
techniques as optimisation design tools. The original achievement of the present work
can be stated as follows:

The design procedures of beam steering antenna arrays and their associate RF switches/
phase shifters have been presented. Several antenna designs were implemented and
tested: initially, a printed dipole antenna integrated with a duplex RF switch used for
mobile base station antenna beam steering was investigated and operated at 1.8 GHz
[1]. Antenna beam steering was achieved by implementing the switching control
process in which the optimisation process was implemented using a genetic algorithm
(GA) method, subject to both scalar and binary controlled genes. Anti-phase feeding of
radiating elements was also investigated to enhance further possible results on the
steered beam. A ring antenna array with reflectors was modelled and analysed [2]. A
novel concept for simple beam steering using a uniform antenna array operated at 2.4
GHz was designed using GA. The antenna was fed by a single RF input source and the
steering elements were reactively tuned by varactor diodes in series with small
inductors. The beam-control procedure was derived through the use of a genetic
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algorithm based on adjusting the required reactance values to obtain the optimum
solution as indicated by the cost function. The GA was also initially used as an
optimisation tool to derive the antenna design from its specification [2]. The results
were quite reasonable in terms of the required gain and power beamwidth. The
optimisation process has also been presented and demonstrated by both GA and PSO
which applied the time modulated switching for each element of a ring array. The
concepts of vertical and horizontal polarised beam steering antenna arrays have been
presented and the operations were assessed by several examples.

9.2 SUMMARY OF THE THESIS
The summarised conclusions for each chapter of the present work are given as follows:

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the beam steering principles in the context of
personal mobile communications. In addition beam forming techniques were reviewed
and the main operation concept was detailed.

Chapter 3 is concerned with a complete analysis and design of the CPW-fed CPS
balanced dipole antenna integrated with a RF switching circuit for antenna beam
steering used in mobile base stations. The CPW-to-CPS balun and the dipole antenna
were presented and investigated; the overall performance of the dipole antenna in
collaboration with the RF switching circuit were analysed and evaluated [1]. The
performance of the overall circuit (i.e. the switch and the dipole) was analysed and
evaluated using a commercial RF and EM simulator. The design of CPW-to-CPS balun
and dipole antenna was also described.
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Chapter 4 presents several microstrip Phase shifters with small and large Phase shifts
using both Branchline coupler and Rat-race coupler were simulated and realised. Two
types of phase shifts designs were modelled and implemented; the small and large phase
shifts which were implemented and tested were (< 45 ) and (> 45 ) respectively. It was
noticed that phase shifts less than 10 degrees is hard to achieve sometimes due to nonrealisable short transmission line length. The performance characteristics of these
shifters were found to be quite acceptable for practical implementation; for example, the
return loss at the input and the output ports were achieved

-10dB and the VSWR

1.4

over the entire frequency band considered. It is also verified that the number of phase
stages and phase difference between stages play a major role in the realisation of the
phase shifter.

Chapter 5 investigates the possible use of RF switches working in ON or OFF mode
functions to steer the beam direction for antenna array elements. The switching control
process was implemented using the genetic algorithm method, subject to scalar and
binary genes. Anti–phase feeding of radiating elements was also considered and
investigated. Ring antenna array with reflectors was modelled and analysed. The
mechanism of the RF switch and its feed network was presented and applied; a worthy
control margin of the HPBW was achieved using this gene. An approach to using beam
steering antenna array for RFID reader was studied as an effective strategy to improve
performance of an RFID system under the constraint that the tag, reader and protocol
design cannot be modified [2].

Chapter 6 was concerned with a new approach of beam steering uniform linear antenna
array. The radiation pattern of the antenna array was formed and the beam steering
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tuned using the Genetic Algorithm. The results showed a reasonably wide steering angle
with acceptable experimentally-measured return loss. A simple mathematical formula
was developed to highlight the operation of this linear array. A simple control concept
for beam steering using GA optimisation method applied to a uniform linear array has
been presented and discussed. For this control procedure the GA was successfully
proved to be an efficient optimiser tool that could be adopted and used to search and
find solutions quicker for such design problems [3].

The design procedure using reactive loading and time modulated switching methods of
beam steering on a six element circular array antenna at an operating frequency of
2.45GHz was proposed in Chapter 7. Genetic algorithm and particle swarm
optimization tools for determining optimal input value of reactance and optimal switch
on time sequence of each element of the array, for these beam steering methods, was
also proposed. The results show that optimal gain range of 9dB and 12dB in the desired
steered direction and VSWR ≤ 3 over a 100MHz bandwidth. Hence the implemented
antenna could be said to be very efficient [4].

It was concluded that in the case of time modulated switching approach, there was no
significant difference in the radiation field pattern of the antenna for both algorithms.
And in terms of convergence rate and optimal value of convergence of the algorithms,
PSO also outperformed GA. A comparison of both algorithms in terms of VSWR over a
frequency range of about 100MHz also showed that PSO outperformed GA.

Chapter 8 presents the possible design of horizontally circular-polarised beam-steering
antenna array. An Alford slot cylindrical antenna operating at 2.4 GHz was modelled
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and tested. Beam steering was obtained by using time modulated switching for each
element, whereby changes of phase and magnitude of the weighting coefficients could
be appropriately achieved. The optimisation process of beam steering using GA has
been illustrated with some examples. The process was found to be very efficient and
fast, yield good beam steering results [5].

9.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Finally, the following are examples of interesting themes that deserve further
development in the future:

As seen in the prototype plot outputs of chapter 4, transmission loss

dB play

a major role in the loss of the whole system, in which, it can be noticed that
dB is around -6dB approximately for the 1st stage of all the designs and this
reduces drastically up to the final stage. This can be improved by the use of
impedance transformation networks in the PIN diode path to reduce the return
RF impedance (in case of reflection) [6]. Impedance transformation can also be
completed by replacing a PIN diode with 2 parallel placed PIN diodes but being
cautious should be considered since this might change the OFF capacitance of
the PIN diode.

There are also simple lumped element transformation networks that can be used
to reduce the size of the RF switch/phase shifter by applying Smith chart
traversal and/or minimum impedance [7]. The whole circuit length can be
brought down by the use of Meander lines or zigzag lines (bending) [8, 9].
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These proposed geometries can reduce the radius and linear length of the
transmission lines in Hybrid rings. The same applies to Branchline couplers.

To enhance directivity and beam steering capabilities using GA and PSO with
time modulated switching technique, future work could look into modifying the
switching time and duration of the array elements so as to bring about overlap in
the on-times of the elements. Also, the overlap could be done in such a way to
have adjacent elements of the array either connected or on simultaneously. With
this, it could be possible to fine tune direction to which the main beam is pointed
and achieve a narrower beam.

In terms of the optimisation techniques used for the reactive loading method,
future work should look into ways by which both genetic algorithm and particle
swarm optimisation can be used either simultaneously or sequentially with each
beam steering method. This will bring about enhanced optimal input values to
the elements of the array antenna and consequently result in increased directivity
and optimal gain in the desired steered direction.

Future work could also be geared towards reducing the size of the antenna. This
is because antennas deployed for surveillance or military purposes are mostly
expected to be very small so that it can be used unnoticed.

Beam steering can be carried out using other optimisation techniques besides
GA and PSO. A popular technique such as Ant Colony optimisation method can
be applied [10]. This method is an excellent candidate to optimise a problem
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with several parameters given a set measure of quality. Other techniques of
beam steering such the combination between the phase shifting and reactive
loading can also be applied for which the beam steering results can be compared
to this present research work.
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A1: The Following Programme Is The Cost Function Stated For GA Binary And Scalar
Method.
cccccccccc
c
write(*,*)parent(1,j),parent(2,j),parent(3,j),parent(4,j)
c
do 601 kkk=1,43
c
write(*,*)'MUSA binary=',iparent(kkk,j)
c601
continue
cccccccccccc define the loads from GA
z1=parent(1,j)
z2=parent(2,j)
z3=parent(3,j)
z4=parent(4,j)
c
z5=parent(5,j)
c
z6=parent(6,j)
c
z3=parent(3,j)
c
z4=parent(4,j)
c
z5=parent(5,j)
c
z6=parent(6,j)
c
call mic1(z1,z2,z3,z4)
c
call mic2(z1,z2,z3,z4)
c
call mic3(z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6)
c
call chong2(z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6)
c
write(*,*)'z values=',z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6
c
call dipload1(z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6)
call arraymusa1(j,z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6)
write(*,634)(iparent(imusa,j),imusa=1,16)
634
format(12hbinary Seq= ,16i1)
write(*,633)z1,z2,z3,z4
633
format(8hZ VLUES=,1x,4(1x,F10.4))
c
Cccccccccccccccccccccc calling NEC PROG ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
call mainnec(inputzsee)
call mainnec(inputzsee,rchong,xchong,fchong)
cccccccccc very important note >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
c
write(*,*)'check E PG=', musafarEt(2) = E theta ,musafarEp(2)= V PG
c
write(*,*)musaNS,rmusa(1),xmusa(1)
ccccccccc>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
c
write(*,*)'musa cost f=',rchong(1),xchong(1)
c
zh1=0.0d0
c
do 609 k=1,1
inputzsee = dcmplx(rmusa(1),xmusa(1))
zh2 = cdabs((inputzsee-50.d0)/(inputzsee+50.d0))
zh2 = (1.0 + zh2)/ (1.0 - zh2)
zh1= 1.0d0/zh2
c 609 continue
length1= musafarEp(1)/10.0
length2= 10.0**length1
c
write(*,*)musafarEp(1)
c
zh2= musafarEp(1)/10.0
zh2=dabs ( ( length2 - 10.d0 ) / 10.d0 )
zh2 = 1.0d0 / (1.0d0 + dsqrt(zh2) )
funcval = zh2
write(*,*)'ooooooo=',zh1,zh2, musafarEp(1),funcval
c
write(*,635)zh1,zh2
c 635 format(7h1 VSWR=,F8.4,2x,7h1 EEE= ,F8.4)
c
funcval = cdabs((inputzsee-50.d0)/(inputzsee+50.d0))
c
funcval=1.0d0/bigval
c
zh1=0.4
c
zh2 = 0.8
c
length1=funcval
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c
c
c

length2= (1.0 + funcval)/ (1.0 - funcval)
funcval =zh1* (1.0 - funcval)/ (1.0 + funcval) + zh2* axialrat
write(*,*)'length=',z1,'angle=',z2,'optval=',funcval
write(829,100)z1,z2,z3,z4,funcval
100
format('Z1=',F8.2,1x,'Z2=',F8.2,'Z3=',F8.2,1x,'Z4=',F8.2,1x,
& 'optval=',F10.4)
c
write(*,*)'VSWR=',length2, 'RL=',length1, 'AL=',axialrat
c
write(*,*)'Distance=',parent(3,j),'Height=',parent(4,j),
c &'Width=',parent(1,j),'length=',parent(2,j)
c
write(829,100)funcval,Parent(1,j),parent(2,j),
c & parent(3,j),parent(4,j),parent(5,j),parent(6,j)
c 100 format('Best Fit= ',F8.4,2x,'width= ',F8.5,1x,'Length= ',
c &F8.5,1x,'Dist= ',F8.5,1x,'hight= ',F8.5,1x,F8.5,1x,F8.5)
c 10 continue
c As mentioned in the ReadMe file, The arrays have been rearranged
c to enable a more efficient caching of system memory. If this causes
c interface problems with existing functions used with previous
c versions of my code, then you can use some temporary arrays to bridge
c this version with older versions. I've named the temporary arrays
c parent2 and iparent2. If you want to use these arrays, uncomment the
c dimension statement above as well as the following do loop lines.
c
c
do 11 i=1,nparam
c
parent2(j,i)=parent(i,j)
c 11 continue
c
do 12 k=1,nchrome
c
iparent2(j,k)=iparent(k,j)
c 12 continue
c
return
end
c#######################################################################
subroutine arraymusa1(j,z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
save
c
include 'params.f'
dimension parent(nparmax,indmax)
dimension iparent(nchrmax,indmax)
c
dimension parent2(indmax,nparmax),iparent2(indmax,nchrmax)
c
common / ga2 / nparam,nchrome
common / ga3 / parent,iparent
Real*8 z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6
real*8 xf,yf
real*8 px2,px1,py1,py2,pz1,pz2,delta,px3,px4,py3,&py4,pz3,pz4
real*8 xseg1(2000),yseg1(2000),zseg1(2000),xseg2(2000),
&yseg2(2000),zseg2(2000),delta1(2000)
real*8 xseg1n(2000),yseg1n(2000),zseg1n(2000),xseg2n(2000),
&yseg2n(2000),zseg2n(2000),delta1n(2000)
real*8 area,radiusn(2000)
real*8 wid,len,d,h
integer mseg,msegnew
real*8 angle,u
integer kk,nch,isegmesh
real*8 theta, dtheta
mseg=0
msegnew=0
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delta = 0.004
area = 0.0
cccccc nch = the number of wires, wid= half wire source, px3 radius of wires.
nch=7
wid=0.0025
px3=0.0005
open(250,FILE='nec2.nec')
open(233,FILE='nec2.dat')
write(233,630)
630
format(2hCM,'CEExample 1. MUSA 1 antenna')
write(233,631)
631
format(2hCE,'Example 1. Musa Array antenna')
write(250,630)
write(250,631)
angle=z2*3.14159d0/180.0d0
len=z1
h=len/delta
isegmesh=h
cccccc Note: isegmesh = number of segments created by dividing the length acquired from GA (len) with
the segment length (delta)
kk=nch/2
d=kk
dtheta=angle/d
cccccc this sections shows how the angle between each element is created.
cccccc example: nch = 7 wires
cccccc
7 / 2 = 3.5, but only the value 3 will be taken
cccccc
therefore, angle from GA will be divided by 3 = angle between each elements (dtheta)
ccccccccccccccccc Excitation part start ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
z1 outer radius
c
z2 inner radius
c
z3 length of reflector
c
z4 binary sequence 8, 16, 32
px1 = z2
py1 = 0.0
pz1 = -0.0416
px2 = z2
py2 = 0.0
pz2 = 0.0416
write(250,620)px1,py1,pz1,px2,py2,pz2,px3
write(233,620)px1,py1,pz1,px2,py2,pz2,px3
620
format(3hGW1,2x,3h9 ,6(1x,F8.5),1x,F8.5)
write(233,621)
write(250,621)
621
format(2hGM, '1 15 0 0 22.5 0 0 0 0')
px1 = z3
py1 = 0.0
pz1 = -z4/2.0d0
px2 = z3
py2 = 0.0
pz2 = z4/2.0d0
write(250,622)px1,py1,pz1,px2,py2,pz2,px3
write(233,622)px1,py1,pz1,px2,py2,pz2,px3
622

format(4hGW20,2x,3h11 ,6(1x,F8.5),1x,F8.5)
write(233,623)
write(250,623)
623
format(2hGM, '1 15 0 0 22.5 0 0 0 20.20')
cccccccccccccc remember to change the source seg tag number.
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc Excitation part and geo end ccccccccccccccccccccc
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ccccccccccccccccc center wire location end cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
write(233,624)
624
format(2hGE, '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0')
ccc
musa stop1
ccccccccccccccccc put the loads cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
write(233,601)z1
c601
format(2hLD, '0 1 2 2 ',F8.2, ' 0 0 0 0 0')
write(233,625)
625
format(2hFR, '0 1 0 0 1800 100 0 0 0 0')
ccccccccccccc
no start freq
ccccccccccccc freq Freq steps
c
Musa excitation binary
c number of bits for this example is 16 if you want to change please
c change the number in initial subroutine.
DO 629 kkkk=1,16
c
write(*,*)iparent(kkkk,j)
if(iparent(kkkk,j).gt.0)then
write(233,626)kkkk
626
format(5hEX 0,1x, i2, 1x, '5 01 1.0 0.0 0 0 0 0')
end if
629
continue
c
write(233,242)
c242
format(2hEX, '0 2 1 00 0.00000 1.00000 0 0 0 0')
c
write(233,243)
c243
format(2hEX, '0 3 1 00 -1.00000 0.00000 0 0 0 0')
c
write(233,244)
c244
format(2hEX, '0 4 1 00 0.00000 -1.00000 0 0 0 0')
c
write(233,245)
c245
format(2hRP, '0 1 1 1000 0 0 1 1 0 0')
ccccccccccc far field musa
c
RP 0 1 360 1000 90 0 1 1 this is 360 points each separated by 1 degree.
write(233,632)
632
format(2hRP, '0 1 360 1000 90 0 1 1 0 0')
c
points
write(233,627)
627
format(2hXQ, '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0')
write(233,628)
628
format(2hEN, '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0')
close(233)
close(250)
return
end
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A2: The Following Programme Is The Cost Function for the uniform liner antenna array
using GA.
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
Musamusa Cost Function
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
subroutine func(j,funcval)
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
save
c

c
c

include 'params.f'
dimension parent(nparmax,indmax)
dimension iparent(nchrmax,indmax)
dimension parent2(indmax,nparmax),iparent2(indmax,nchrmax)
common / ga2 / nparam,nchrome
common / ga3 / parent,iparent
common/zhou1/axialrat,musafarEt,musafarEp
common/musa1/rmusa,xmusa
common/musa2/musaNS
integer musaNS
real*8 rmusa(100),xmusa(100)
real*8 axialrat,musafarEt(720),musafarEp(720)
real*8 zh1,zh2,length1,length2

c
c

complex*16 inputzsee
real
real

real*8 z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9,z10,z11
real*8 rchong(1000),xchong(1000),fchong(1000),bigval
ccccccccccc zhou

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

This is an N-dimensional version of the multimodal function with
decreasing peaks used by Goldberg and Richardson (1987, see ReadMe
file for complete reference). In N dimensions, this function has
(nvalley-1)^nparam peaks, but only one global maximum. It is a
reasonably tough problem for the GA, especially for higher dimensions
and larger values of nvalley.
funcval=1.0d0

cccccccc z1 is the axial length of the bow tie patch.
cccccccc z2 is the angle ofthe bowtie patch
ccccccccccmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
mmmmmmm
c
write(*,*)parent(1,j),parent(2,j),parent(3,j),parent(4,j)
c

do 601 kkk=1,43
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c
c601

write(*,*)'MUSA binary=',iparent(kkk,j)
continue

cccccccmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
cccccccccccc define the loads from GA

c z1 distance Z2 length, z3 to z8 are the loads

z1=parent(1,j)
z2=parent(2,j)
z3=parent(3,j)
z4=parent(4,j)
z5=parent(5,j)
z6=parent(6,j)
z7=parent(7,j)
z8=parent(8,j)
z9=parent(9,j)
z10=parent(10,j)
z11=parent(11,j)

call array_musa_steer(j,z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9,z10,z11)

c
c634

write(*,634)(iparent(imusa,j),imusa=1,16)
format(12hbinary Seq= ,16i1)
write(*,633)z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9

633

format(8hZ VLUES=,1x,9(1x,F10.4))

ccccccccccccccc calling NEC PROG ccccc
c

call mainnec(inputzsee)
call mainnec(inputzsee,rchong,xchong,fchong)

cccccccccc very important note >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
c
write(*,*)'check E PG=', musafarEt(2) = E theta ,musafarEp(2)= V PG
c
write(*,*)musaNS,rmusa(1),xmusa(1)
ccccccccc>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

cccccc get the z data and multiply by the FT of the sin Gauss pulse
c

call chong_pulse(rchong,xchong,fchong,bigval)

cccccc convert to time and check the peak on some interval of time. IDFT..
cccccc wrtite the cost function as 1/ max square peak.

c

write(*,*)inputzsee

c

write(*,*)'musa cost f=',rchong(1),xchong(1)
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c
c

c609

zh1=0.0d0
do 609 k=1,1
inputzsee = dcmplx(rmusa(1),xmusa(1))
zh2 = cdabs((inputzsee-50.d0)/(inputzsee+50.d0))
zh2 = (1.0 + zh2)/ (1.0 - zh2)
zh1= 1.0d0/zh2
continue

length1= musafarEp(1)/10.0
length2= 10.0**length1
c
c

write(*,*)musafarEp(1)
zh2= musafarEp(1)/10.0
zh2=dabs ( ( length2 - 10.d0 ) / 10.d0 )
zh2 = 1.0d0 / (1.0d0 + dsqrt(zh2) )
length1 = ((rmusa(1) - 50.0)/50.0)**2 +((xmusa(1) - 0.0)/50.0)**2

write(*,*)'musa=z=', rmusa(3),xmusa(3)
cccccccc normalize the field

14

zh2=0.0
do 14 kf=1,180
if(zh2.lt.musafarEt(kf)) then
zh2 = musafarEt(kf)
end if
continue

11

zh1= 0.0
do 11 kf=1,70
zh1 = zh1 + ((musafarEt(kf)/zh2 - 0.05)/0.05)**2
continue

12

do 12 kf=71,80
zh1 = zh1 + ((musafarEt(kf)/zh2 - 0.5)/0.5)**2
continue

13

do 13 kf=81,180
zh1 = zh1 + ((musafarEt(kf)/zh2 - 0.05)/0.05)**2
continue
write(*,*)'GAGAGAG=',zh2,musafarEt(30)

c

zh1 = (musafarEt(30)/zh2 - 1.0)**2

c

funcval = 1.0/(1.0 + dsqrt(0. * length1 + 0.7 * zh1))

funcval = 1.0/(1.0 + dsqrt(0.5 * length1 + 0.5 * zh1/180.0))
write(*,*)'ooooooo=',funcval
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A3: Antenna Array Code To Support The Cost Fitness.
NEC – 2 CODE
CMCEExample 1. Musa 1 antenna
CEExample 1. Musa Array antenna
GW1 9 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.03200 0.00100
GW7 9 0.04700 0.00000 0.00000 0.04700 0.00000 0.03200 0.00100
GM 1 5 0 0 60.00000 0 0 0 7
GE1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GN1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR 0 10 0 0 2400 10
EX 0 1 1 00 1.0 0.0
LD 4 7 1 1 0 403.599
LD 4 8 1 1 0 73.330
LD 4 9 1 1 0 244.857
LD 4 10 1 1 0 5.668
LD 4 11 1 1 0 3.312
LD 4 12 1 1 0 23.433
RP0 1 360 1000 90 0 1 1 0 0
XQ0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EN0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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A4: GA Implementation Program In Matlab Software.
clear all
close all
clc
global xa x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 sk th skk
for kdavid=1:6
xa1=randperm(6);
%xa1=[4 5 6 3
david(kmusa,:)=xa1;

1

2];

for kk=1:6
xa(kk)=xa1(1,kk);
end;
% xa= [2 4 5 6 1 3];
FitnessFunction = @f_s_var
numberOfVariables = 6; % Number of decision variables
lb_ga = [0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; % Lower bound
ub_ga = [1 1 1 1 1 1 ]; % Upper bound
A_ga = []; b_ga = []; % No linear inequality constraints
Aeq_ga = []; beq_ga = []; % No linear equality constraints
%options = gaoptimset('PlotFcns',@gaplotpareto);
%options = gaoptimset('Generations',155);options.Generations=111
options = gaoptimset('TolFun',1.0e10,'Generations',50000,'PopulationSize',10,'PlotFcns','Display','iter');
[x_gen,Fval,exitFlag,Output] = ga(FitnessFunction,numberOfVariables,A_ga, ...
b_ga,Aeq_ga,beq_ga,lb_ga,ub_ga,[],options);

for kg=1:6
tim_data(kdavid,kg)=x_gen(kg);
tim_order(kdavid,kg)=xa(kg);
end
fernando(kdavid,:)=x_gen;
figure(2)
polar(th,skk)
hold on
end;
function capz = f_s_var(x_gen)
global xa x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 sk th skk
x1=x_gen(1);
x2=x_gen(2);
x3=x_gen(3);
x4=x_gen(4);
x5=x_gen(5);
x6=x_gen(6);
% randperm(6)
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for k=1:6
xk(k)=0;
end;
for j=1:6 % the jth antenna that will be off.
for k=xa(j):xa(j)
xk(k)=sin(-x_gen(j)*pi/6)/pi*exp(-i*2*pi*((j)-0.5)/6);
end;
end;
%xa= [4

5

6

3

1

2];

xm =1.0/6;
n=6;
dt=2*pi/360;
for k=1:360
t=(k-1)*dt;
s=0;
for j=1:n
s=s+xk(j)*exp(-i*0.3750*2*pi*cos((j-1)*pi/3-t));
end
sk(k)=s+xm;
th(k)=t;
end;
max_sk=max(abs(sk));
sk;
sk = sk / max_sk;
sk = abs(sk);
skk=abs(sk);
% polar(th,abs(sk))
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
zh1= 0.0;
zh2=1;
for kf=1:289
zh1 = zh1 + ((skk(kf)/zh2 - 0.1581)/0.1581)^2;
end
for kf=290:330
zh1 = zh1 + ((skk(kf)/zh2 - 0.5)/0.5)^2;
end
for kf=331:360
zh1 = zh1 + ((skk(kf)/zh2 - 0.1581)/0.1581)^2;
end
zh1=zh1/360;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
%capz =(x1-0.5)^2+(x2-0.75)^2+(x4-0.9)^2;
capz=(zh1);
% 0.0648 0.6524 1.0000 0.2339 0.3506 0.9685
X(1)=0.773431893007092;
X(2)=6.619139734582682E-006;
X(3)=0.684303797338542;
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X(4)=0.999751333748799;
X(5)=2.086802427989160E-005;
X(6)= 0.969107653481131;

xa_p(1)=1;
xa_p(2)=2 ;
xa_p(3)=3;
xa_p(4)=4;
xa_p(5)=5;
xa_p(6)=6;
for j=1:6
for k=xa_p(j):xa_p(j)
xk_p(k)=sin(-X(j)*pi/6)/pi*exp(-i*2.0*pi*((j)-0.5)/6);
end
end
xm_p =1.0/6.0;
n_p=6;
dt_p=2.0*pi/360.0;
for k=1:360
t_p=(k-1)*dt_p;
s_p=0;
for j=1:n_p
s_p=s_p+xk_p(j)*exp(-i*0.3750*2*pi* cos((j-1)*pi/3.0-t_p));
end
musafarEt(k)=abs(s_p+xm_p);
th(k)=t_p;
end
max_field=max(musafarEt);
figure
polar(th, musafarEt/max_field)
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A5: Cost Function Section Of The Genetic Algoritm Implementation Fortran Code
c
c
c

COST FUNCTION

subroutine func(j,funcval)
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
save
c

c
c

include 'params.f'
dimension parent(nparmax,indmax)
dimension iparent(nchrmax,indmax)
dimension parent2(indmax,nparmax),iparent2(indmax,nchrmax)
common / ga2 / nparam,nchrome
common / ga3 / parent,iparent
common/zhou1/axialrat,musafarEt,musafarEp
common/see1/mag_etheta, phase_etheta
common/musa1/rmusa,xmusa
common/musa2/musaNS
integer musaNS
real*8 rmusa(100),xmusa(100)
real*8 axialrat,musafarEt(720),musafarEp(720)
real*8 zh1,zh2,length1,length2
real*8 mag_etheta(360), phase_etheta(360)

c
c

complex*16 inputzsee
real
real
real*8 z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9,z10,z11
real*8 rchong(1000),xchong(1000),fchong(1000),bigval
complex*16 see1,see2,see3
real*8 see_real(12)

ccccccccccc zhou
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

This is an N-dimensional version of the multimodal function with
decreasing peaks used by Goldberg and Richardson (1987, see ReadMe
file for complete reference). In N dimensions, this function has
(nvalley-1)^nparam peaks, but only one global maximum. It is a
reasonably tough problem for the GA, especially for higher dimensions
and larger values of nvalley.

funcval=1.0d0
cccccccc z1 is the axial length of the bow tie patch.
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cccccccc z2 is the angle ofthe bowtie patch
ccccccccccmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
c
write(*,*)parent(1,j),parent(2,j),parent(3,j),parent(4,j)
c

do 601 kkk=1,43

c
c601

write(*,*)'MUSA binary=',iparent(kkk,j)
continue

cccccccmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
mmmmmmm
cccccccccccc define the loads from GA

c z1 distance Z2 length, z3 to z8 are the loads

see_real(1)=parent(1,j)
see_real(2)=parent(2,j)
see_real(3)=parent(3,j)
see_real(4)=parent(4,j)
see_real(5)=parent(5,j)
see_real(6)=parent(6,j)
see_real(7)=parent(7,j)
see_real(8)=parent(8,j)
see_real(9)=parent(9,j)
see_real(10)=parent(10,j)
see_real(11)=parent(11,j)
see_real(12)=parent(12,j)
c
c

z5=parent(5,j)
z6=parent(6,j)

c

call mic1(z1,z2,z3,z4)

c

call mic2(z1,z2,z3,z4)

c

call mic3(z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6)

ccccccccccccccccccccc CHUNG PART CCCCCCCCCCCC
c

call chong1(z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6)

cccccccccc call for BT wire mesh
c
c

call chong2(z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6)
write(*,*)'z values=',z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6

c

call dipload1(z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6)

cccccccccc arraymusa1 for on - off steer beam
c
call arraymusa1(j,z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6)
ccc see call Ringarray_musa_steer(j,z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9,z10,z11)

c
c634

write(*,634)(iparent(imusa,j),imusa=1,16)
format(12hbinary Seq= ,16i1)
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c

write(*,633)z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9

c633

format(8hZ VLUES=,1x,9(1x,F10.4))

cccccc get the z data od the antennas and multiply by the FT of the sin Gauss pulse

c

call chong_pulse(rchong,xchong,fchong,bigval)

cccccc convert to time and check the peak on some interval of time. IDFT..
cccccc wrtite the cost function as 1/ max square peak.
c

write(*,*)inputzsee

c

write(*,*)'musa cost f=',rchong(1),xchong(1)

c
c
c
c
c

zh1=0.0d0
do 609 k=1,1
inputzsee = dcmplx(rmusa(1),xmusa(1))
zh2 = cdabs((inputzsee-50.d0)/(inputzsee+50.d0))
zh2 = (1.0 + zh2)/ (1.0 - zh2)

c
c609
c
c

zh1= 1.0d0/zh2
continue
length1= musafarEp(1)/10.0
length2= 10.0**length1

c
c

write(*,*)musafarEp(1)
zh2= musafarEp(1)/10.0

c

zh2=dabs ( ( length2 - 10.d0 ) / 10.d0 )

c

zh2 = 1.0d0 / (1.0d0 + dsqrt(zh2) )

c

length1 = ((rmusa(1) - 50.0)/50.0)**2 +((xmusa(1) - 0.0)/50.0)**2

c
write(*,*)'musa=z=', rmusa(3),xmusa(3)
cccccccc normalize the field
z3=3.14159
z1=0.0278
do 635 ksee=1,360
z2=ksee-1
ccccccccccc radius of the circular array around lamda/4 === 0.0278
ccccccccccc this is for six elements
see1=0.0
do 609 ks1=1,6

&

z4=z1*dcos((ks1-1)*z3/3.0)*dcos(z2*z3/180.0) +
z1*dsin((ks1-1)*z3/3.0)*dsin(z2*z3/180.0)
see2=

cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,see_real(ks1+6)*z3/180.0))
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see1=see1+see_real(ks1)*see2*cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,-2*z3*z4/(z1*4) ) )
609

continue

see1 = see1 * mag_etheta(ksee)*dcmplx(dcos(phase_etheta(ksee)
&*z3/180.0),dsin(phase_etheta(ksee)*z3/180.0))
musafarEt(ksee)=cdabs(see1)
635

continue

14

zh2=0.0
do 14 kf=1,360
if(zh2.lt.musafarEt(kf)) then
zh2 = musafarEt(kf)
end if
continue

11

zh1= 0.0
do 11 kf=0,209
zh1 = zh1 + ((musafarEt(kf)/zh2 - 0.125)/0.125)**2
continue

12

do 12 kf=210,270
zh1 = zh1 + ((musafarEt(kf)/zh2 - 1.0)/1.0)**2
continue

13

do 13 kf=271,360
zh1 = zh1 + ((musafarEt(kf)/zh2 - 0.125)/0.125)**2
continue

c

10

zh1 = (musafarEt(200)/zh2 - 1.0)**2
write(*,*)'GAGAGAG=',zh1
funcval = 1.0/(1.0 + dsqrt(+ 0.5 * zh1))
open(8991,file='fields.txt')
do 10 kf=1,360
write(8991,*)kf, musafarEt(kf)
continue
close(8991)

c
c

funcval = 1.0/(1.0 + dsqrt(0.5 * length1 + 0.5 * zh1/360.0))
write(*,*)'ooooooo=',funcval

c
c635

write(*,635)zh1,zh2
format(7h1 VSWR=,F8.4,2x,7h1 EEE= ,F8.4)

c

funcval = cdabs((inputzsee-50.d0)/(inputzsee+50.d0))

c

funcval=1.0d0/bigval

c
c
c

zh1=0.4
zh2 = 0.8
length1=funcval

c

length2= (1.0 + funcval)/ (1.0 - funcval)

c

funcval =zh1* (1.0 - funcval)/ (1.0 + funcval) + zh2* axialrat

c

write(*,*)'length=',z1,'angle=',z2,'optval=',funcval
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write(829,100)see_real(1),see_real(2),see_real(3),
&see_real(4),see_real(5),see_real(6), see_real(7),
& see_real(8),see_real(9),see_real(10),see_real(11),
& see_real(12),funcval
100
format(12(2x,F9.3), 2x, 'optval=',F10.4)
return
end
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A6: MATLAB Code Used To Determine Normalized Time –Sequence Values And
Plots
clear all
%These are the 12 optimised parameters acquired from the Genetic Algorithm
%for a beam steered to 0 degrees.
%The first six (w) represent normalized magnitude
%The last six (p) represent phase
w=[0.165 0.371 0.572 0.862 0.866 0.474];
p=[107.692 251.453 138.198 318.505 139.341 298.286];
a=max(w);
w=w/a/pi;
for k=1:6
ton(k)=0.5*p(k)*pi/180/pi-1/pi*asin(pi*w(k));
tof(k)=0.5*p(k)*pi/180/pi+1/pi*asin(pi*w(k));
end
a=min(ton);
ton=ton-a;
tof=tof-a;
a=max(tof);
ton=ton/a;
tof=tof/a;
[ton' tof']

x=[1:1:6];
for k=1:6
x1(1)=x(k);
x1(2)=x(k);
y1(1)=ton(k); %Gives the normalized switch On times
y1(2)=tof(k); %Gives the normalized switch off times
plot(x1,y1)
xlabel('Element Number')
ylabel('Element Switch ON time')
title('Element Switch ON time vs Element Number. Beam Steered to 0 degrees');
hold on
end;
axis([0.5 6.5 0 1])
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